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My dissertation examines the putative success of Curitiba, the Brazilian capital of Paraná, 

and seeks to understand how it came to be touted as the model city of Brazil. The 

standard explication for Curitiba’s success credits the power of a single city agency, the 

Urban Planning and Research Institute of Curitiba (IPPUC), and the vision of its first 

president, Jaime Lerner.
 
According to this narrative, in 1971 IPPUC formalized a broad 

urbanistic vision for the city’s growth and initiated projects aimed at improving traffic 

congestion, expanding green space, and increasing city and social services. I argue that 

the narrative of the institute’s contributions provide an incomplete genealogy of 

Curitiba’s success. It fails to examine the historical context of the city’s status and does 

not consider the significance of publicity campaigns in sustaining this image. Also, 

IPPUC’s story is not only tendentious but derivative.  My historical research shows how 

IPPUC has rearticulated longstanding tropes that celebrate the region’s unique 

characteristics  -such as Curitiba’s edenic cityscape and its European social composition- 

and has recycled deterministic arguments related to race, ethnicity, and geography. My 

dissertation demonstrates that exceptionalist discourses have circulated for more than a 
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century. I trace these claims from the 1880s to the 1940s and investigate how and why 

they changed over time. I show that politicians first initiated efforts to promote the region 

at the turn of the twentieth century to attract European colonists. Over the next fifty 

years, politicians, elites, and intellectuals forwarded new claims that positioned Curitiba 

and Paraná as ideal locations for economic and social development. Planning specialists 

from around the world have closely studied Curitiba’s urban development, but in their 

analyses they have largely failed to consider the intellectual and social constructs that 

undergird this story of progress. My dissertation focuses on century-old celebratory 

claims about Curitiba and reveals the epistemological roots of the current explications of 

the city’s success. 
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Introduction 

In 1950, less than forty-percent of Brazilians lived in cities, but by 2010 this 

figure had jumped to close to ninety-percent. It is intriguing to put this figure in 

comparative perspective: With the twelfth most urbanized population in the world, the 

number of Brazilians living in cities (173 million as of 2010) exceeds the entire 

population of all but the six largest countries in the world.1 For more than a century, 

hygienists, engineers, eugenicists, and urban planners have sought to configure Brazil’s 

urban spaces.  Backed by elites, funded by municipal coffers, and armed with purported 

scientific know-how, these “experts” proffered cures for all of the city’s ills, demolishing 

hillsides and homes, and expelling poor people in the name of progress or hygiene. The 

focus of my dissertation examines one such putative success of urban planning, the 

historical development of Curitiba, the capital of Paraná, and seeks to understand how it 

came to be touted as the model city of Brazil.  

The standard explication for Curitiba’s success credits the power of a single city 

agency, the Urban Planning and Research Institute of Curitiba (IPPUC), and the vision of 

its first president, Jaime Lerner, who led the institute from 1969 to 1970.2 According to 

this narrative, in 1971 IPPUC formalized a broad urbanistic vision for the city’s growth 

                                                
1 For more detailed comparative information, see CIA World Factbook 2009 (Washington, DC: Central 
Intelligence Agency, 2009). 
 
2 Lerner is the most important figure in Curitiba’s development. Three times the mayor of the city and  
twice the governor of Paraná, Lerner has parlayed his success in planning into an impressive political 
career. Frequently short-listed as a possible presidential candidate, he has traveled the world to promote his 
successful urbanization designs. For a good examination of Lerner’s contributions to Curitiba’s urban 
development, see Pedro Ricardo Dória, Jaime Lerner: Liderança, autoridade e contexto político. Curitiba: 
Juruá, 2002. 
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and initiated projects aimed at improving traffic congestion, augmenting green space, and 

increasing city and social services.3 Citing the high costs of building a subway system, 

IPPUC planers designed a transportation system in which articulated and bi-articulated 

buses ferry commuters throughout the city at high speeds in dedicated traffic lanes. The 

city established childcare centers along the new bus routes where working parents could 

leave their children without charge. To reach underserved residents it brought services 

directly to their neighborhoods, including mobile libraries and food banks. To increase 

recycling and trash collection in poorer neighborhoods, the city provided vouchers that 

residents could use to exchange their refuse for food. IPPUC dedicated large swaths of 

city space for parks and recreational areas that provide residents with leisure areas and 

reduce the risk of flooding. 

From creative recycling campaigns to the creation of expansive civic promenades, 

IPPUC has spearheaded innovative city projects for which its designers have received 

numerous honors. To name but a few, in 1972 Brazilian journalists named Jaime Lerner 

the country’s best mayor. In 1996 the Secretary General of the Second United Nations 

Conference on Human Settlements declared Curitiba one of the world’s finest examples 

of successful urban planning. In 1990, the city won the United Nations award for energy 

conservation. There is no question that IPPUC has made important contributions to the 

city’s development, but the narrative of the institute’s contributions provides an 

incomplete genealogy of Curitiba’s success because it fails to examine the historical 

                                                
3 For more specifics on this narrative as well as a good but subjective introduction to IPPUC’s projects, see 
Curitiba: Planejamento. Um processo permanente (Curitiba: IPPUC, 2002). For a scholarly but non-critical 
examination of IPPUC’s projects, see Stephen Ross, Alternative Routes to Sustainability: Austin, Curitiba, 
and Frankfurt (Plymouth, UK: Lexington Books, 2007). For a popular interpretation of IPPUC’s projects 
that advocates they be adapted for the urbanization plans of other cities, see Bill McKibben, Hope, Human 
and Wild: True Stories of Living Lightly on the Earth (Boston: Little, Brown, and Co., 1995). 
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context of the city’s status and does not consider the significance of publicity campaigns 

in sustaining this image.  

HISTORIOGRAPHICAL CONTRIBUTION 

IPPUC has published numerous documents that enumerate the institute’s 

contributions to the city’s improvement, and journalists and popular writers have 

published volumes of work that largely parrot IPPUC’s claims.4 One group of revisionists 

who have been critical of IPPUC’s claims argue that an urbanistic consciousness has 

existed in Curitiba since the mid-nineteenth century, and maintain that it is important to 

understand the city’s recent urbanization plans as part of the historical continuum.5 

                                                
4 There are hundreds if not thousands of examples of these types of publications. IPPUC has intermittently 
published the magazine Espaço Urbano for more than two decades, and all volumes are available on their 
website for electronic download. IPPUC has published a tremendous volume of material since its inception, 
some of which is available for download on their website, and most of which can be examined in their 
library, which is open to the public. Popular media sources are also expansive. The New York Times first 
alluded to IPPUC’s projects in a 1971 article on slum eradication in Brazil, in 1975 explicitly praised Jaime 
Lerner’s innovations in Curitiba, and in 2008 published a positive interpretation of the city’s 
transformations under IPPUC. See “Shantytowns Giving Way,” The New York Times, January 25, 1971, 
60; Marvine Howe, “Brazilian City Growing, but in Scale,” The New York Times, April 16, 1975, 23; Jim 
Lewis, “The Exigent City: 1. The Tarp, the Cluster, the Camp,” The New York Times, June 8, 2008, A 30. 
For a recent documentary film, see A Convenient Truth: Urban Solutions from Curitiba, Brazil, directed by 
Giovanni Vaz del Bello (2006).  For a few examples of popular and scholarly texts that unflinchingly credit 
IPPUC for Curitiba’s transformation, see Daniel Taylor-Ide, Just and Lasting Change: When Communities 
Own Their Future (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002); Nevin Cohen, Green Cities: An 
A-to-Z Guide (United States: Sage Publications, 2011); Richard Rogers, ed., Cities for a Small Planet 
(Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1997).  
 
5 See, for example, Aparecida Vaz da Silva Bahls, “A busca de valores identitários: A memória histórica 
paranaense” (PhD. diss., Universidade Federal do Paraná, 2007), and Claudino Luiz Menezes, 
Desenvolvimento urbano e meio ambiente: a experiência de Curitiba (Campinas, São Paulo: Papirus, 
1996). Bahls cites as evidence the planning design that French engineer Pierre Taulois completed in 
Curitiba in 1857, and Menezes traces the continuity of IPPUC’s plans to municipal projects that began in 
the 1940s. For more on Pierre Taulois’ 1857 urbanization plan, see Romário Martins, O que é o Paraná (a 
terra e o homem) 2nd ed. (Curitiba: Livraria Económica, 1910).  
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Another group of critics argue that political, commercial, and economic factors 

contributed to IPPUC’s ability to execute projects.6 

My work belongs to a small but growing group of revisionists who more directly 

question and challenge IPPUC’s claim that it has played the most important part in 

Curitiba’s success. Urbanist Clara Elena Irazábal and sociologist Fernanda Ester Sánchez 

Garcia most explicitly challenge IPPUC’s claims, and I historicize the institute’s 

exceptionalist narrative. In City Making and Urban Governance in the Americas: 

Curitiba and Portland, Irazábal investigates IPPUC’s technocratic organization and 

concludes that the institute has engaged in a tireless and ingenious media campaign to 

limit opposition to its development strategies and to promote the city’s image 

internationally. As part of these strategies, the institute constructed monuments around 

the city in honor of its ethnic communities, and Irazábal argues that these markers have 

overblown Curitiba’s connections with European heritage, and that they function as 

promotional devices meant to draw opposition with Brazil’s historical ligatures with 

slavery and the extermination of Indians. 7 Similarly, in Cidade espetáculo: Política, 

                                                
6 In 1973, the University Research Institute of Rio de Janeiro published the first scholarly analysis to 
document the urban planning process in Curitiba. The study maintains that the most important catalyst for 
change in Curitiba derived from the local political environment in Parana, not the planning designs. See 
IUPERJ/Minter, Dimensões do planejamento urbano: O caso de Curitiba, (Rio de Janeiro: IUPERJ, 1973). 
Historian Dennison de Oliveira argues that business elites demanded concessions from the municipality to 
facilitate IPPUC’s vision, and without their consent and participation, planners would not have been able to 
maintain control of the planning process. See Dennison de Oliveira, Curitiba e o mito da cidade modelo. 
(Curitiba: Editora UFPR, 2000). Economist Hugh Schwartz argues that Curitiba’s comparative advantages 
include low wages, weak unions, and tax incentives that have enticed business owners to establish 
companies and build factories in the Paraná capital, without which the local economy would have been 
weaker. See Hugh Schwartz, Urban Renewal, Municipal Revitalization: The Case of Curitiba, Brazil 
(Virginia: Hugh Schwartz, 2004). 
 
7 Clara Elena Irazábal, City Making and Urban Governance in the Americas: Curitiba and Portland 
(Burlington, Vermont: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2005).  
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planejamento e city marketing, Garcia argues that IPPUC has focused more effort on 

marketing Curitiba’s reputation than in planning a socially inclusive city. Garcia 

maintains that these publicity campaigns have distorted a much more complicated and 

contested history of the city’s development and obscured the prevalence of significant 

social and economic inequalities.8  

I argue that IPPUC’s story is not only tendentious but derivative.  My historical 

research shows how IPPUC has rearticulated longstanding tropes that celebrate the 

region’s unique characteristics—such as Curitiba’s edenic cityscape and its European 

social composition—and has recycled deterministic arguments related to race, ethnicity, 

and geography. My dissertation demonstrates that exceptionalist discourses have 

circulated for more than a century. I trace these claims from the 1880s to the 1940s and 

investigate how and why they changed over time. I begin in the mid-1880s when 

politicians implemented promotional campaigns to entice European colonists to 

immigrate to the agricultural lands surrounding Curitiba, and close in the 1940s when the 

city executed promotional efforts to bolster a major planning project designed by French 

urbanist Alfred Agache. 

In the last twenty years scholars have made considerable progress investigating 

the historical roots of these exceptionalist claims, but none examine how they relate to 

the reception of IPPUC’s projects and publicity. Led by the publishing house Aos Quatro 

Ventos, a new wave of scholarship emerged in the 1990s that sought to understand 

Curitiba’s social development in the early twentieth century, and it also explored the 

city’s physical transformations as they related to controlling city residents and managing 

                                                
8 Fernanda Ester Sánchez Garcia, Cidade espetáculo: Política, planejamento e city marketing (Curitiba: 
Editora Palavra, 1997).  
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their behavior.9 The results of the work have greatly expanded understandings of class 

conflict, ethnic distinctions, and the controlling mechanisms of Curitiba’s urbanization, 

and have thereby weakened the underlying assumptions of the celebratory literature. 

More recent monographs, journal articles, and theses have added to this historiography.10 

                                                
9 Some of the most relevant works are Maria Bega, “Sonho e invenção do Paraná: Geração simbolista e a 
construção de identidade regional” (PhD diss., Universidade de São Paulo, 2001); Erivan Karvat, A 
sociedade do trabalho: Discursos e práticas de controle sobre a mendicidade e a vadiagem em Curitiba, 
1890-1933 (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1998); Magnus Pereira and Antônio Santos, O poder local e a 
cidade: A Câmara Municipal de Curitiba, séculos XVII a XX (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 2001); 
Elizabete Berberi,  Impressões: A modernidade através das crônicas no início do século em Curitiba 
(Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1998); Aimoré Arantes and Manoel Neto, A (des)construção da música na 
cultura paranaense (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 2004;) Rafael Sêga, Tempos belicosos: A Revolução 
Federalista no Paraná e a rearticulação da vida político-administrativa do estado (1889-1907) (Curitiba: 
Aos Quatro Ventos, 2005); Tatiana Marchette, Corvos nos galhos das acácias : O movimento anticlerical 
em Curitiba, 1896-1912 (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1999); Gilson Queluz, Rocha Pombo: Romantismo 
e utopias, 1880-1905 (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1998); Décio Szvarça, O forjador: Ruínas de um mito: 
Romário Martins (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1998); Alessandra Carvalho, Nestor Vítor: Um intelectual 
e as idéias do seu tempo, 1890-1930 (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1998); Rafael Sêga, A capital belle 
époque: A reestruturação do quadro urbano de Curitiba durante a gestão do prefeito Cândido de Abreu 
(1913-1916) (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 2001). Other important monographs from the same publisher 
include Lúcio Mota, As colônias indígenas no Paraná provincial (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 2000); 
Rogério Ivano, Crônicas de fronteira: Imagem e imaginário de uma terra conquistada (Curitiba: Aos 
Quatro Ventos, 2002); Magnus Pereira, Posturas municipais: Paraná, 1829 a 1895 (Curitiba: Aos Quatro 
Ventos, 2003); Wilma Bueno, Uma cidade bem-amanhecida: Vivência e trabalho das mulheres polonesas 
em Curitiba (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1999); Roberto Lamb, Uma jornada civilizadora: Imigração, 
conflito social e segurança pública na província do Paraná: 1867 a 1882 (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 
1997); Helena Mueller, Flores aos rebeldes que falharam: Giovanni Rossi e a utopia anarquista, colônia 
Cecília (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1999); Eduardo Pena, O jogo da face: A astúcia escrava frente aos 
senhores e à lei na Curitiba Provincial (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1999); Luiz Carlos Ribeiro, 
“Memoria, Resistencia e Trabalho em Curitiba (1890-1920)” (master’s thesis, Universidade de São Paulo, 
1985). 
 
10 For example, see Maria Cordova, “Tinguís, pioneiros e adventícios na mancha loira do sul do Brasil: O 
discurso regional autorizado de formação social e histórica paranaense” (PhD diss., Universidade Federal 
do Paraná, 2009); Maria Toledo, “A disciplina de história no Paraná: Os compêndios de história e a história 
ensinada (1876-1905)” (PhD diss., Pontifíca Universidade Católica de São Paulo, 2005); Névio Campos, 
“Intelectuais paranaenses  as concepções de universidade: 1892-1950” (PhD diss., Universidade Federal do 
Paraná, 2006); Luciana Santana, “Escola de belas artes e indústrias do Paraná: O projeto de ensino de artes 
e ofícios de Antônio Mariano de Lima, Curitiba, 1886-1902” (master’s thesis, Universidade Federal do 
Paraná, 2004); Luis Salturi, “Paranismo, movimento artístico do sul do brasil no início do século XX,” 
Revista de Recerca i Formació en Antropologia, no. 11 (December, 2009); Antônio Cabas Godino et al., 
Paraná, o século, o asilo (Curitiba: Criar Edições, 2004).  
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My work pays special attention to the ideational roots of this celebratory 

literature, and only one monograph directly examines the intellectual foundations of these 

exceptionalist discourses. In Paranismo: Paraná inventado. Cultura e imaginário no 

Paraná da I República, Luís Fernando Lopes Pereira argues that a cultural awakening 

took place in Curitiba in the early twentieth century which was led by the city’s first 

generation of local writers and artists, and that these individuals were responsible for 

forming Paraná’s modern image. Pereira maintains that their visions of modernity were 

not grounded in genuine economic, political, or scientific progress, but rather that they 

promoted a set of basic ideas and invented ideational juxtapositions that contrasted with 

most regions of Brazil. They presented these distinctions as evidence of the region’s 

exceptionalist character.11 Their motivation to do so, Pereira concludes, derived from the 

decentralizing characteristics of the First Republic, the related flourishing in regionalist 

pride, the ideological embrace of positivism, and the Brazilian preoccupation with 

modernity.12 Pereira’s study remains an essential text to understand the roots of the 

celebratory discourse on Curitiba, but it does not investigate possible connections 

between these historical exceptionalist claims and present day understandings of 

Curitiba’s success. Pereira is most concerned with drawing a binary between national and 

regional priorities, and as a result he neglects to closely examine the local motivations 

that compelled the arguments of Paraná’s politicians, elites, and intellectuals. My 

                                                
11 Luís Fernando Lopes Pereira, Paranismo: O Paraná inventado; Cultura e imaginário na I República 
(Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1997), 58. 
 
12 Pereira’s intent is to demonstrate how and why a core group of writers and artists constructed these 
tropes, and he employ’s José Murilo de Carvalho’s methodology from A formação das almas: O 
imaginário da republica no brasil (São Paulo: Companhia das Letra, 1990), analyzing discourse and plastic 
arts to understand how the creation of a regional imaginary developed in Paraná. Pereira, Paraná 
Inventado, 6, 10, 16, 58, 100, 185. 
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dissertation looks more closely at these local forces. It focuses on the period between the 

1880s and the 1940s and traces the origins and evolution of these celebratory claims.  

DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION   

Chapter one contains two main sections. The first surveys the development of 

Paraná and Curitiba since the sixteenth century when the Portuguese first established 

settlements. It diagrams the region’s major economic and social developments and traces 

the political and demographic shifts that led to Paraná’s political autonomy from São 

Paulo in 1853. The second section looks more closely at Paraná’s efforts to accelerate 

economic growth, and analyzes the first efforts to publicize Paraná’s exceptionalist 

characteristics in efforts to attract and retain European immigrants.  

Chapter two examines the period from 1890 to 1920 and investigates the 

coalescence of an intellectual community in Curitiba. These intellectuals advanced some 

of the earliest and most explicit celebratory accounts of the city and state.  Their literature 

formed part of continued efforts to attract immigrants, to defend the state’s claims to 

contested territories along the border with Santa Catarina, and to create pedagogical tools 

for use in schools. I analyze several texts composed by key intellectuals and evaluate the 

accuracy and evolution of their arguments. Romário Martins, the most important of these 

intellectuals, receives the closest examination.  

Chapter three analyzes Brazilian urbanization and Curitiba’s development 

between 1920 and 1940. The country went through dramatic demographic changes during 

this time, and cities in the southeast were inundated with migrants and immigrants. The 

chapter first examines how urban planning gained legitimacy in Brazil and evaluates 

municipal officials’ growing reliance on city planning experts. French urbanist Alfred 

Agache’s 1930 plan for Rio de Janeiro is the focal point of the first section. The analysis 
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reveals a high level of professional bickering and ideological debate, and the chapter 

traces the legitimation and institutionalization of urbanization practices over the 

subsequent decade. Several distinct planning philosophies were circulating 

internationally, and Brazilian planners demonstrated a preference for autocratic urbanistic 

principles that ignored or dismissed the needs of working-class citizens and instead 

focused on building comfortable environments for middle and upper classes. This shift 

became most visible in 1941 when the country’s leading planners organized the First 

Brazilian Urbanism Congress. It is important to understand Brazilian urbanism more 

broadly because it demonstrates that the country’s planners adopted autocratic 

urbanization principles, privileged the concepts of French planners (especially Agache), 

and emphasized the importance of publicity campaigns. In Curitiba, IPPUC’s experts 

would embrace these preferences and also obscure Agache’s importance.  

The second section of chapter three examines Curitiba’s development in the 

1920s and 1930s, and demonstrates that municipal officials and intellectuals in Curitiba 

were much less concerned about urbanism debates because the city had not yet 

experienced the population spikes that other cities had, and also because politicians had 

their own planning priorities that focused on large symbolic monuments over a unified 

planning vision. Curitiba grew rapidly at this time and the mayor wielded significant 

power over city improvement projects.  At the same time, boosters initiated projects that 

promoted the city and the state as being at the economic and social vanguard of national 

development, and they frequently praised the city’s beautification projects as signs of the 

region’s progress. 

The fourth chapter looks more closely at the first half of the 1940s when officials 

and intellectuals in Curitiba embraced the central conclusions of the First Brazilian 
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Urbanism Congress and from then on rearticulated celebratory accounts that fit the 

exigencies of new audiences and increasingly-centralized political structures. In 

preparation for celebrations of the 250th anniversary of its founding, the city hired Alfred 

Agache in 1941 to carry out a large-scale urbanization project. Municipal actors 

immediately set out to promote the plan with the publication of a glossy tourist brochure 

and then a series of monthly bulletins. The Agache Plan provided a new opportunity for 

Curitiba intellectuals to advance celebratory materials. They funneled their messages 

through the city’s public relations efforts, revising historical episodes and excising others. 

The chapter evaluates how boosters adjusted their celebratory arguments and 

demonstrates that, for the first time, they diluted the narrative of the city’s European 

immigrants. This was a reflection of the tensions that arose from World War II and of 

Vargas’ efforts to censor and control the population.   

My work locates IPPUC’s projects within the context of a half century of 

exceptionalist rhetoric that emerged most explicitly in the 1880s, and it seeks to raise new 

questions about these enduring ideational tropes. IPPUC has been applauded for creating 

planning techniques that, with minimum difficulty or expense, can be readily reproduced 

in other times and places. What cannot be so readily reproduced, however, are the 

institute’s propaganda campaigns or the social and cultural capital embedded in 

Curitiba’s putatively European racial and geographic characteristics. IPPUC has tapped 

into celebratory historical tropes and reoriented them to fit its agenda of promoting the 

city’s ethnic diversity and edenic environment as important identifying markers of its 

history. Planning specialists from around the world have closely studied Curitiba’s urban 

development, but in their analyses they have largely failed to consider the intellectual and 

social constructs that undergird this story of progress. My major purpose in analyzing 
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century-old celebratory claims about Curitiba is to elicit discussion about the 

epistemological roots of urbanism principles and to produce more critical understandings 

of IPPUC’s projects.  
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Chapter One: Colonial Expansion, Economic Growth, and Population 
Changes 

INTRODUCTION 
The colonial history of Paraná was marked by Portuguese contestation and battles 

over territory, first with the Spanish, and then with the local indigenous groups. By the 

mid-nineteenth century, Paraná politicians and business leaders clamored for 

independence from São Paulo, and thereafter forged new paths. The economy 

accelerated, due largely to increases in maté production, and elites angled to ensure future 

growth by asserting control over the highlands, which meant subduing Indian populations 

and subsidizing the development of agricultural colonies. To promote economic 

development, local authorities contrasted Paraná’s attributes to other areas of Brazil. 

Some of these distinctions were rooted in geographical facts, others merely derived from 

dominant global trends, and still others proved more fantasy or fiction.  

This chapter examines the history of Paraná to the late-nineteenth century. It 

focuses on the particularities of Paraná’s physical geography, the history of regional 

Indian communities, the cycles of economic and demographic change, and state 

subsidization of European agricultural colonies. Paraná remained peripheral from centers 

of capital accumulation and political power in Brazil for most of the colonial period and 

the nineteenth century. Though slavery was never as dominant here as in other regions, it 

played an important role in economic development well into the nineteenth century. 
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When Paraná became an independent province from São Paulo in 1853, local political 

authorities began to promote the region as an open territory ideal for agricultural 

colonization and development. These were the earliest official promotional campaigns 

used to highlight and distinguish Paraná; their arguments regarding Paraná’s natural 

environment and the benefits of European immigration remain some of the most 

important tropes still used to burnish the state’s distinctiveness in Brazil. By 1890, 

agricultural communities composed of Italians, Germans, Poles, Ukrainians, and other 

ethnic groups surrounded Curitiba, and thereafter Paranaense intellectuals incorporated 

the contributions of European immigrants to advance exceptionalist claims about the city. 

While politicians and elites privileged such narratives, this chapter demonstrates that their 

storylines were selective and tendentious, obscuring a more nuanced and accurate 

interpretation of Paraná’s history. 

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 
Paraná’s geographical characteristics have provided a powerful counterpoint to 

the standard markers associated with Brazilian territory (these distinctions receive 

analysis below), and much of the state’s historiography privileges the uncritical idea that 

Paraná remained largely uninhabited until the mid-nineteenth century, making it 

necessary to understand the region’s physical make-up and early social composition.  

Paraná is bordered by São Paulo to the north, Santa Catarina to the south, Mato 

Grosso do Sul to the west, and Paraguay and Argentina to the southwest, and most of the 

state is outside of the tropical zone. Covering 124,903 square miles–comparable in size to 
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New Mexico—Paraná is slightly smaller than São Paulo, twice the size of Santa Catarina, 

and many times smaller than Mato Grosso do Sul. With a trapezoidal shape that reflects 

the original captaincies set out by the Portuguese royalty and the natural boundaries 

provided by major waterways, Paraná composes two percent of Brazilian land, making it 

the fifteenth largest state in terms of the size of its geographic territory. The state 

stretches 291 miles north to south, 419 miles east to west, and has a 61-mile-long coast 

that provides access to ocean trade and transportation routes. Its northern region spikes 

above the Tropic of Capricorn; three quarters of its territory sits below the thirteenth 

parallel. 

Paraná’s physiography breaks into three topographic regions. The narrow stretch 

of coastal lowlands, interrupted in spots by rocky promontories, gives way to the Great 

Escarpment, a commanding inland slope, in many areas more than 2,600 feet in height, 

which marks off the littoral below from the Brazilian highlands to the west. The altitude 

of the highlands and the increased distance away from the equator make for a significant 

climactic shift at the Paraná – São Paulo border. The northern swath of Paraná, 

comprising less than twenty-percent of the state’s territory, seldom experiences winter 

frosts, whereas in the southern highlands of Curitiba, Campos Gerais, Guarapuava, and 

Palmas, freezing is normal.13 

                                                
13 Temperature shifts are more moderate in the subtropical climate of Paraná.  There is no genuine dry 
season. Average rainfall measures 3.9 to 6.4 feet. José Mauro Palhares, Paraná: Aspectos da geografia 
(Paraná: J.M. Palhares, 2004), 7-8. 
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An elaborate river system drains the catchment throughout the state and currently 

provides massive hydroelectric power for Brazilian and international consumption.14 The 

Paranapanema River marks Paraná’s northern border with São Paulo, running westward 

more than 575 miles where it meets the Paraná River, the natural boundary dividing 

Paraná with Mato Grosso do Sul and Paraguay. A swath of fertile land bulges along the 

Paranapanema’s banks and falls southward into Paraná territories. The rich highland soils 

run even further south into the hinterlands of Santa Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul, 

providing excellent lands for agricultural production that Paranaenses have come to call 

their greatest wealth.15 Smaller water systems cut through the state. The Tibagi and 

Pirapó rivers meet the Paranapanema, and the Ivaí, Piquiri, and Iguaçu rivers connect 

with the Paraná.16 

Paraná is covered with large swaths of forestland and was filled with pine groves 

that remained largely untouched until well into the twentieth century. Geographer 

Reinhard Maack estimates that before the Spanish and Portuguese began to clear lands in 

the early sixteenth century, eighty-four percent of Paraná contained sub-tropical forests 

                                                
14 For example, the Itaipú Dam in southwest Paraná provides twenty-five percent of Brazil’s electricity. 
Palhares, 118. 
 
15 Preston James, “The Expanding Settlements of Southern Brazil,” Geographical Review 30, no. 4 (1940): 
604-605; Craig Dozier, “Northern Paraná, Brazil: An Example of Organized Regional Development,” 
Geographical Review 46, no. 3 (1956): 332. 
 
16 For more information on the Paraná river system, see Reinhard Maack, “Linhas fundamentais da 
geografia física do Paraná,” Revista Paranaense de Desenvolvimento, no. 12 (1969): 19-23. 
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and pine groves.17 For three and a half centuries these forests stood largely untouched, 

but since the 1930s Paraná’s woodlands have been harvested and burned at accelerated 

rates, reducing reserves by two-thirds.18  

INDIGENOUS SETTLEMENTS, EARLY EUROPEAN EXPLORATION, CONQUEST 
	  

Shell mounds (sambaquis) in Paraná date to 5000-2500 BCE and provide the 

earliest signs of human activity in the region. Archaeologists have also discovered stone 

houses and evidence of Tupi-Guarani settlements along major river systems throughout 

the region dating to CE 500-1000. When the Spanish and Portuguese began to explore the 

area in the early 1500s, estimates of Indigenous populations exceeded 200,000. As 

explained below in greater detail, Europeans decimated the Indians in Paraná in similar 

fashion to other episodes of Brazilian history, either through mass killings, enslavement 

or sale to outlying regions. Raiding expeditions were so thorough that close to four 

centuries would pass before the entire population of Paraná surpassed the original pre-

contact demographic estimates.19  

                                                
17 Maack, 15-16. 
 
18 Maack, 16-17. For a good introduction to the history of timber extraction in Paraná, see Miguel 
Carvalho and Eunice Nodari, “As fases da exploração madeireira na floresta com araucária e os 
progressivos avanços da indústria madeireira sobre as florestas primárias (1870-1970),” in Anais do 
Simpósio Internacional de História Ambiental e Migrações (Florianopolis: Programa de Pós-graduação em 
História, 2010), 707-726. 
 
19	  The	  historiography	  on??	  Paraná’s	  Indigenous	  groups	  is	  rich.	  For	  the	  first	  work	  by	  Paraná	  
intellectuals	  to	  condemn	  the	  exploitation	  of	  indigenous	  groups	  in	  Paraná,	  see	  Dario	  Vellozo,	  Pelo	  
aborigine,	  (Curitiba:	  Tip.	  da	  Livraria	  Economica,	  1911).	  For	  a	  celebratory	  interpretation	  of	  a	  folkloric	  
Indigenous	  hero,	  see	  Romário	  Martins,	  Guairacá:	  Movimento	  Nacional	  Pró-‐Monumento	  a	  Guairacá	  
(Curitiba:	  Empreza	  Gráfica	  Paranaense,	  1941).	  For	  a	  monograph	  of	  a	  specific	  tribe,	  see	  Itala	  Irene	  
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When the Portuguese and the Spanish began to explore the Paraná region in the 

early 1500s, they initially met strong indigenous resistance. In 1515 the Spanish set out to 

find an interoceanic waterway, believing that Rio de la Plata estuary marked its eastern 

entry point. As a result of these expeditions they discovered the Peabiru trail, a pre-

Columbian transportation route that bisected Paraná. The trail descends the Peruvian 

highlands into the Chaco region of Paraguay, after which it cuts through Paraná towards 

São Paulo.20 Aleixo Garcia led the first Portuguese expedition to follow the Peabiru trail 

sometime in the 1510s or 1520s, but the Portuguese had little motivation to explore the 

southern limits of its territories because of the greater commercial allure of the Northeast.  

Portuguese interest in these regions increased when the Crown divided Brazil into 

captaincies in the 1530s. Dom Martim Affonso de Souza received the São Vicente 

captaincy, which included a large swath of land in southern Brazil and present-day São 

Paulo, and in 1530 he sent an expedition into Paraná territory. Soon after Indigenous 

groups killed its members, but a period of more frequent exploration had begun, and the 

Spanish and Portuguese increasingly carried out inland excursions. 

The most famous exploration of the region took place in 1541 when Álvar Núñez 

Cabeza de Vaca entered Paraná from the coast of Santa Catarina with 250 men and 26 

horses. The Spanish Crown sent him to establish settlements along the eastern limits set 
                                                                                                                                            
Basile	  Becker,	  O	  indio	  kaingáng	  do	  Paraná:	  Subsídios	  para	  uma	  etno-‐história	  (São	  Leopoldo,	  Santa	  
Catarina:	  Editora	  Unisinos,	  1999).	  For	  an	  exhaustive	  examination	  of	  Indigenous	  experience	  in	  Paraná	  
from	  1853	  to	  1892,	  see	  the	  Catálogo	  seletivo	  de	  documentos:	  Referentes	  aos	  Indígenas	  no	  Paraná	  
provincial,	  vols.	  3	  and	  4	  (Curitiba:	  Imprensa	  Oficial,	  2007	  and	  2009).	  	  
 
20 Lucinéia Cunha Steca and Mariléia Dias Flores, História do Paraná: Do século XVI à 
década de 1950 (Londrina: Editora UEL, 2002) 1, 7.  
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out in the 1494 Tordesillas Treaty as well as to secure routes for the shipment of silver 

from the mines of Potosí to the ports of La Plata. Cabeza de Vaca spent four months 

crisscrossing the present-day territory of Paraná, during which time he visited the Iguaçu 

Falls (leaving the earliest written record of its existence) and then following the Peabiru 

trail northwest towards Asunción.21 By the mid-sixteenth century the Spaniards began to 

expand eastward from settlements close to the Paraná River. At the same time the 

Portuguese focused on populating the coastlines and initiated their own expeditions 

westward. The Spanish and Portuguese explored Paraná from different ends of the 

territory, but they would soon clash over control of the region.22 

Through settlement and control of local Indigenous groups, the Spanish further 

legitimated their authority over the territories surrounding the Paraná River and continued 

to push eastward. In1576, Ruy Diaz Melgarejo organized a large encomienda at the 

confluence of the Ivaí and Corumbataí rivers and established the Villa Rica settlement. 

Soon after, the sixty Spaniards who initially settled the area controlled more than 40,000 

Indians. Reduced to servitude, their main duties including clearing land for mandioca and 

                                                
21 Jayme Antônio Cardoso and Cecília Marie Westphalen, Atlas histórico do Paraná 
(Curitiba: Livraria do Chain, 1986), 26.  
 
22 The Spanish and Portuguese were not the only groups interested in the region, and other explorers left 
some of the first accounts of the territory. In 1550, Hans Staden explored Paraná’s coastline and nearby 
highlands. Though Cabeza de Vaca and others had traversed the region before him, Staden published the 
first documentation of European exploration of Paraná with his 1557 work, History and Description of a 
Wild Land. The publication included the first known European map of the Paranaguá Bay. Other travellers 
included Ulrich Schmidel, who entered Paraná in 1553 from Asunción, reversing the path of Cabeza de 
Vaca. In 1569, Schmidel published an account of his travels. For more on European exploration of Paraná, 
see Cardoso and Westphalen, 26, and Dicionário Histórica-Biográfico do Estado do Paraná, 260-265. 
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cornfields, hunting and fishing, and slashing forests for fuel. The Spanish also organized 

labor systems around erva-mate collection, shipping the leaves to Potosí and the estuaries 

of the Rio de La Plata. Indians frequently resisted the forced labor demands of 

encomiendas, but the Spanish forcefully resettled large numbers in reducciones 

(reductions).23 Spanish Jesuits facilitated these movements, and by the turn of the 

seventeenth century the order made a major push into what is today northwest Paraná to 

organize missions, congregate Indians in sedentary communities, and to extract their 

labor.24 Spanish influence in western Paraná reached its apex in the late 1620s as Jesuits 

completed major efforts to resettle the Indian populations in mission villages. 

The Portuguese responded to Spanish advancements by carrying out raids on the 

poorly-protected Jesuit settlements near Villa Rica, easily seizing Indians who were 

concentrated in large numbers and acculturated to sedentary agricultural practices. In 

1629, a team of bandeirantes from São Paulo led by Raposo Tavares Manoel Preto 

attacked the Spanish Jesuit outposts. Tavares’ expedition destroyed the reductions, killed 

15,000 Indians and captured 60,000 more. Within two years the Jesuits retreated towards 

the border with Uruguay with 12,000 others, while 13,000 fled into the forests, and a year 

after this the Spanish abandoned Villa Rica altogether. Raposo Tavares had captured so 

many Indians that he flooded the São Paulo slave market, and a result of the purchase 

                                                
23 For an in-depth examination of reducciones in Southern Brazil and the Plate river basin, see Barbara 
Ganson, The Guaraní under Spanish Rule in the Río de la Plata (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
2003).  
 
24 Cardoso and Westphalen, 28-32. 
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price of Indian chattel dropped eighty-percent. This marked the end of the eastward 

march of the Spanish and the start of Portuguese control of Paraná.25 Still, the destruction 

of the reductions and the forced migration of Indigenous populations left the region with 

little economic importance, leading both the Spanish and Portuguese to largely abandon 

the region for more than two centuries. Having pushed the Spanish out of the region by 

the 1630s, the Portuguese returned their focus to the coasts and eastern highlands of 

Paraná in search of mineral deposits.  

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE: 

Gold 
The discovery of gold in 1646 in the hills along the Paraná coast initiated the first 

wave of population movement and economic activity in the region.26 Historian João 

Ferreira argues that it was actually the illusion of gold that founded Paraná, and while the 

coastal mineral deposits ultimately proved disappointing, dreams of wealth and 

Portuguese efforts to expand its sphere of influence did indeed provide major catalysts 

for growth.27 Seeking to monitor extraction and insure payment of the quinto, the 

Portuguese Crown established the town of Nossa Senhora do Rosário de Paranaguá in 

                                                
25 Cardoso and Westphalen, 34; Altiva Balhana, Un mazzolino de fiori, vol. 3 (Curitiba: Imprensa Oficial,  
2003), 158.  
 
26 Pedro Calil Padis, Formação de uma economia periférica: O  caso do Paraná (São Paulo Editora 
Hucitec, 1981), 19. It was not until the nineteenth century that Dom Pedro I sought to establish colonies of 
European immigrants in the south, primarily in Rio Grande do Sul. 
 
27 João Carlos Vicente Ferreira, O Paraná e seus municípios (Maringá, PR: Memória Brasileira, 1996), 29.  
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1648 on the shores of Paraná’s largest bay, which became its southern-most possession in 

Brazil. The Portuguese founded a mint, but the gold deposits proved disappointing, and in 

little more than a decade’s time, they abandoned the city. Soon after, the Dutch began a 

series of incursions into the unprotected Paranaguá Bay.28   

The Portuguese sphere of influence in the south was diminished but not 

completely wiped out, and early settlers began to climb the coastal mountain ranges in 

search of new opportunities. Substantially more abundant gold reserves sat in the Paraná 

highlands, and in 1651 Ébano Pereira sent word that he had discovered the precious metal 

near Curitiba. Soon after the lure of wealth drew others to climb westward up the Great 

Escarpment. From São Paulo, groups of bandeirantes joined in the region’s first 

sustained effort to explore and populate the Paraná hinterlands, settling hamlets on the 

upland plains of Campos Gerais.29  

The discovery of gold and the establishment of small communities also led to the 

implementation of a slave system within Paraná. Indians were less expensive than 

Africans and they became the preferred chattel for mineral exploitation. A small local 

market for Indian slave trading emerged.30  

Modest but sustained population expansion took place from 1650 to 1700, and 

Curitiba transitioned from a prospecting outpost to a legally defined village under 

                                                
28 Cardoso and Westphalen, 36. 
 
29 Cardoso and Westphalen, 9. 
 
30 Steca and Flores, 56. 
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Portuguese law. In 1693 the crown officially designated Curitiba as a village.31 In 

demonstration of its growing regional importance, in 1699 Curitiba received Jesuit 

missionaries, whose influence was marked in the educational system, and control of 

urban property.32 Also, the Crown showed renewed interest in asserting its authority in 

the region by establishing new regulations for the collection of taxes. For example, 

goldsmiths found guilty of evading payment of the quinto would be fined, sent to Angola 

for four years as degregados, and their slaves would become property of the king.33 The 

gold in Paraná never brought quick wealth to prospectors—by the start of the eighteenth 

century most of the individuals associated with mining industries had left—but it did 

result in the creation of the first enduring Luso-Brazilian communities in the region.34 

Tropeiros 
Communities expanded and class distinctions grew as ranching became 

increasingly important in the early 1700s. Curitibanos began to export beasts of burden 

more than 600 miles to the mines in Cataguasese, Minas Gerais, at the rate of 800-1000 

head per year, and at the same time the crown awarded sesmarias in the Paraná highlands 

to important families and pushed westward in Paraná for the first time since dismantling 

                                                
31 For a transcription of the official document that legally established the city’s founding and its physical 
limits, see the Boletim do Archivo Municipal de Curitiba 1 (1903):  3-10. 
  
32 Cardoso and Westphalen, 40.  
 
33 Boletim do Archivo Municipal de Curitiba 1 (1903): 77.  
 
34 Octávio Ianni, As metamorfoses do escravo; Apogeu e crise da escravatura no Brasil meridional (São 
Paulo: Difusão Européia do Livro, 1962), 185; Cardoso and Westphalen, 42. 
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the Spanish settlements in the early 1600s.35 Erva-mate extraction began anew in the 

1720s after a century of little activity, but its cultivation and exportation remained small. 

 Economic growth and increasing numbers of population centers created the need 

for better transportation routes, especially from points connecting Curitiba with the 

Paranaguá port and inland trading routes to the north and south. In 1721 private interests 

began to repair and expand the Caminho da Graciosa, an Indigenous trail that connected 

the Paraná coastlands with the Curitiba planalto, and in 1727 the Estrada do Viamão 

opened, which would later connect ranch lands in Rio Grande do Sul with Sorocaba, São 

Paulo, the location of a popular fair and also the launching-off point for inland slave raids 

and gold-mining expeditions.36 The opening of the trail marked an important turning 

point in Paraná’s history, as expansion of the mining industry in Minas Gerais in the early 

eighteenth century created a large demand for pack animals, and Paraná became more 

integrated with economic activity to the north.37  

By the middle of the eighteenth century, cattle ranching and wintering over 

(invernagem) of mule teams in the Paraná highlands became the most important trade in 

the region and would dominate economic growth for another fifty years.38 The Estrada 

                                                
35 Cardoso and Westphalen, 42.  
 
36 Cardoso and Westphalen, 10, 44; Steca and Flores, 17-18. 
 
37 Cardoso and Westphalen, 159. Todd Diacon, Millenarian Vision, Capitalist Reality: Brazil’s Contestado 
Rebellion, 1912-1916 (London: Duke University Press, 1991), 13. 
 
38 For more on mule transportation in Paraná, see Ana Eliza Filizola, O tropeiros (Curitiba: SEEC, 1988); 
Raul D’Almeida, A Estrada da mata: Origem de Rio Negro, Paraná (Curitiba: A.M Cavalcante, 1975); 
Julio Estrela Moreira, Caminhos das comarcas de Curitiba e Paranaguá (Curitiba: Imprensa Oficial, 
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do Viamão was a vital social and economic force in the history of Paraná development. 

The Sorocaba fair operated from 1750 to 1889, whereupon the tropeiro system also 

collapsed and the trail fell into disuse with the arrival of the railroads.39 In the second half 

of the eighteenth century, however, increased use of the trail, growing population 

settlements along its course, economic growth, and increasing territorial disputes between 

Portugal and Spain led to significant growth within Paraná.  

Mule traders were responsible for giving rise to some of Paraná’s first cities, as 

the drivers required places to rest along the sparsely populated routes of the high plains 

and thereby created a need for lodging, food, supplies, and other services. 40 New-found 

towns sprung to life along the trail, and a nascent community of landholders purposefully 

located the settlements one day’s travel from one another. Merchants opened businesses 

to serve the tropeiros, and town designs included corrals to protect their herds. By 

providing the necessary resources to receive the tropeiros rather than focusing on 

intensive agriculture or ranching, a landholding elite emerged in Curitiba that would 

grow in influence and wealth.41  

In 1750, the Treaty of Madrid legalized adjusted claims to the original division of 

the Spanish and Portuguese empires and established the boundaries of Paraná within the 
                                                                                                                                            
1975); and José Ernesto Erichsen, Uma história de caminhos: Estudos sobre a formação e influência do 
Paraná no sul do Brasil (Curitiba: O Formigueiro, 1962). 
 
39 Steca and Flores, 22. 
 
40 Cardoso and Westphalen, 10. 
 
41 Steca and Flores, 17-19.  
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confines of the latter.42 Concerned that the Spanish would violate the terms of the Treaty, 

Dom João V sought to expand colonization plans to populate the Portuguese colonial 

southern borderlands.43  

As part of these expansionist policies, the Portuguese pushed westward in Paraná, 

carrying out a series of military expeditions from 1760 to 1780. Commander Afonso 

Botelho, the cousin of São Paulo’s Captain-General Luiz Antônio de Souza, led the most 

important campaign. He travelled more than 275 miles northwest from Curitiba into 

territories that the Crown had not visited since expelling the Spanish more than a century 

earlier.44  

These expeditions were both exploratory missions as well as operations to exert 

greater control of settlement outposts and roadways. The expedition into the frontier 

lands near Guarapuava, for example, was meant to forge relationships with Indian groups 

and eventually establish reductions. Its directives foreshadowed the motto for the 

twentieth-century Indian Protection Service: “even though the Indians, as barbarians, 

launch waves of arrows, the Captain [Estevão Bayão] instructed his men not to shoot, nor 

do any harm whatsoever. First, they should clap their hands and try to signal that they 

                                                
42 Cardoso and Westphalen, 46.  
 
43 Balhana, Un mazzolino di fiori, vol. 3, 319. 
 
44 Alcebiades Plaisant, Scenario paranaense: Descripção geográphica, política e histórica do estado do 
Paraná (Curitiba: n.p., 1908), 9; Steca and Flores, 10-11; Cardoso and Westphalen, 48.  
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wanted peace.”45 The expedition that headed into the plains land near Curitiba, however, 

was more violent. For the Portuguese, the Indians had encroached too far towards the 

road connecting São Paulo to Rio Grande do Sul, and had killed numerous settlers, 

making it difficult to establish communities. As a result, Affonso Botelho ordered an 

invasion of the plains “to apply the most effective measures to reduce these barbarians … 

to civilize them, and make them recognize that the lands they inhabit have a king.”46 

Botelho also used the same conciliatory language, but only after first establishing the 

central mission of clearing the land of dangerous interlopers with whatever means 

worked best.47 The expeditions strengthened Portugal’s grip on southwestern grip on 

southwestern territories and helped to secure the region closer to Curitiba, but they did 

not completely solidify Portuguese control of the region from the Indians.  

The first two economic cycles in Paraná had not spurred significant growth and 

the region remained largely defined by its peripheral status to São Paulo and its 

intermediary physical location between major markets. At the turn of the nineteenth 

century, however, this began to change, and the population expanded rapidly over the 

next twenty-five years. The arrival of the Portuguese Court in Brazil in 1808 brought 

about a series of transformations that spurred a new period of exploration and economic 

                                                
45 Boletim do Archivo Municipal de Curitiba 5 (1908):  74. 
 
46 Boletim do Archivo Municipal de Curitiba 5 (1908):  76-79. 
 
47 Alcebiades Plaisant claims that Botelho’s expedition also sought to discover the mythical Apucarana 
mountain range, where legend claimed there was a new El Dorado. Plaisant, 9. 
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development in Paraná. The Crown redoubled efforts to control the southern reaches of 

Brazil and opened up its ports for national and international shipping commerce.  

The territory in the central highlands that Affonso Botelho had tried to conquer 

now had large farming estates and ranches, but Indian groups remained a formidable 

presence and frequently carried out attacks. To establish Portuguese control of the region 

once and for all over the indigenes, Dom João VI ordered the governor of São Paulo to 

execute a major military offensive. Commanded by Diogo Pinto de Azevedo Portugal, 

the Real Expedição da Conquista de Guarapuava left Curitiba in August of 1809 and 

initiated the last major effort to pacify and expel Indigenous populations. Wood 

extraction and tea cultivation in Paraná were also becoming increasingly attractive 

economic activities, and to ensure the growth of these industries it was essential to secure 

the region from Indian hostilities. By 1818, the Portuguese Crown had founded new 

towns, relocated Indians to Jesuit missions, divided the opened lands into sesmarias, and 

built new roadways for tropeiros.48 

International trade also increased, and the Paranaguá port became an important 

point of exit for goods shipped to Montevideo and Buenos Aires. In 1810, for example, 

the Portuguese brigantine Princesa Carlota sailed from Paranaguá loaded with timber 

from Paraná’s coastal forests for delivery in Montevideo. In 1811, four more ships sailed 

                                                
48 Steca and Flores, 11-12. 
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the same route. One of these included a small shipment of erva-mate, which would soon 

after become the major export product to drive economic development in Paraná.49 

The push to control the western frontier and the new degree of economic 

autonomy brought about by opening the Paranaguá port helped empower Paranaenses to 

push for political independence from São Paulo. The first effort came in 1811 when 

members of the Câmara Municipal de Paranaguá petitioned Dom João VI to emancipate 

Paraná. Although unsuccessful, local leaders continued to call for political sovereignty 

over the next several decades. Paraná achieved political autonomy as a province in 1853 

after it became politically advantageous for the Imperial government. Paranaenses long 

complained about São Paulo’s intentional neglect of Paraná. São Paulo had little 

motivation to make improvements in Paraná, as its resources were concentrated in local 

agricultural, infrastructural, and urban development. Provincial powers in Minas Gerais 

and Bahia supported Paraná’s call for independence as a way to reduce São Paulo’s 

political clout. Regional instability in southern Brazil, especially in Rio Grande do Sul, 

led way to political expedience, and the royal government finally granted Paraná 

independence.50 International geopolitics such as the blockade of the River Plate from 

1845 to 1850 by British and French naval forces no doubt also played a role in the 

Empire’s decision to strengthen Paraná’s presence. The drive for independence marked 

                                                
49 Cardoso and Westphalen, 52. 
 
50 Steca and Flores, 9; Cardoso and Westphalen, 54. 
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one part of a broader movement at the turn of the nineteenth century in which Paraná 

began a period of methodical growth and economic consolidation.  

Maté Tea Cultivation, Auguste Saint-Hilaire, and Slavery in Paraná 

By the 1820s the most important force for change came from erva-mate 

cultivation and processing. It drove wealth production, initiated industrialization in 

Curitiba, and underwrote urban beautification projects. The tea, primarily consumed in 

Argentina and Chile, quickly became Paraná’s most important product, making up 

seventy-percent of exports in 1820. Officials opened a customs house in Paranaguá in 

1827 to regulate and track trade. International regulations, wars, and quality control 

issues caused large fluctuations in its price, but erva-mate continued to fuel Paraná’s 

economic and demographic growth for the next several decades.51  

Increased foreign demand, improved trade networks, quality control regulations, 

greater mechanization of harvests, and a marked shift in land tenure laws contributed to 

the crop’s success.52 Public works projects and road repairs facilitated export to these 

markets.53 Technological improvements made to the extraction machines led to increased 

processing capacity, and planters expanded cultivation. By mid-century, erva-mate 

production dwarfed the cattle industry’s economic significance; within two decades most 
                                                
51 Cardoso and Westphalen, 54. 
 
52 For classic texts on the history of mate cultivation in Paraná, see Romário Martins, Ilex-mate: Chá sul-
americano (Curityba: Empreza Graphica Paranaense, 1926), and Temístocles Linhares, História económica 
do mate (Rio de Janeiro: J. Olympio, 1969). 
 
53 Local consumption also increased. Cultivation took place in most of the province, save for the southwest 
and middle-north. Padis, 19; Cardoso and Westphalen, 10. 
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of the remunerated labor force in Paraná worked directly or indirectly in the erva-mate 

industry.54 

Erva-mate was not the only export product in Paraná and the open ports made it 

easier for farmers in the highlands to export wheat, beans, corn, and dried meat. Trading 

in the 1830s expanded to numerous international markets. Shipments originating in 

Paranaguá sailed for Rio de la Plata, Chile, and Africa. Other ships arrived from 

Denmark, France, Portugal, England, Uruguay, and Chile.55  Slave trading also 

contributed to this commerce. 

At the same time that Paraná’s economy began to expand in the 1820s, the French 

naturalist Auguste Saint-Hilaire visited the region, leaving a revealing chronicle of local 

conditions and natural resources.56 Saint-Hilaire is most famous for arguing that slavery 

                                                
54 The mule industry steadily declined after 1870 when the São Paulo railroad began to open sections of 
track along a north-south corridor. In 1860, for instance, 100,000 mules wintering in Paraná arrived at the 
Sorocaba fair, but in 1900 the number dropped to 5,000. The rail lines rendered the use of pack animals 
obsolete. Cardoso and Westphalen, 10; Gilson Leandro Queluz, Rocha Pombo: Romantismo e utopias, 
1880-1905 (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1998), 15. 
 
55 Saint-Hilaire, Viagem à comarca de Curitiba, 1820. Trans. Carlos de Costa Pereira. São 
Paulo: Companhia Editora Nacional, 1964. 72, 100. 
 
56 Saint-Hilaire was foremost a botanist and his research interests took him to several regions of central 
and southern Brazil. He visited the country on four occasions from 1816 to 1822, overlapping the 1817-
1820 expedition of Johann Baptist von Spix and Carl Friedrich Phillipp von Martius. As with Spix and 
Martius, Saint-Hilaire made important contributions identifying and classifying Brazilian fauna and began 
publishing his work immediately, producing the multi-volume Flora Brasiliae Meridionalis from 1825 to 
1833. He also spent several decades publishing several non-scientific accounts of his travels through Brazil, 
first in 1823. Brazilian publishers have released Saint-Hilaire’s work in several formats, typically 
highlighting a specific region. The most relevant example is the Viagem à Comarca de Curitiba, 1820, 
published by Companhia Editora Nacional in 1964. This was not a single volume Saint-Hilaire had 
produced but rather chapters 9-22 of the 1851 publication. For more on Saint-Hilaire’s experiences in 
Brazil, see Dinair Andrade da Silva, Viajante estrangeiro: Cultura e relações internacionais, Auguste de 
Saint-Hilaire, 1816-1822 (Brasília: Casa das Musas, 2006). 
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played an insignificant role in Paraná’s development, and for distinguishing Paraná’s 

racial composition from the rest of Brazil, especially in the oft-quoted observation that 

“in no other part of Brazil did I find so many genuinely white people than in the District 

of Curitiba.”57 He used population figures from 1818 and 1838 to demonstrate that the 

population of African descendants in Paraná was minimal and on the wane comparing the 

small size of slave communities in Paraná with the large estates on São Paulo’s coffee 

plantations.58 

Saint-Hilaire also trumpeted Paraná’s climate as ideal for European colonization. 

After heaping praise on the agricultural opportunities available near Curitiba, for 

example, he noted  

it was not without reason that I gave the Campos Gerais region the nickname of 
the terrestrial paradise of Brazil, and of all the places in the Empire that I have 
travelled to now, there is no other place where a colony of European farmers has 
the possibility to establish itself with more success than here.59 

 
Though Saint-Hilaire contradicted himself and also wrote disparagingly about Paraná, in 

arguing that it had few historical associations with slavery and that its lands were ideal 

for European colonization, he helped to establish two of Paraná’s main historical tropes. 

                                                
57 Auguste Saint-Hilaire, Viagem a Curitiba e Santa Catarina, trans. Regina Regis Junqueira (Belo 
Horizonte: Editora Itatiaia, 1978), 79. Saint-Hilaire is less well known for claiming that Paraná had a large 
mixed-race community, that its residents were lazy, and that the climate was deleterious. 
 
58	  Saint-‐Hilaire	  cited	  José	  de	  Sousa	  Azevedo	  Pizarro	  e	  Araujo’s	  Memórias	  históricas	  do	  Rio	  de	  Janeiro,	  
which	  were	  published	  between	  1820	  and	  1822.	  1838	  figures	  from	  Daniel	  Pedro	  Müller’s,	  Ensaio	  d’um	  
quadro	  estatístico	  da	  Província	  de	  São	  Paulo,	  published	  in	  1838.	  	  
 
59 Auguste Saint-Hilaire, 1978, 27. 
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African slavery, in fact, played an important role for more than half a century in 

Paraná’s development, particularly after the state’s population began to increase at the 

turn of the nineteenth century and the economy transitioned from mining to agriculture.60  

According to the Portuguese Crown’s first census of Paraná in 1772, of the 

region’s 7,627 inhabitants at that time, 1,712 were African slaves and more than twenty-

percent of the population was enslaved.61 As Table 1 demonstrates, the slave population 

in Parana remained relatively constant over the next eighty years and only began to fall 

after the province gained its independence in 1853. Slavery was more prevalent along the 

Paraná coastline, where slaves worked in modest plantations. Of the 1,712 slaves 

enumerated in Paraná in the 1772 census, for example 1,414 lived in Paranaguá and only 

104 lived in Curitiba. This is to say, slaves accounted for forty-four percent of the 

population in Paranaguá at this time, but only five-percent in Curitiba.62 The ratio of free 

to African slave labor in Paraná did not change significantly from 1820 to 1850, and 

throughout the first half of the nineteenth century the free labor force was five times 

larger than the enslaved.63 Slavery only became less significant starting in the 1850s 

                                                
60 Horacio Gutiérrez, “Crioulos e africanos no Paraná, 1798-1830,” Revista Brasileira de História 8, no. 
16 (1988): 161-188. 
 
61 Most of the population lived in close proximity to the two largest urban centers, Paranaguá and Curitiba. 
The population of Paranaguá was 3,193. In Curitiba it was 1,939. Balhana, Un mazzolino de fiori vol. 3. 15.  
 
62 Balhana, Un Mazzolino de Fiori, v.3. 15. 
 
63 Slaves accounted for 19% of Paraná’s population in 1804 and 16.4% in 1854. Their absolute number, 
however, increased dramatically, climbing from 5,077 to 10,189 over the same time period. Balhana, V. 3, 
15, 448, 453. 
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when Paraná gained political autonomy from São Paulo and the Brazilian government 

abolished the slave trade.  

The price of slave became more expensive as trans-Atlantic supplies were choked 

off and Paraná masters sold their own slaves for high premiums to São Paulo planters 

(prices tripled from 1855 to 1875).64 While the Paranaguá Bay had become a popular 

entry for contraband shipments, historian Altiva Balhana argues that the sale of slaves to 

São Paulo depleted Paraná of its agricultural labor force to such a degree that it 

compromised the entire agricultural system, and led to food shortages and higher prices.65  

Year Free Slave Total Rate Growth Rate Percentage 
Slave 

1772 5,915 1,712 7,627 -- 22.4 
1798 16,726 4,273 20,999 275% 20.3 
1804 21,293 5,077 26,370 26% 19.0 
1810 22,454 5,135 27,589 5% 18.6 
1816 23,460 5,010 28,470 3% 17.6 
1824 27,023 5,855 32,887 14% 17.8 
1830 30,441 6,260 36,701 12% 17.1 
1836 35,539 7,341 42,880 16% 17.1 
1854 52,069 10,189 62,258 45% 16.4 
1872 116,162 10,560 126,722 204% 8.3 
1890 249,491 -- 249,491 197% -- 

Table 1: Paraná Free and Slave Populations, 1772-1890. Source: Balhana, Un mazzolino 
de fiori, v. 3, 15, 448, 453. 

The diminished labor force threatened further economic growth in Paraná at a 

time when the erva-mate industry was thriving. In an effort to end labor shortages, the 

                                                
64 Palhares, 76;  Ianni, 186.  
 
65 Balhana, Un mazzolino de fiori, vol. 3, 448. 
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newly autonomous Paraná government initiated the province’s first large-scale 

immigration campaign. The efforts were part of a larger process of consolidating local 

authority and breaking from São Paulo’s economic influence.  

In another effort to break from São Paulo’s control and to entice European 

colonists, the Paraná government loosened the restrictive measures established with the 

Lei de Terras in 1850. Intended to thwart free people and increasing numbers of 

European planters in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro from achieving land ownership, the 

Lei de Terras formalized procedures for the sale and purchase and registration of public 

lands in Brazil. Paraná, as well, enacted legislation in 1854 to regulate the 

commercialization of public lands.66  

The Portuguese had made earlier attempts to colonize Paraná in the first decades 

of the nineteenth century, but the efforts were ill-planned and inconsistent.67 An effective 

                                                
66 The Brazilian Land Law radically changed purchase and ownership regulations, and it also ended the 
sesmaria system, which resulted in opening large tracts of land in Paraná for private purchase. For more on 
the specificities of the Lei de Terras and its effect on agricultural development in different regions of 
Brazil, see Warren Dean, “Latifundia and Land Policy in Nineteenth-Century Brazil,” The Hispanic 
American Historical Review 51, no. 4 (November, 1971): 606-625, and Emilia Viotti da Costa, The 
Brazilian Empire: Myths & Histories (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2000), especially 
chapter six. 
 
67	  Before Paraná’s independence from São Paulo in 1853, growth was slow and 
provincial authorities did not actively implement colonization programs. Three European 
colonies did form, however, before 1853. In 1829 Germans settled the Rio Negro colony; 
in 1847 French established the Tereza colony; and in 1852 Swiss, French, and Germans 
founded the Superagui colony in Guaraqueçaba. These three attempts to populate the 
southern hinterlands were largely unsuccessful. The lack of transportation networks and 
established trading centers cut the settlers off from economic activities. For greater 
details on European colonization in Paraná in the first half of the nineteenth century, see 
Romário Martins, Quantos somos, quem somos (Curitiba: Empreza Gráfica Paranaense, 1941), 
and Balhana, Un mazzolino de fiori vol. 3. 	  
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immigration plan did not begin until the 1850s when the motivating factors of provincial 

independence, decreased slave populations, and food shortages contributed to a new 

vision to colonize the region. Officials endorsed subsidizing European colonization and 

began to promote an ideal image of these immigrants that celebrated their hardworking 

and morally uplifting characteristics, which contrasted with negative associations they 

made of Indian or African slaves.  

The immigration programs succeeded in bringing thousands of Europeans to 

Paraná, but it is important to point out that during the same period Brazilian colonists 

arrived in much greater number from Santa Catarina and Minas Gerais. Subsequent 

immigration efforts and spontaneous migration by Brazilians led to rapid demographic 

and social changes. 

PROVINCIAL INDEPENDENCE, POLITICAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC EXPANSION 
Zacarias de Góes e Vasconcelos, Paraná’s first provincial president, spearheaded 

the initial effort to attract European immigrants to the province. In 1855, authorities 

approved the release of funds to subsidize ship passage and offer enticements to develop 

the land. Immigrants could purchase their own land or opt to work as agricultural 

laborers. The province paid for the travel expenses of children younger than six and 

subsidized the rest of the family through loans and other arrangements.68 Colonists also 

                                                                                                                                            
	  
68 For more on the specificities of these subsidies and enticements, see Wilson Martins, Um Brasil 
diferente (ensaio sobre fenômenos de aculturação no Paraná), 2nd ed. (São Paulo: T.A. Queiroz, Editor, 
Ltda., 1989), 64-65.  
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frequently labored on public works projects while they waited for their plantings to bear 

fruit.69  

Nevertheless, the province did not attract many immigrants during the first decade 

of its independence. Fewer than 1,000 Europeans entered Paraná from 1855 to 1862.70 

The largest colony that the provincial government founded during this time was 

Assungui, in 1860, with immigrants from England, France, Italy, Germany, and other 

nations, but it experienced major difficulties attracting and retaining colonists.71 At the 

same time Brazilian colonists arrived in large numbers, triggering the first significant 

population expansion in Paraná. Also, Mineiros and Paulistas flowed into the northern 

corner of the province in search of open lands that bordered the expanding coffee regions 

in São Paulo.72 

The drive to organize immigrant communities took a marked turn in 1875 when 

Adolfo Lamenha Lins became the president of the province of Paraná. Lins investigated 

the failures at the Assungui colony and came to three major conclusions that would 

radically alter future colonization efforts. The settlers’ plots were ill-arranged and stood 

at altitudes that made it difficult to cultivate European crops; the colony itself was far 

                                                
69 Steca and Flores, 33.  
 
70 Balhana, vol 3. 451. Cardoso and Westphalen, 56.  
 
71 For a close analysis of the Assungui colony that includes rich material covering the province’s methods 
to control its inhabitants, see Roberto Edgar Lamb, Uma jornada civilizadora: Imigração, conflito social e 
segurança pública na Província do Paraná, 1867 a 1882 (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1997). 
 
72 These migrants settled the lands between the Itararé and Tibagi rivers. Balhana, 163.  
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from rail transportation, making it difficult to connect with markets and ports; the cost of 

transportation was prohibitive and erased any profit the colonists might pocket from 

bringing their goods to market.73  

The president called for abandoning previous strategies to populate the interior 

highlands with colonies located far from urban centers and instead adopted new policies 

to place colonies along existing transportation routes and within closer proximity to 

Curitiba.74 In this way, historian Ruy Wachowicz writes, Lins was responsible for 

initiating the formation of a green belt around Curitiba that supported the growth of the 

city and the economic dependency of the colonists in a mutually beneficial relationship.75 

The efforts were successful. After founding the Santa Cândida colony on the outskirts of 

the provincial capital, Lins received authorization from the royal government to establish 

several additional colonies.76 He laid the foundation of seven colonies on close to 9,000 

acres of land around the outskirts of the capital, which 2,495 Europeans –mostly Poles- 

came to settle.77 

 

                                                
73 Ruy Wachowicz, “Santa Candida: Pioneira da colonização Linista,” BICRM Ano 2, no. 16. (December, 
1975). 4  
 
74 Lins also demanded that the provincial government change the way in which it attracted colonists and 
treated them after they arrived. Rather than “poetic descriptions and exaggerated promises,” promotional 
materials should truthfully represent the region. Cardoso and Westphalen, 57; Wachowicz, 6.  
 
75 Ruy Wachowicz. “Santa Candida: Pioneira da Colonização Linista.” 4 
 
76 Steca and Flores, 32; Wachowicz, 7, 11. 
 
77 Balhana, 452. 
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Year Colony Land Acreage Number of 
Immigrants 

Ethnic Group 

1875 Santa Cândida 1,515 340 Poles, Swiss, 
French 

1875 Orleans 932 290 Poles, Italians, 
Others 

1876 Santo Inácio 887 334 Poles, Silesians, 
Others 

1876 Lamenha 2,278 746 Poles, Silesians, 
Others 

1876 Dom Augusto 494 281 Poles 
 

1877 Dom Pedro 657 98 Poles, Swiss 
 

1877 Riviére 2,309 406 Poles, French, 
Germans 

Table 2: Colonies established around Curitiba under Lamenha Lins, 1875-1877. Source: 
Balhana, Un mazzolino de Fiori, v. 3, 452.  

Perhaps more important than Lins’ success in creating these colonies was the 

ideological battle he took up through an implicit preference to populate Paraná with 

Europeans rather than locals. Though the idea of populating the region with Europeans 

was not a new idea, nor was it free from controversy. For example, landholders 

condemned Lins’ policies, claiming that preference for European colonists hindered 

Paraná’s growth and denied opportunities for poor Brazilians; and local politicians 

argued that it was wasteful to spend provincial funds on the construction of temples and 

schools for new European arrivals.78  

The province continued to found agricultural colonies over the next decade, but it 

was not until 1885 when Alfredo Taunay became president of Paraná that provincial 
                                                
78 Steca and Flores, 32; Wachowicz, 15. 
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administrators decisively shifted to European immigrants.79 Taunay was one of the 

principal founders of the Sociedade Central de Imigração, an organization that endorsed 

the abolition of slavery and publicized Paraná’s open lands to potential immigrants in 

Europe. He argued that attracting Europeans was essential for Paraná’s growth, and 

should also be a national priority.80 In an 1886 provincial report, he wrote that “These 

days the best and biggest sign of our patriotism is to tend to European immigration.”81 

More specifically, he favored populating Paraná with Germans, who, in his mind were 

best qualified to cultivate crops such as wheat, rye, and oats, which could be consumed 

locally as well as exported. Also, the Germans purportedly showed little interest in 

growing tropical products such as coffee, whose prices experienced market volatility.82 

While Taunay successfully attracted thousands of European immigrants to Paraná, many 

more Brazilians relocated, and spontaneous migration by Brazilians outpaced organized 

                                                
79 In addition to serving as provincial presidents, Taunay travelled extensively throughout Paraná and 
wrote positive assessments of its geographic resources and economic prospects. Taunay also had close ties 
with the royal government that likely helped him to secure resources to fund the immigrant colonies. His 
father served as a tutor to Dom Pedro II and was the director of the Escola Nacional de Belas Artes. His 
maternal grandfather was called on by Dom João VI to found the Academia das Belas Artes, and his 
maternal grandfather was a member of the Portuguese army that accompanied the Royal court to Brazil in 
1808. 
 
80 Steca and Flores, 32; Wachowicz, 15. 
 
81 Exposição com que S. Ex. O Sr. Dr. Alfredo D’Escragnolle Taunay Passou a Administração da 
Provincia do Paraná ao Exm. Snr. Dr. Joaquim de Almeida Faria Sobrinho. 1886. 54 
 
82 Exposição com que S. Ex. O Sr. Dr. Alfredo D’Escragnolle Taunay Passou a Administração da 
Provincia do Paraná ao Exm. Snr. Dr. Joaquim de Almeida Faria Sobrinho. 1886. 102. 
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immigration efforts during the last two decades of the Empire in Paraná.83 Yet, Taunay 

effectively articulated what soon after became an exclusive celebration and general 

perception of large-scale European settlement.84  

CURITIBA 
Curitiba and the surrounding areas grew steadily throughout the first half of the 

nineteenth century, owing in large part to the continued economic vitality of the mule 

traders and the rising contributions of the maté industry. Because of its physical location 

between trade routes and its economic importance, Curitiba overtook Paranaguá in 1812 

as the main administrative center of the Comarca, though São Paulo remained in control 

of Paraná for another forty years. The population of the Distrito de Curitiba, which 

included the city and several nearby parishes, grew from 9,052 in 1815, to 16,157 in 

1836, and then to 20,629 in 1854.85 This same year provincial authorities carried out the 

first census of Curitiba and counted 5,819 inhabitants.  

By the 1820s the erva-mate trade accounted for more than 70% of all Paraná 

exports, and the increased production brought wealth to the city, stirring the dominant 

                                                
83 From 1872 to 1890, for example, more than 100,000 Brazilians settled in Paraná, while the foreign 
population increased by roughly 19,000. Romario Martins, Quantos somos, quem somos, 53.  Balhana, 453. 
The figures Martins and Balhana use for the overall population of Paraná come from royal and national 
census figures. These same sources list the European immigrant populations at 3,627 in 1872 and 5,153 in 
1890. Martins and Balhana use both figures and also provide more in-depth material that demonstrates that 
the immigration populations were roughly 19,000.  
 
84 The Sociedade Central de Imigração petitioned for the abolition of slavery as a necessary educational 
and moral step, but also argued that whites could purify the Brazilian people and initiate new work habits.  
Queluz, 42-44. 
 
85 Elvira Kubo, “Aspectos Demográficos de Curitiba: 1801-1850” (master’s thesis: Universidade Federal 
do Paraná: Curitiba, 1974), 42.  
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classes to initiate programs to consolidate control. The municipal government passed 

ordinances aimed at maintaining order over a growing working-class population.  

The 1829 City Code (Código de Posturas) barred singing in the streets, parading 

through town, and noisy outbursts.  The city government restricted gambling, closed 

dancehalls, and banned firearms. It set minimum height restrictions on new housing 

construction in the city center and outlawed the use of inexpensive building materials 

(choupana). The municipal government also carried out improvement projects that drew 

clearer distinctions between urban and rural zones. It increased housing density by 

mandating that structures in the city center be above certain heights, called for 

constructing streets in orthogonal layout, expelled grazing animals, eliminated fields, and 

generally increased the divisions between public and private spheres.86  

The slave population in Curitiba remained above ten percent during the first half 

of the nineteenth century. This percentage was much smaller than other Brazilian cities 

such as Rio de Janeiro at this time, yet still not inconsequential. As Curitiba urbanized 

and the maté industry became more important, slaves worked more directly renting out 

their labor as escravos de ganho, so much so that by the 1860s it was difficult to 

differentiate economic roles between slaves and free laborers in Curitiba. This changed in 

                                                
86 Magnus Roberto de Mello Pereira and Antônio Cesar de Almeida Santos, O poder local e a cidade: A 
Câmara Municipal de Curitiba, séculos XVII a XX (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 2001), 
61, 65, 76, 78-79. 
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the 1860s when administrators began to regulate slave practices more closely in efforts to 

segregate the population through social and legal means.87 

When Curitiba became the capital of the new province in 1853, the city went 

through major transformations to its economic, social, and institutional organization. The 

erva-mate industry had already overtaken mule trading as the most important economic 

activity, and industrial jobs associated with tea processing drove many farmers to 

abandon their fields.  Starting in the middle of the nineteenth century, the maté industry 

promoted a boom in Curitiba. Price of the tea increased in international markets, and to 

keep up with demand processors in Curitiba constructed mills in the city and its suburbs. 

Increased economic opportunities led to significant changes in the subsistence practices 

of Curitibanos. Smaller farmers frequently stopped producing goods for their families, 

and others abandoned agriculture altogether to participate in the nascent urban labor 

force. As a result of the growing demand for maté, prices increased more than 300 

percent from 1853 to 1855. At the same time underproduction and labor shortages in 

agriculture led to similar price increases of staple goods such as corn, flour, beans, jerky, 

and chicken.88 The abolition of transatlantic slave trade exacerbated labor shortages even 

more, which motivated Paraná’s first provincial president Zacarias de Góes e 

Vasconcelos to lead efforts to attract European immigrants to the region. 

                                                
87 Pereira and Santos, 71-72. 
 
88 Pereira and Santos, 58-59.	  
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Political independence and economic prosperity gave rise to a growing bourgeois 

class in Curitiba that increasingly sought to mandate how the city should look and how its 

residents should behave. This new sector of urban and lettered society closely monitored 

the novelties taking place in Rio de Janeiro and in Europe and did not shy from showing 

their “cosmopolitan intentions.”89 Officials went so far as to hire an urban planner from 

France to redesign the city streets, and by the end of the 1850s began construction on a 

new cemetery, a major roadway, several bridges, a public market, and the municipal 

palace.90  

The city also passed new laws that regulated the way residents dressed and 

dictated how they had to maintain their homes. The city made it illegal to paint indecent 

figures or words on walls, doors, windows, or fences. It outlawed excessive noise, 

singing, and parading through town.91 By mid-century economic opportunities vaulted 

Curitiba ahead of Paranaguá, its coastal competitor, and the new provincial capital had 

become a dynamic albeit small city.  

                                                
89 Pereira and Santos, 101. 
 
90 By 1853 the city had had outgrown its original design and its 6,000 residents lacked basic amenities. 
There was one bakery, little open space for the new urban elites to meander, unpaved streets that flooded 
with the slightest rain, no public lighting, and cows that took pasture in public roads. The Curitiba press 
frequently criticized city administrators for failing to build adequate roadways. Maria Nicolas, O Paraná de 
antanho: Resumo histórico (Curitiba: n.p., 1964), 21, 22, 25; Pereira and Santos, 97-99. 
 
91 The city did not pass noise ordinances for factories or artisans’ shops. As city officials passed 
ordinances to dictate new rules of behavior it also created institutions meant to protect the history of Paraná 
and extend the cultural influence of Curitiba. In 1855 the province mandated the creation of the Biblioteca 
Pública de Curitiba and the Museu Paranaense. Pereira and Santos, 64. 
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Over the course of its early history, growth in Curitiba typically occurred because 

of “spontaneous”economic pull factors such as gold deposits and mule trading, but after 

Paraná gained its independence, provincial administrators pursued more directed efforts 

to populate the city and the entire province. After early colonization attempts failed due 

to their location far from city centers, officials executed a new strategy that established 

agricultural communities around the periphery of Curitiba. 

Though Paraná’s first provincial president Zacarias de Góes e Vasconcelos set out 

one of the first campaigns to attract European immigrants to Paraná, most of these 

colonization plans did not focus on developing the region around Curitiba. Still, 

Curitiba’s population grew from 5,819 residents in 1854 to 12,651 in 1872, due in large 

part to spontaneous movements of Brazilians and newly arrived immigrants living in 

nearby regions. This growth did not satisfy the needs of Curitiba’s growing economy, and 

it did not appeal to the politicians who sought to populate the region with Europeans.92 

The efforts of Adolfo Lamenha Lins and Alfredo Taunay to attract more 

Europeans directly to Curitiba, initiated in the mid-1870s (discussed above), brought 

about a new period of rapid expansion that significantly altered the city’s racial and 

ethnic composition.93 The city’s population increased from 12,651 in 1872 to 24,553 in 

                                                
92 Martins, Quantos somos, quem somos, 89. 
 
93 From 1829 to 1889, 20,576 European colonists settled in Paraná. Twenty-six percent of this total settled 
in or around Curitiba from 1869 to 1887. Not all of Lins and Taunay’s efforts were successful. The biggest 
fiasco came in 1878 when 3,809 Russians from the Volga region were located on poor lands in Palmeira, 
some fifty miles from Curitiba. Most of the Russians balked at the bleak potential of their newly allocated 
plots (only 800 remained) and the Paraná government was on the hook to pay for the travel of the others to 
Hamburg, Germany. Balhana, 451-452. Martins, Quantos somos, quem somos, 62-63. 
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1890.94 European immigrants accounted for more than forty-percent of this difference. 

Strikingly, the number of foreigners living in Curitiba increased five-fold between 1866 

and 1890. As Table 3 illustrates, at the same time the slave population began to decrease, 

and by 1870 the number of European immigrants exceeded the number of slaves in the 

city.95 

 
Year Free Slave Total  Growth Rate Percentage 

Slave 
1772 2,523 249 2,772 -- 9.0 
1798 6,539 1,399 7,938 286% 17.6 
1804 8,072 1,666 9,738 23% 17.1 
1810 8,752 1,672 10,424 7% 16.0 
1816 7,390 1,044 8,434 -19% 12.4 
1824 9,615 1,270 10,885 29% 11.7 
1830 11,571 1.373 12,944 19% 10.6 
1836 14,216 1,941 16,157 25% 12.0 
1854 18,861 1,768 20,629 28% 8.6 
1872 26,572 1,754 29,326 37% 6.2 

Table 3: Curitiba and São José dos Pinhais Free and Slave Population, 1772-1872. 
Source: Balhana, Un mazzolino de fiori, v. 3, 160-161, 449. From 1772 to 
1830 free blacks accounted for more than ten-percent of the total black 
population in Paraná. During the same period free blacks represented 
between 1.5 percent and 2.2 percent of entire population of Paraná. The 
figures for pardos were larger in both categories. 

                                                                                                                                            
 
94 Curitiba’s growth elevated it from the basement of population rankings of all Brazilian provincial 
capitals. In 1872 Curitiba was 19the of 20 capitals in terms of gross population. In 1890 it was 14th.  
 
95 From 1872 to 1890, 4,762 Europeans settled in Curitiba. Census data from 1866 shows that 1,086 slaves 
and 856 Europeans were living in Curitiba, representing respectfully 8% and 6.3% of Curitiba’s population, 
but by the end of the decade close to 400 Germans had immigrated to Curitiba, and the balance forever 
shifted as European immigrants now outnumbered slaves. Martins, Quantos somos, quem somos. 89-93; 
Balhana, 451-452. 
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It is important to point out that Curitiba’s dominant classes were largely Luso-

Brazilian throughout the nineteenth century, and while the European population 

continued to grow in absolute terms, for the next several decades far more Brazilians 

relocated to Curitiba. Historian Altiva Balhana demonstrates that Luso-Brazilians 

controlled commerce throughout Paraná while most other European groups, with the 

exception of Germans, worked largely in agriculture and had not yet accumulated 

sufficient capital to develop private businesses. For example, Luso-Brazilians 

overwhelmingly controlled the most important businesses in Paraná, such as erva-mate 

(86%), tobacco (88%), chemicals (87%), and printing (74%).96 At the same time, 

however, Balhana also points out that the trend in the ethnicity of business owners 

shifted—Luso-Brazilians controlled 76% of all businesses in Curitiba in 1854 but only 

63% in 1889—and this pattern would continue for the next several decades.97  

Provincial presidents Lamenha Lins and Alfred Taunay initiated the most 

concerted campaigns to attract thousands of European immigrants. According to historian 

Leandro Gilson Queluz, these projects to populate Paraná with Europeans were meant to 

purify the mixed-race legacies of Brazil’s population and instill positive work habits.98 If 

this was indeed the case, the projects could not have been considered a success because 

many more Luso-Brazilian migrants relocated to Paraná, and the local slave population 

                                                
96 Altiva Balhana, Un Mazzolino de Fiori, v.3. Imprensa Oficial: Curitiba, 2003. 453,454, 467. 
 
97 Balhana, Un Mazzolino de Fiori, v.3. 467. 
 
98 Queluz, 43. 
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would remain constant for the first twenty years of Paraná’s independence from São 

Paulo. Still, through legal mechanisms and public pronouncements, the dominant classes 

tended to downplay the contributions of both the Luso-Brazilians and the slaves. In doing 

so, Paraná’s first generations of politicians and intellectuals laid the groundwork of a 

fictive historical genealogy that obscured the contributions of many Paranaenses and 

other Brazilians while glorifying the contributions of European immigrants.  

It is important to note that among the dominant classes, many held strong 

prejudices against immigrants as well. They were considered less healthy and hygienic 

than Luso-Brazilians, and their customs backwards. As increasing numbers of immigrants 

found themselves without safety nets, for example, many wandered the streets in tattered 

clothes or labored in menial tasks to make ends meet, and Polish immigrants, many of 

whom took jobs as domestics, were labeled “inside out blacks” by native Curitibanos and 

blamed for spreading disease.99 

Paraná’s immigrants, however, demonstrated they were not a uniform group (their 

contributions to the region’s economic and social development receive closer analysis in 

chapter two), and many organized themselves according to nationality, religion, and 

work, and frequently challenged dominant groups for economic, social, and political 

access. By 1884, for example, Germans and Italians organized their own mutual aid 

                                                
99 Pereira and Santos, 106. Eduardo Spiller Pena, O jogo da face: A astúcia escrava frente aos senhores e 
à lei na Curitiba provincial (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1999), 20. Maria Ignês Mancini de Boni, O 
espetáculo visto do alto: Vigilância e punição em Curitiba, 1890-1920 (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 
1998), 29.   
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societies, and laborers founded a workers union.100 Different groups also contributed to 

redesign the physical shape of the city according to their own preferences. Germans, for 

example, ignored city ordinances that banned natural embellishments to the cityscape and 

planted decorative gardens, vegetables, and fruit trees.101  

CONCLUSION 
The history of Paraná and the development of Curitiba as the model city of Brazil 

have been interrelated for more than a century. When politicians began to promote the 

region’s natural environment to attract European immigrants, they articulated what would 

become one of the foundational tropes of the exceptionalist discourses about Paraná. In 

successfully enticing several thousand immigrants to settle around Curitiba and 

Paranaguá, they also laid the groundwork for future generations of politicians and 

intellectuals to further elaborate these celebratory narratives. The fertile soils, temperate 

climate, and European population surrounding Curitiba would serve as powerful 

distinctions between the Paraná capital and other Brazilian cities.  

The historiography of colonial Paraná invariably focuses on the region as a 

liminal space that stood for many centuries without defining characteristics. It was a no-

man’s land between the cattle herds and mule trains in Rio Grande do Sul and the sugar 

cane fields, coffee plantations, and rich gold and diamond mines further north.  

                                                
100 Over the next decade immigrant groups would found several more organizations. Steca and Flores, 36-
37, 40; Balhana, v. 3, 461.  
 
101 Pereira and Santos, 83-85. 
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This narrative largely dismisses the histories of Indians and Africans. It 

diminishes the brutality that the Portuguese wrought on the local indigenous 

communities, and it ignores their contributions to Paraná’s historical development. It also 

expunges the Africans and Afro-Brazilians who formed a significant percentage of the 

workforce and the urban sectors. The exclusion of Indians and blacks from the narrative 

of Paraná’s colonial history provided a picture of an uninhabited region that local 

politicians privileged in promoting the area to European immigrants.  

By the end of the nineteenth century, provincial political independence, a 

modicum of economic prosperity, and increased European immigration changed Paraná 

in several ways. Politicians initially promoted Paraná as a land of promise and endless 

potential in order to attract European colonists, and as we will see, after several thousand 

immigrants settled in and around Curitiba, they also began to advance exceptionalist 

narratives about the city itself. 
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Chapter Two: Population Expansion, Urbanization, and Intellectuals, 
1890-1920 

INTRODUCTION 
 

This chapter analyzes the emergence of triumphalist projects that intellectuals in 

Curitiba initiated at the turn of the century. It first frames their work within a broader 

account from 1890 to 1920 that analyzes the demographic growth of Paraná and Curitiba, 

the physical reorganization of the city, and the city´s social history. By 1900 a city of 

letters had bloomed. Writers and artists not only called Curitiba home, but they also 

created powerful discursive and visual representations of the city and Paraná. This work 

frequently invoked sentiments of order, progress, and modernity, but it did not address 

growing evidence of urban chaos, and it ignored complaints of abuse against the city’s 

underclasses. The celebratory discourses obscured the contributions of Brazilians and 

non-European immigrants, glossed over class tensions, and changed over time according 

to shifting priorities.  

In the three decades following the collapse of the Empire, a frenzied period of 

demographic, political, economic and social change took place in Paraná and Curitiba. 

Industrialization improvements, maté production, and timber extraction fueled economic 

growth. Federal, state, and private programs enticed thousands of European immigrants 

to colonize the region. Immigrants from other nations arrived independently. Brazilians 

from neighboring states migrated in even larger numbers. Tens of thousands established 

new lives in Curitiba. The city’s population exploded.  
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As a result of rapid growth, Curitiba’s physical space and social composition 

underwent abrupt and radical change, albeit in much smaller scale than places like São 

Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. Maté tea industrialists constructed grandiose mansions to 

display their growing wealth and influence. Municipal officials executed major 

urbanization plans and established strict sanitary regulations. The city expanded so 

rapidly that the suburban ethnic enclaves that traditionally provided the city’s vegetables, 

meats, and cereals no longer loomed in the distance, but rather began to compose part of 

the larger metropolitan area.  

At the same time the population of urban poor and working classes increased. 

Landlords subdivided houses into cortiços to accommodate them and pocket profits. 

Vagrants wandered the streets in greater number. The prevalence and growing visibility 

of the city’s poor residents upset elite notions of order, progress, and modernity, and 

municipal officials responded in several ways. They repurposed land tracts and dedicated 

green spaces for leisure as a means to nudge out undesirables. They passed restrictive 

codes to control movement and behavior. Curitiba’s press condemned these measures, 

but politicians, elites, and a young generation of intellectuals welcomed them. Many 

made glowing pronouncements about the city’s progress. For Rocha Pombo, the famous 

Paraná historian who witnessed these transformations firsthand, Curitiba was 

unrecognizable from the provincial capital that won its independence a half-century 

earlier, and all for the better.1  

                                                
1 José Rocha Pombo, O Paraná no Centenário, 2nd ed. (Rio de Janeiro: José Olympio, 1980), 141-142. 
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Curitiba’s nascent intellectual community began to initiate artistic and literary 

movements that celebrated the region’s unique characteristics. Several motivations drove 

them to do so, such as to defend the state’s boundary claims with Santa Catarina, to 

attract immigrants, to encourage industrialization, to establish educational materials, and 

to promote their own accomplishments. Artists created a local style that highlighted 

Paraná’s natural beauty. Writers composed Whiggish accounts of its history. Officials 

produced maps and detailed reports of Paraná’s geography and physical boundaries. This 

material created the epistemological building blocks for the exceptionalist tropes that 

today anchor the historiography of Curitiba and Paraná.  

Curitiba’s first generation of intellectuals created an image of the city as a 

positive symbolic model for Brazil. According to this celebratory image, the city was 

civilized, orderly, and beautiful. Its architecture was modern, its European workforce 

diligent. Commerce flourished. Writers and artists promoted Paraná’s countryside as a 

corollary of this vision. Paraná’s vast timber reserves and hydroelectric potential 

presented evidence of its great potential, and using these resources would no doubt spur 

industrialization, economic growth, and prosperity. What is more, Paraná’s mild climates, 

its open plains, and its majestic waterfalls served as environmental counterpoints to 

geographical pathologies associated with other regions of Brazil.2 In testament to the 

                                                                                                                                            
 
2 This was an especially powerful contrast to Brazil’s northeastern sertão where the Great Drought of 1877 
to 1879 decimated the countryside and spurred a population exodus. For more specificity on the drought, 
see Gerald Greenfield, The Realities of Images: Imperial Brazil and the Great Drought. (Philadelphia: 
American Philosophical Society, 2001). 
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enduring influence of these reverential arguments, no group of Curitiba intellectuals 

contested their legitimacy until the 1940s.3 The exceptionalist discourse that today 

informs Curitiba’s position as the model city of Brazil has deep roots in the early 

twentieth century. 

IMMIGRATION, POPULATION GROWTH, AND ECONOMIC EXPANSION, 1890-1920 
The demographic explosion that accelerated in the 1890s resulted in major 

population increases in the country’s south and southeast, especially in Curitiba and 

Paraná, where these spikes ranked among the highest levels in the nation. The earlier 

efforts of Lamenha Lins and Alfredo Taunay had created the political will to attract 

Europeans immigrants to Paraná, and the federal government provided considerable 

financial assistance to ensure the program’s success. Tens of thousands of European 

immigrants began to arrive, as did a smaller number of non-Europeans. Brazilians 

relocated spontaneously and in much higher numbers (see Table 4). The prevailing 

literature, however, obscures the significance of non-European migration patterns, and 

also dismisses the significance of mixed-race populations. These explications are 

incomplete or incorrect.4 

                                                
3 For	  the	  first	  rebuttal	  to	  these	  exceptionalist	  claims,	  see	  Dalton	  Trevisan,	  “Minha	  Cidade,”	  Revista	  
Joaquim,	  no.	  6	  (November	  1946).	  For	  two	  important	  publications	  that	  rearticulated	  these	  
exceptionalist	  claims,	  see	  Wilson	  Martins,	  Um	  Brasil	  diferente	  (ensaio	  sobre	  fenômenos	  de	  aculturação	  
no	  Paraná),	  2nd	  ed.	  (São	  Paulo:	  T.A.	  Queiroz,	  Editor,	  Ltda.,	  1989),	  and	  Temístocles	  Linhares,	  Paraná	  
vivo:	  Um	  retrato	  sem	  retoques,	  20th	  ed.	  (Curitiba:	  Imprensa	  Oficial,	  2000).  
 
4 For an example of privileging the history of European immigrants over Luso-Brazilians, see Romário 
Martins, Quantos somos, quem somos (Curitiba: Empreza Gráfica Paranaense, 1941). For analysis of how 
IPPUC has rearticulated the importance of these characteristics, see Clara Irazábal, City Making and Urban 
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Paraná’s foreign population spiked dramatically from 1890 to 1900, diminished 

from 1900 to 1910, and then rose modestly from 1910 to 1920. The height of 

immigration to Paraná took place during specific two periods, and as with earlier 

colonization efforts, nationals from Germany, Poland, the Ukraine, and Italy composed 

the greatest number of new arrivals, although in different ratios. From 1890 to 1899 

official colonization services settled 35,905 immigrants, and a much smaller number of 

immigrants arrived independently. Colonists included 17,808 Ukrainians, 9,828 Poles, 

2,240 Italians, 1,892 French, and smaller numbers of Germans, Austrians, Swiss, and 

British, among other groups.5  From 1907 to 1914 colonization organizations sponsored 

an additional 31,244 immigrants, most of whom were Poles (27,437) and Ukrainians 

(1,464), and a small number from several other nations. Official colonization programs in 

Paraná funded 68,412 immigrants from 1890 to 1920, and several thousand colonists 

financed their own transport arrangements.6 

During the same time period Paraná’s population grew from 249,891 to 685,711, 

an increase of 175%, exceeding the overall rate of growth in Brazil and all but three 

                                                                                                                                            
Governance in the Americas: Curitiba and Portland. (Burlington, Vermont: Ashgate Publishing Company, 
2005). 
 
5 As had happened during imperial times, immigrants typically arrived in large blocks and yearly figures 
varied greatly. In 1891 and 1892, for example, 11,845 immigrants came to Paraná through official 
colonization programs. In 1893 the number dropped to 273. A year later during the Federalist Revolution 
all but froze the movement of immigrants, as only 67 immigrants arrived in Paraná. Immediately thereafter 
the highest level of movement took place. In 1895, 6,351 immigrants arrived, and in 1896, 13,048. Martins, 
Quantos somos, quem somos, 71-79, 105-122.  
 
6 Martins, Quantos somos, quem somos, 105-122.  
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states.7 From 1890 to 1900 Paraná’s population increased by 77,645. Of these, 39,981 

were foreign.8 This decade was the only period in the state’s history in which foreign 

immigration outpaced intranational population movements and natural population 

increases. From 1900 to 1910, Paraná’s population increased by 193,552, during which 

time the foreign population decreased to 32,501. From 1910 to 1920, the population rose 

by 165,023, and the number of foreigners increased to 62,753.9 

 
Year Population Growth Rate Number of 

Immigrants 
Proportion of 
Immigrants 

1854 62,258 -- -- -- 
1866 99,087 59% 4,909 5% 
1872 126,722 28% 3,627 2.9% 
1890 249,491 97% 5,153 2.1% 
1900 327,136 31% 45,134 13.8% 
1910 520,688 59% 32,501 6.2% 
1920 685,711 32% 62,753 9.2% 

Table 4. Population Growth of Paraná with Immigrant Contributions, 1854-1920. 
Sources: Directoria Geral de Estatística, Anuário estatístico do Brazil 1908-
1912, volumes 1-3; Directoria Geral de Estatística, Anuário estatístico do 
Brasil 1936, volume 2; Directoria Geral de Estatística, Anuário estatístico 
do Brasil 1946, volume 7; and Martins, Quantos somos, quem somos, 52. 

 

                                                
7 Espírito Santo grew 236%, from 135,997 to 457,328; São Paulo grew 232%, from 1,384,753 to 
4,592,188; Pará grew 199%, from 328,455 to 983,507. Anuário estatístico do Brazil 1908 – 1912, vols. 1-3. 
(Rio de Janeiro: Diretoria Geral de Estatística, 1916-1927). Anuário estatístico do Brasil 1938, vol. 4. (Rio 
de Janeiro: IBGE, 1939). Anuário estatístico do Brasil 1946, vol. 7. (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 1947). 
 
8 Anuário estatístico do Brazil 1908-1912,vols. 1-3. (Rio de Janeiro: Diretoria Geral de Estatística, 1916-
1927. 
 
9 Anuário estatístico do Brazil 1908-1912. Rio de Janeiro: Diretoria Geral de Estatística, v. 1-3, 1916-
1927. Anuário estatístico do Brasil 1936, vol. 2. (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 1936). Anuário estatístico do 
Brasil 1946, vol. 7. (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, c1947). 
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IMMIGRATION AND POPULATION EXPANSION IN CURITIBA, 1890-1920 
Curitiba’s population increased from 24,553 in 1890 to 78,986 in 1920. This gain 

of 222% exceeded the growth rates in all but four state capitals.10 The most dramatic 

increase took place in the last decade of the nineteenth century when Curitiba grew by 

more than 100% (only São Paulo experienced faster growth).11  

The city’s population figures are less precise than those of the state, but data 

mined from several sources helps to patch together a picture of the Curitiba’s ethnic 

composition. Census figures from 1890 show that 1,961 immigrants lived in the city, 

representing 8% of the population, and census data from 1920 demonstrate that Curitiba’s 

immigrant community climbed to 11,612, representing 14.7% of the city’s total.12 No 

exact figures enumerate its foreign population in 1900 or 1910, but estimates for 1900 

calculate that 2,000 Germans, 5,000 Italians, 2,000 Poles and their descendants lived in 

the city.13 

                                                
10 São Paulo grew 792%, Belem 372%, Belo Horizonte 312%, and Porto Alegre 242%. Anuário estatístico 
do Brasil 1936, vol. 2. (Rio de Janeiro : IBGE, 1936). Anuário estatístico do Brazil 1908-1912, vols. 1-2. 
(Rio de Janeiro: Directoria Geral de Estatística, 1916-1927). 
 
11 São Paulo’s population increased by 269% from 1890-1900. Though the populations of cities like Rio 
de Janeiro and São Paulo dwarfed Curitiba’s, the Paranaense capital was medium-sized in comparison to 
other state capitals. In 1872 the city was larger than only one other state capital, Aracajú, but by 1920 
climbed to eighth position. Anuário estatístico do Brasil 1936, vol. 2. (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 1936). 
Anuário estatístico do Brazil 1908-1912, vols. 1-3. (Rio de Janeiro: Directoria Geral de Estatística, 1916-
1927). 
 
12 Anuário estatístico do Brazil 1908-1912, vols. 1-3. (Rio de Janeiro: Diretoria Geral de Estatística, 1916-
1927). Anuário estatístico do Brazil 1936, vol. 2. (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 1936). 
 
13 Martins, Quantos somos, quem somos, 123-124. 
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 Immigrants arriving from non-European countries also settled in Curitiba, but 

their numbers are even more difficult to calculate. Historian Altiva Balhana demonstrates 

that Syrians and Lebanese had lived in the city since 1899, and likely much earlier.14 A 

few Japanese arrived in Curitiba in 1909, and by 1912 at least one Japanese business had 

opened on Rua XV, the city’s most important street.15 Nestor Victor acknowledged that 

Syrians and Japanese lived in Curitiba by this time, but maintained that few records 

existed on non-official immigration movements.16 In Romário Martins’ work on 

population expansion in Paraná, he also claimed that a lack of sources made it difficult to 

precisely measure the nationality of the new arrivals.17 Still, there is no question that non-

European immigrants composed a growing sector of the city’s population.  

 As the city’s immigrant population grew, so too did their economic influence, 

and Luso-Brazilians, who had historically composed the largest percentage of Curitiba’s 

population, saw their stature begin to decline. Immigrants frequently provided expertise 

to fulfill increased demand for goods and services, and by the end of the First Republic 
                                                
14 Romário Martins completed the most important studies of the city’s ethnic composition but makes no 
reference to non-European immigrants living in Curitiba before 1920. Altiva Balhana, Un mazzolino de 
fiori, vol. 3. (Curitiba: Imprensa Oficial, 2003), 420-423.  
 
15 The Curitiba press published numerous articles in opposition to Japanese immigration, especially after 
1908 when Japanese colonies failed in São Paulo and fears spread that these colonists would relocate to the 
city. Claudio Seto and Maria Helena Uyeda, Ayumi (caminhos percorridos): Memorial da imigração 
japonesa Curitiba e litoral do Paraná (Curitiba: Coleção Brasil Diferente, 2002), 45-83. 
 
16 Nestor Victor, A terra do futuro (Impressões do Paraná) (Rio de Janeiro: Typ. do Jornal do Commercio, 
1913), 119-120, 209, 226-227, 251. 
 
17 Romário Martins expressed surprise that the data from 1907 to 1914 lacked specificity, especially in 
light of the ambitious plans of the federal government to settle tens of thousands of immigrants in such a 
short period of time. Romário Martins, Quantos somos, quem somos, 114-115.  
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they collectively controlled more than 60% of the city’s industries. Germans managed 

32% of businesses, followed by Italians, with 17%, Syrians and Lebanese, with 8%, and 

Poles and Russians with 6%.18  

By 1900 evidence of immigrant contributions to Curitiba’s economic 

development was everywhere. The city had 35 bakeries, 35 butcher shops, 48 

barbershops, 9 pharmacies, 9 breweries, 3 restaurants, 6 hotels, and 3 bathhouses. Other 

businesses included 100 tea barrel manufacturers, 25 maté producers, 40 lumber mills, 70 

cobblers, 41 ceramic producers, and 10 flourmills.19 German immigrants dominated 

many of Curitiba’s industries, including metal works, ceramics, tanneries, confectioners, 

bakeries, butcher shops, and clothing, tailoring, furniture, and beer manufacturers. 

Italians commanded cobbling and millinery businesses, ran lumber and grain mills, and 

owned hotels, restaurants, and bars. Syrians and Lebanese operated general goods stores, 

and owned hospitality and entertainment businesses. Poles, Russians, and Ukrainians 

manufactured glass and mirrors, prepared doughs, and made ropes and brooms.20 

Brazilians maintained power in certain important industries, including erva-maté, 

tobacco, and lumber, and also enjoyed the financial advantage of starting businesses with 

                                                
18 Balhana, Un mazzolino de fiori, vol. 2, 294-295, 439; vol. 3, 467. 
 
19 Valter Fernandes da Cunha Filho, “Cidade e sociedade: A genese do urbanismo moderno em Curitiba 
(1889-1940)” (master’s thesis, Universidade Federal do Paraná, 1998), 65. 
 
 
20 Balhana, Un mazzolino de fiori, vol. 2, 441-447.  
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larger initial capital investments, but they no longer managed the majority of Curitiba’s 

businesses, as they had done from 1854 to 1889.21 

In sum, these figures demonstrate that immigrants played important roles in 

Paraná’s development, especially from 1890 to 1920 when Curitiba experienced rapid 

growth and economic development. At the same time, it is essential to recognize that the 

largest population increases did not derive from European immigrants. What is more, 

while Brazilian influence was waning, it was not completely toppled. Brazilians 

maintained control of some of the city’s most important sectors of the economy. This did 

not stop Curitiba’s intellectuals from heaping unbounded praise on the city’s European 

community.  

Immigrant populations in other states outnumbered those in Paraná, and it is 

valuable to compare some of these figures. When Parana’s immigrant community 

increased by 39,981 between 1890 and 1900, in São Paulo it rose by 454,157, in Rio 

Grande do Sul by 106,089, and in Minas Gerais by 94,860.22 In 1900 Paraná’s 

immigrants composed 13.8% of the population, while in São Paulo this figure stood at 

23.2%, in Espírito Santo at 15.7%, and in Rio Grande do Sul at 14%.23 By 1920 Paraná’s 

immigrant population was 62,753 and ranked fourth in absolute number, following São 

                                                
21 Balhana, Un mazzolino de fiori, vol. 2, 294-295, 439; vol. 3, 467. 
 
22 Anuário estatístico do Brazil 1908-1912, vols. 1-3. (Rio de Janeiro: Diretoria Geral de Estatistica, 1916-
1927). 
 
23 Anuário estatístico do Brazil 1908-1912, vols. 1-3. (Rio de Janeiro: Diretoria Geral de Estatistica, 1916-
1927). 
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Paulo, with 829,851, Rio Grande do Sul, with 151,025, and Minas Gerais, with 85,705. 

At the same time the percentage of immigrants in Paraná stood at 9.2%, ranking it third 

behind São Paulo, at 18.1%, and Mato Grosso, at 10.3%.24 Paraná’s immigrant 

community was significantly smaller, both in absolute numbers and in percentages, than 

several other states. 

These comparisons elicit provocative questions about the legitimacy and 

endurance of Paraná’s major ideational tropes, most significantly the celebratory 

discourse of its European immigrants. In São Paulo immigrants contributed tremendously 

to the state’s economic and cultural development, yet its historiography does not solely 

emphasize their influence. Paraná’s immigrant population was much smaller. The state’s 

economic and cultural development was much less significant. Still, European 

immigrants took on more important symbolic value. They signaled that Paraná had 

initiated a new phase of growth. The European immigrants, in short, represented 

progress. This is to say, Paraná’s history is closely tethered to claims of a Eurocentric 

identity, while São Paulo’s is related to economic, cultural, and political development. 

Though São Paulo received many more European immigrants, it is in Paraná where they 

maintain a privileged position in its region’s history.  

CURITIBA’S PHYSICAL RESTRUCTURING 
As Curitiba’s population expanded the city underwent unprecedented material 

changes. With the end of the Empire, city officials changed street names, removing 
                                                
24 Anuário estatístico do Brasil 1938, vol. 4. (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 1939). 
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reference to the royal family and adding nationalistic themes.25 The municipality financed 

the construction of public buildings, paving of streets, expansion of avenues, and planting 

of trees. The wealthy built mansions. Immigrants constructed simple homes. Curitiba’s 

physical space went through undeniable transformations. 26 

Tea cultivation and production drove economic development in the city, and maté 

industrialists played direct roles in physical urban transformations. To bolster land prices 

in the elite Alto da Gloria neighborhood, tea magnates helped finance the creation the 

city’s first park, the Passeio Público, which opened in 1886 and effectively created a 

protective green belt between their property and downtown.27 Soon after, several tea 

barons began constructing ostentatious mansions in Alto da Gloria.28 The hillside 

mansions presented visual evidence of growing class divisions and spatial segregation.  

                                                
25 City officials changed Rua da Imperatriz to Rua XV de Novembro, the Rua do Imperador to Rua do 
Marechal Deodoro, and the Praça Dom Pedro II to Praça Tiradentes. Luís Fernando Lopes Pereira, 
Paranismo: O Paraná inventado; Cultura e imaginário da I República (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 
1997), 55. For greater specificity on the history of Curitiba’s streets, see Valério Hoerner Júnior, Ruas e 
historias de Curitiba, 2nd ed. (Curitiba: Artes & Textos, 2002). 
 
26 Wholesale urban reformations did not take place over night. The press complained constantly about the 
city’s lack of paved streets, and municipal officials criticized unhygienic conditions that might lead to the 
spread of miasmas. Magnus Roberto de Mello Pereira and Antônio Cesar de Almeida Santos, O poder local 
e a cidade: A Câmara Municipal de Curitiba, séculos XVII a XX. (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 2001), 98-
99. 
 
27 Rafael Augustus Sêga, “Melhoramentos da capital: A reestruturação do quadro urbano de Curitiba 
durante a gestão do prefeito Cândido de Abreu (1913 - 1916)” (master’s thesis, Universidade Federal do 
Paraná, 1996), 79. 
 
28 Several maté producers constructed mansions at the turn of the century, including Bernardo da Veiga in 
1896, Ascânio Miró, Zacarias de Paula Xavier, and Manoel Macedo in 1902, and Agostinho Ermelino de 
Leão Jr. in 1906. Historians Magnus Pereira and Antônio Santos have interpreted this boom as an 
intentional project of elites to build homes that stood isolated for everyone to see like cakes on a platter. 
The cake analogy originated with Camillo Sitte’s critique of architectural trends in Vienna in the mid-
nineteenth century and addressed the dissonance and lack of order that resulted from establishing large 
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Many tea magnates were also part owners in the city’s new tram service, which 

not only facilitated transport of tea from processing plants to the recently opened train 

station, but also promoted land speculation.29 The tramlines expanded transportation 

routes, shortened travel time, and contributed to driving up real estate prices, especially in 

areas that were previously considered on the city’s outskirts.30  A decade of rapid 

population expansion led to a construction boom in which more than 1,000 new 

structures dotted the cityscape between 1902 and 1911, prompting municipal officials to 

initiate more directed efforts to control urban development.31  

The mayor’s widespread support provided favorable political and financial 

conditions to implement the most ambitious urbanization projects in the city’s history.32 

In four years, Cândido de Abreu’s administration carried out more public works projects 

than in the previous two decades.33 The city appropriated private properties, expanded 

                                                                                                                                            
open spaces and constructing isolated buildings. Magnus Pereira and Antônio Santos. O poder local e a 
cidade, 95. For detailed information on Miró and Leão Jr.’s residences, see Suzelle Rizzi, “Cândido de 
Abreu e a Arquitetura de Curitiba entre 1897 e 1916” (master’s thesis, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande 
do Sul, 2003), 85-115.  
 
29 The Companhia Carril Curitibano began service in 1887. Luiz Armando Garcez, Curitiba: Evolução 
urbana (Curitiba: Universidade Federal do Paraná, 2006), 34   
 
30 Maria Ignês Mancini de Boni, O espetáculo visto do alto: Vigilância e punição em 
Curitiba, 1890-1920 (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1998), 44.  
 
31 For a complete list of construction starts from 1902 to 1911, see Administração Municipal de Coritiba 
no quatriennio 1908-1912 (Coritiba: Livraria Económica, 1912), 20-21. On pages 40-41 of Espetáculo 
Visto do Alto author Maria Boni provides incorrect construction figures for 1911 and 1912.  
 
32 For more the political factors that facilitated Cândido de Abreu’s plans, see Cunha Filho, 1998. 
 
33 For more on the specificity of these projects and the costs involved in carrying them out, see Sêga, 1996, 
especially 73-94.  
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plazas, lengthened streets, constructed markets, culverted rivers, extended sewer lines, 

expanded trolley service, planted trees, and commissioned luxurious new municipal 

offices. 

One of the biggest projects involved paving the city’s streets. Only a few areas of 

Curitiba were paved before 1890. By 1916 public works projects had covered more than 

3.4 million square feet with cobblestones and macadam.34 Most of these projects took 

place from 1913 to 1916 when work crews reaching 600 laborers paved more than 2.3 

million square feet, carrying out one of the central programs of Cândido de Abreu’s 

urbanization plans.35 

The mayor also sought the direct help of city residents to beautify the city. His 

office provided incentives for private citizens to modernize their property. It offered 

prizes to those that made the most artistic alterations to their homes or businesses, and 

granted seven-year tax exemptions to builders whose projects improved city services.36 In 

sum, increased wealth drove elites to initiate some of the first major changes to the city’s 

landscape, and after a period of accelerated growth, Mayor Cândido de Abreu executed 

the most ambitious urbanization plan to date in Curitiba’s history.  

                                                                                                                                            
 
34 Romário Martins, Curityba de outr’ora e de hoje (São Paulo: Monteiro Lobato e Cia., 1922), 157-159.  
 
35 The city paved 1,103871 square feet from 1892 to 1912, 2,389,287 square feet from 1912 to 1916, and 
872,361 square feet from 1916 to 1920. By 1920 Curitibanos could stroll on forty-four streets, five by-
streets, ten open-air malls, ten avenues, six squares, and eleven plazas without touching a patch of dirt. 
Cunha Filho, 1998, 97. Romário Martins, 1922. 157-159. 
 
36 Boni, 40-41. 
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SANITATION, HYGIENE, AND CLASS SEGREGATION 
As with so many of the urbanization projects of the early twentieth century, 

Curitiba planners were concerned with more than simply carrying out physical changes to 

the cityscape, and Cândido de Abreu’s larger goal was to create an orderly, disciplined, 

and hygienic urban environment. Hygiene projects were nothing new in Curitiba, but by 

the 1890s city officials and elites had become increasingly alarmed with the social 

consequences of rapid population growth, including rising outbreaks of disease, chaotic 

traffic movement, and perceptions of moral depravity.  

City planners responded with two general plans. First, officials founded several 

organizations to improve the quality of water supplies, to control agricultural production, 

to inspect food supplies, and to track diseases, including the Inspetoria da Higiene and 

the Regulamento do Serviço Sanitário in 1892, the Laborotório de Analyses Químicas e 

Microscópicas in 1906, and the Fundação Gota de Leite and the Instituto de Proteção e 

Assitência à Infância in 1913.37 Second, the city initiated explicit civilizing campaigns 

that most frequently targeted poor and working class residents. Several epidemics hit 

Curitiba during the 1880s and 1890s—including dysentery, dengue fever, typhus, 

measles, diphtheria, whooping cough, and scarlet fever—which officials blamed on the 

                                                
37 Kummer, 15, 21. Sêga, 87. Cunha Filho, 113. 
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unhygienic habits of poor people. In response the municipality began to pass restrictive 

codes in the early 1900s that effectively pushed undesirables out of the city center.38 

City officials closed inexpensive hotels, prohibited subdividing large houses into 

multi-unit rental properties, and banned social clubs that did not represent the values it 

fostered. In one instance, for example, city officials shuttered a maxixe dance hall that 

“affronted public morale,” demonstrating their intent to devalue the social mores of 

certain sectors of society, in this case the city’s Afro-Brazilian community.39 Other 

ordinances controlled citizens´ movements and restricted public behaviors.  For example, 

the city forced beggars to apply for official licenses to walk the streets in search of 

alms.40 It banned buggies from traversing the city center, and it levied fines for minor 

infractions, such as dusting a rug from a window facing the street.41 Landlords sought to 

avoid scrutiny from municipal officials and raised rents beyond market valuations to 

                                                
38 In the 1898 publication Das principais endemias e epidemias de Curityba, author Dr. Jayme Reis 
identified Poles for spreading dysentery and Spaniards for dengue fever and smallpox. Reis’ conclusions 
were not so much novel as they were scientific explications for well-recognized assumptions. Kummer, 11. 
 
39 For information about early efforts to limit the influence of maxixe dances, see “The Disappearing 
Dance: Maxixe’s Imperial Erasure,” Black Music Research Journal 25, no. ½ (2005): 93-117.  For a more 
detailed examination of official efforts to demonize maxixe dances, see Jota Efegê, Maxixe, a dança 
excomungada (Rio de Janeiro: Conquista, 1974). For more readings on the emergence of popular festivals 
and their inclusion in or exclusion from larger Brazilian social and cultural trends, see Maria Clementina 
Pereira Cunha, ed., Carnavais e outras f(r)restas: ensáios de história social da cultura. (São Paulo: 
Unicamp, 2002), and John Chasteen, “The Prehistory of Samba: Carnival Dancing in Rio de Janeiro, 1840-
1917,” Journal of Latin American Studies 28, no. 1 (1996): 29-47. Boni, 35-36, 40, 43-44. 
 
40 Erivan Cassiano Karvat, “Discursos e práticas de controle: Falas e olhares sobre a mendicidade e a 
vadiagem (Curitiba: 1890-1933)” (master’s thesis, Universidade Federal do Paraná, 1996), 82. 
 
41 Boni is also critical of the municipality’s efforts to modernize and sanitize cow dairies, barbershops, and 
bakeries. Boni, 35-36, 40, 43-44.  
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price out card parlors and brothels.42 The new measures “implied pushing out the poor, 

dirty, and ugly population from refined spaces, from the eyes and noses of the ladies and 

gentlemen who bought their trendy French scarves, suede gloves, and ties at the Chic de 

Paris and Cinema Smart clothing shops.”43 Curitiba was becoming “civilized.” 

In sum, Curitiba experienced rapid population growth at the turn of the century 

that profoundly changed its physical organization and social fabric. Paraná politicians 

succeeded in attracting tens of thousands of European immigrants to settle around the 

capital city, and even more Brazilians relocated spontaneously, as did smaller populations 

of non-Europeans. As the city’s population spiked, elite residents and municipal officials 

acted quickly to control its development. Tea barons initiated some of the first 

urbanization projects. They constructed mansions, financed the development of green 

space, and created physical barriers to demarcate class segregation. These were small 

efforts in comparison to the projects Mayor Cândido de Abreu carried out. He paved the 

city’s streets, constructed new avenues, and extended the city’s limits. His administration 

implemented major hygiene campaigns and issued ordinances to control residents’ 

movements and behaviors that most directly affected poor people and immigrants. 

Officials saw them as carriers of disease and promoters of moral corruption. Confronted 

with the rising cost of living associated with Curitiba’s urbanization improvements and 

the measures to control behavior, many poor people retreated to the suburbs.  

                                                
42 Boni, 44. 
 
43 Boni, 42. 
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CULTURAL CLUBS, MUTUAL AID SOCIETIES, AND LABOR ORGANIZATIONS 
Nevertheless, the controlling efforts of elites and city officials never completely 

dominated development patterns, and residents increasingly formed cultural clubs, 

mutual aid societies, and labor organizations, cultural, social, and economic institutions 

to protest their conditions and to promote their interests. Between 1890 and 1913, 

Curitiba’s working classes, largely composed of immigrants from Europe and Brazil, 

formed more than twenty cultural clubs, mutual aid societies, and labor organizations (see 

Table 5). Eagerness to form labor unions demonstrated that immigrants were adapted to 

city life, knew how to organize themselves, and had no intentions to surrender their 

rights. Even ex-slaves organized their own labor union to defend their rights and help 

members to assimilate into free society.  

Table 5: Labor Unions, Mutual Aid Societies, and Cultural Clubs Founded in Curitiba, 
1882-1913. Source: Steca and Flores, História do Paraná, 36-37; Valente, A 
presença rebelde na cidade sorriso, 225-227.  

Year 
 

Union/Society/Club 

1882 Sociedade Thalia 
 

1883 Sociedade Protetora do Operário, Sociedade Giusepe Garibaldi 
 

1884 Sociedade Recreativa e Beneficiente de Operários Allemães, Sociedade 
Beneficiente, Rio Branco, União dos Gráficos Paranaenses 

1886  Sociedade Tiro ao Alvo “Curitiba” 
 

1888 Sociedade Operária Beneficiente Treze de Maio 
 

1890 Clube Duque de Caxias 
 

1892 União dos Pedreiros 
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(Table 5: Continued) 
 
1893 União Operária 

 
1896 Sociedade Beneficiente dos Trabalhadores da Erva Mate, Centro dos 

Tipógrafos Paranaenses 
1899 Associação Curitibana dos Empregados do Comércio 

 
1902 Liga Internacional dos Filhos do Trabalho 

 
1906 Liga dos Sapateiros, Federação Operário Paranaense, Sociedade de Defesa 

da Classes e Resistência 
1907 União Gráfica, Sociedade dos Padeiros, União dos Alfaiates 

 
1908 Liga Operário Primeiro de Maio 

 
1910 Sociedade dos Condutores de Veículos de Curitiba 

 
1913 União Israelita do Paraná, União dos Chauffeurs 

 

Table 5: Labor Unions, Mutual Aid Societies, and Cultural Clubs Founded in Curitiba, 
1882-1913. Source: Steca and Flores, História do Paraná, 36-37; Valente, A 
presença rebelde na cidade sorriso, 225-227.  

Italians and Germans founded most of the first community organizations in 

Curitiba.44 In 1883, Italian immigrants opened the Sociedade Giuseppe Garibaldi, which 

quickly became the most important Italian mutual aid society in the city. It opened a 

school and provided members with loans to pay for health care and funeral expenses. The 

group also sponsored sporting events, social occasions, and cultural expositions.45 

                                                
44 Poles and Ukrainians immigrated to Paraná in much larger numbers than other European groups, but for 
the most part they settled on newly founded agricultural communities, while Italians and Germans quickly 
established residency in urban centers. Martins, Quantos somos, quem somos, 57-81.  
 
45 The Sociedade Garibaldi originally formed for the purpose of erecting a monument in honor of their 
national hero, who had died a year earlier. Unlike most mutual aid societies forming at this time, the 
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Germans founded several societies, including the Sociedade Tiro ao Alvo “Curitiba,” 

which male singers formed in 1886 to promote the appreciation of German music. It also 

held cultural events and financed medical expenses and funeral bills. Emancipated slaves 

in Paraná formed a mutual aid society of their own in 1888, less than a month after 

Brazil’s abolition of slavery. The Sociedade Operária Beneficiente Treze de Maio offered 

mutual aid services and also provided moral and civic education classes to help members 

adapt to their new status as free men.46 

Trade unions flourished in Curitiba in the late nineteenth century, demonstrating 

that new arrivals were already familiar with urban and industrialized work patterns. New 

arrivals quickly organized themselves. In 1883, for example, quarry man Benedito 

Marques founded the city’s first labor organization, the Sociedade Protetora do 

Operário—and by 1913 more than twenty groups had created their own unions and 

worker societies, including erva-mate processors, bakers, printers, cobblers, tailors, and 

chauffeurs. They demanded rights, protested city ordinances, and went on strike. For 

example, the União Gráfica Paranaense fought for an eight-hour workday, and in 1906 

the Liga dos Sapateiros went on strike in support of their counterparts in Rio de Janeiro.47  

                                                                                                                                            
Sociedade Garibaldi opened membership to non-Italians. The Barão do Serro Azul, one of Curitiba’s most 
prominent business leaders, was among the group’s founding members. Dicionário Histórico-Biográfico do 
Estado do Paraná, 472. 
 
46 Dicionário histórico-biográfico do estado do Paraná, 473.  
 
47 Balhana, Un mazzolini de fiori, vol. 3, 460-461; Steca and Flores, 36; Dicionário histórico-biográfico 
do estado do Paraná, 19-20.  
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Anarchists played an important role in spearheading labor organization.48 

Motivated by the 1906 cobblers’ strike, displaced Italian immigrants from the Colônia 

Cecília formed an umbrella organization, the Federação Operária, and in 1907 promoted 

the first public commemoration in the Paraná capital of the International Workers Day.49 

Less than a decade later socialist groups made inroads in Curitiba, forming the Partido 

Operário do Paraná in 1915 and the Centro Socialista do Paraná in 1917.50  

In sum, at the turn of the century Curitiba’s immigrants, working classes, and ex-

slaves formed more than twenty cultural clubs, mutual aid societies, and labor 

organizations, and in doing so demonstrated a high degree of organization and readiness 

to promote self-interests. Though city officials passed restrictions and enforced codes that 

made it more difficult for many of these groups to participate fully in city life, they 

                                                
48 In an odd series of events that included a personal promise from Dom Pedro II to occupy a substantial 
parcel of land some fifty mile from Curitiba, a contingent of 250 self-proclaimed anarchists from northern 
Italy arrived in Paraná in 1890, only to discover that the Emperor had been deposed. The new government 
viewed their presence in Brazil unenthusiastically. As had been the case with other immigrant colonies that 
occupied lands far from transportation routes and centers of commerce, the anarchist community soon 
folded, and most of its residents made their way to Curitiba. Its leader, Giovanni Rossi, a renowned militant 
activist, joined forces with other like-minded individuals in Curitiba. They immediately spread anarchist 
propaganda throughout the city. Steca and Flores, 34-35.  
 
49 For more on the Cecília Colony, see Beatriz Pellizzetti Lolla, Reflexões sobre uma utopia do século XIX 
(Curitiba: Governo do Estado do Paraná, Secretaria de Estado da Cultura, 1999). For more on the anarchist 
movements in Curitiba, see Maria Pazello Valente Silza, “A Presença Rebelde na Cidade Sorriso: 
Contribuição ao Estudo do Anarquismo em Curitiba, 1890-1920” (master’s thesis, Universidade Estadual 
de Campinas, 1992), 225-227. For a closer look at the relationships between the early labor movements in 
Curitiba and the 1917 workers strike, see R.M. Fonseca and G.A. Galeb, A greve de 1917 em Curitiba: 
Resgate de uma memória operária (Curitiba: Universidade Federal do Paraná, 1996); Balhana, Un 
mazzolini de Fiori, vol. 3, 460-461; Dicionário histórico-biográfico do estado do Paraná, 19-20; Steca and 
Flores, 36.  
 
50 In another sign of the workers’ organizational sophistication, labor groups published more than twenty 
newspapers and pamphlets between 1892 and 1917. Valente, 1992, 203, 225; Steca and Flores, 36-37; 
Dicionário histórico-biográfico do estado do Paraná, 19-20. 
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nonetheless created vibrant societies and successfully protested against official 

encroachments.  

INTELLECTUAL GROUPS 
At the same time an intellectual community in Curitiba had consolidated, yet their 

work rarely addressed the conflicts taking place in the city. Instead, its artists and writers 

were responsible for initiating the first directed campaigns promoting an exceptionalist 

vision of Curitiba and Paraná. Curitiba’s intellectual community coalesced incrementally 

due to changes that started in the 1850s and accelerated in the 1870s. These shifts 

included an increase in the number of teaching positions, rising literacy rates, the 

emergence of a vibrant press corps, and the foundation of literary societies and state 

institutions—such as the Biblioteca Pública in 1859, the Associação de Aclimação in 

1875, the Institúto Paranaense in 1876, the Museu Paranaense in 1876, and Escola de 

Belas Artes e Industrias do Paraná in 1889.51 Publishers also opened more printing 

houses, which made it easier for local writers to distribute their work.52 As a result, 

                                                
51 Young writers typically worked as teachers. Literacy rates were very low throughout the First Republic, 
but Romário Martins and Alcebiades Plaisant demonstrate that many Curitibanos at least knew how to read, 
evidenced in the founding of more 100 newspapers in the capital city from 1890 to 1908. Census figures 
paint a different picture for the general population of Paraná. In 1920, 72% of Paraná’s population was 
illiterate. When compared nationally, however, this figure appears less severe.  More Paranaenses knew 
how to read and write in 1920 than in all but five other states. Alcebiades Plaisant, Scenario paranaense: 
Descripção geográphica, política e histórica do estado do Paraná. (Curitiba: n. p., 1908), 193-205; 
Romário Martins, Catálogo de jornais do Paraná de 1854 e 1907 (Curitiba: Editora Paranaense, 1908); 
Anuário estatístico do Brazil 1936, vol. 2. (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 1936);Amélia Siegel Corrêa, “Imprensa e 
política no Paraná: Prosopgrafia dos redatores e pensamento republicano no final do século XIX” (master’s 
thesis, Universidade Federal do Paraná, 2006), 32; Pombo, 1980, 124-125.  
 
52 Before this Curitiba’s writers relied on publishers in Rio de Janeiro. Pombo, 123, 127. 
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Curitiba had become home to a large group of artists and writers whose work 

increasingly received national recognition.53 

CURITIBA’S FINE ARTS COALESCENCE 
Curitiba’s fine arts community consolidated in 1886 when Mariano de Lima 

founded the first official institution in Paraná dedicated to teaching the arts.54 He 

organized Paraná’s first art expositions, and trained two of Paraná’s most successful 

sculptors, João Turin and Zacco Paraná.55 The school represented Brazil at the World’s 

Columbian Exposition held in Chicago in 1893, as well as at the Exposição de Belas 

Artes do Paraná, held in Rio de Janeiro in 1896.56 Lima played a key role in 

institutionalizing the fine arts in Curitiba and in promoting local artists.  

Lima, however, having been born in Portugal and trained in Rio de Janeiro, 

lacked the prestige and professional credentials of his European counterparts, and when a 

Norwegian landscape painter named Alfred Andersen arrived in the city in 1902, a 

                                                
53 Pombo emphasized that writers were not simply producing pamphlets but rather full-length books, and 
that local presses were increasingly responsible for publishing these texts, evidenced in the ten-plus 
publications Curitiba publishers released at the end of 1888 and early 1889. Pombo, 127. 
 
54 Only two other official fine arts schools existed in Brazil in 1889, one in Rio de Janeiro and another in 
Salvador da Bahia. Dulce Osinski, “Os pioneiros do ensino da arte no Paraná,” Revista da Academia 
Paranaense de Letras Yr. 63, no. 41 (2000):146-147. For a closer examination of Lima’s contribution to 
establishing fine arts traditions in Paraná, see Luciana Santana, “Escola de Belas Artes e Indústrias do 
Paraná: o Projeto de ensino de artes e ofícios de Antônio Mariano de Lima, Curitiba, 1886-1902” (master’s 
thesis, Universidade Federal do Paraná, 2004). 
 
55 Osinski, 148.  
 
56 Osinski, 147.  
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controversy soon broke out that compelled Lima to leave.57 Andersen, who studied at the 

Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Copenhagen, opened a painting studio that same year and 

thereafter became the most important member of the city’s fine arts community.  

Andersen exerted tremendous control over Paraná’s artistic style for generations. 

He directly trained some of the state’s most successful painters, such as Lange de 

Morretes, João Ghelfi, and Gustavo Kopp. He favored a realistic style and most 

frequently painted depictions of Paraná’s landscape, especially its towering pine trees. In 

the 1920s Andersen was responsible for creating the main artistic symbols of a 

promotional campaign intended to highlight the state’s natural, economic, and social 

advantages.58 Also, he trained Paraná’s most successful painters and created the state’s 

key representational symbols. The artists who embraced his provincial motifs maintained 

absolute control over artistic production, and Andersen’s singular artistic vision endured 

for close to forty years.59 

CURITIBA’S LITERARY COALESCENCE 
No figure was more important in the development of Curitiba’s literary traditions 

than Dario Vellozo. Vellozo moved with his parents to Curitiba from Rio de Janeiro in 

                                                
57 Osinski, 146; Artur Freitas, “A consolidação do moderno na história da arte do Paraná,” Revista de 
História Regional 8, no. 2 (2003): 123, 87-124.; Luciano Buchmann, “Reprodução da ideologia dominante 
em aulas de arte de Curitiba: A influência dos painéis de Poty Lazzarotto” (master’s thesis, Universidade 
do Estado de Santa Catarina, Florianópolis, 2007), 35.  
 
58 Pintores da Paisagem Paranaense, 200-201, 205. 
 
59 Artur Freitas, 2003, 123, 87-124; Buchmann, 2007, 35.  
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1885 and brought with him a large library filled with important works. He opened his 

doors to local writers, providing them with access to great books that they had not yet 

read.60 Trained in publishing and deeply interested in literature, Vellozo created some of 

the city’s first literary societies, held salons to discuss great books, and promoted local 

writers. Within a few years he founded the literary group O Cenáculo, which was the first 

forum to organize the city’s writers.61  

Disappointed that many writers left Curitiba to pursue literary careers in Rio de 

Janeiro, Vellozo also worked to expand the city’s publishing industry and carried out 

national promotional campaigns to increase awareness and appreciation of Curitiba’s 

literary traditions.62 Additionally, he became one of the state’s most important educators, 

and as a school director led in the selection and funding of key pedagogical texts.63  Some 

of these works included early examples of the exceptionalist discourses that celebrated 

Curitiba and Paraná.  

In 1895 Vellozo founded the magazine O Cenáculo in which he introduced a 

regional variation of symbolist literature that juxtaposed negative connotations of the 

                                                
60 Cláudio DeNipoti, “A seducao da leitura: Livros, leitores e história cultural, Paraná (1890-1930),” (PhD 
diss., Universidade Federal do Paraná, 1998), 39.  
 
61 Tatiana Dantas Marchette, Corvos nos galhos das acácias: O movimento anti-clerical em Curitiba, 
1896-1912 (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1999), 22-23. 
 
62 DeNipoti, 1998, 42, 49-50, 86-87.  
 
63 Vellozo founded a school in Rio Negro in 1913 but had to shutter it when the Contestado War expanded 
towards the city and skirmishes broke out. DeNipoti, 1998, 44-46-47, 82-83.  
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tropics with positive ones of Brazil’s south.64 In bringing the family’s library to Curitiba 

and providing open access to it, Vellozo established the most foundational building 

blocks of Curitiba’s literary community. By organizing writing groups, publishing 

magazines, and promoting the city’s writers, he played an essential role ensuring that this 

community would thrive.  

In 1900, Vellozo and many of Curitiba’s most influential intellectuals, politicians 

and business leaders founded the Institúto Histórico e Geográfico do Paraná, marking a 

shift within the city’s intellectual community in which it began to direct its work to 

defending the state’s interests.65 Growing concerns about Paraná’s contested borders led 

the Institute’s founders to fund research and produce official documents. In the Institute’s 

inaugural ceremony, Romário Martins spoke of its “grave duty” to assist the Paraná 

government through the collection of data and the study of documents in order to make 

“an exact official determination of our limits with Santa Catarina.”66 In sum, from 

Vellozo’s preliminary efforts to bring together the city’s writers to their consolidation at 

the turn of the century in initiating efforts to defend Paraná’s territorial claims, Curitiba’s 

intellectual community had grown, matured, and found a centralizing purpose.  

                                                
64 For greater specificity of symbolist literature in Paraná, see Maria Bega, “Sonho e invenção do Paraná: 
Geração simbolista e a construção de identidade regional” (PhD diss., Universidade de São Paulo, 2001). 
  
65  Founding members included Romário Martins, Sebastião Paraná, Júlio Pernetta, Ermelino Leão, 
Cândido de Abreu, Emiliano Pernetta, and others. They first met at the Clube Curitibano, one of the city’s 
first social organizations, then later at the Bibliotéca Pública, and even in Romário Martins’ house. Boletim 
do Institúto Histórico e Geográphico Paranaense Year 1. V. 1 (1918): 6.  
 
66 Boletim do Institúto Histórico e Geográphico Paranaense Year 1. V. 1 (1918): 7.  
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THE DISCOURSE OF EXCEPTIONALISM- KEY CELEBRATORY TEXTS 
 At the turn of the twentieth century, intellectuals increasingly focused on 

producing celebratory accounts of Paraná and Curitiba. Their projects were meant to 

define and defend Paraná’s territory, to attract European colonists, to create educational 

material for state schools, and to promote the economic potential of the region’s natural 

resources.  Border disputes with Santa Catarina dated to Paraná’s independence from São 

Paulo in 1853, and quickly escalated at the turn of the century when economic 

development and railroad construction spread throughout Brazil’s southern highlands.67 

Paraná officials became increasingly concerned about the state’s territorial boundaries, 

and they funded projects to defend its claims in the courts as well to promote its position 

to the public.68 At the same time Paraná engaged in public relations campaigns to attract 

European immigrants, educators worked to create teaching materials for the state’s 

expanding population, and prominent figures with national connections promoted the 

economic potential of Paraná’s natural resources. 

ROMÁRIO MARTINS 
 No account of Paraná’s celebratory literature can begin without first introducing 

the state’s most important historian, Romário Martins. Unlike the following sections that 
                                                
67 For greater specificity on the economic, social, and religious factors that eventually led Santa Catarina 
and Paraná to battle over the disputed territory, see Todd A. Diacon, Millenarian Vision, Capitalist Reality: 
Brazil’s Contestado Rebellion, 1912-1916 (London: Duke University Press, 1991). 
 
68 Some of the earliest examples of celebratory texts come from propaganda efforts to attract European 
immigrants in the 1880s and 1890s (discussed briefly in chapter one) but the most significant shift occurred 
at the turn of the century. For a good example of the celebratory style from the 1880s and 1890s that also 
includes a critique of previous efforts to colonize Paraná, see Alfredo Taunay, “Curiosidades naturais do 
Paraná,” Revista do Institúto Histórico e Geográfico Brasileiro Tomo 53. 1.a. (1890).  
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analyze the significance of single texts of specific authors, it is essential to present a 

broader view of Martins’ unparalleled influence. He wrote prolifically, held national, 

state, and municipal offices, and dedicated himself to the defense and promotion of 

Paraná’s interests more than any other figure in the state’s history.69  

Paraná scholars and Curitiba boosters continue to rely on Martins’ research, most 

frequently referencing three texts, História do Paraná, 2nd edition (1939), Quantos Somos 

e Quem Somos (1941), and Terra e Gente do Paraná (1944), but less attention is paid to 

his publications from 1899 to 1916.70 It was during this time that Martins engaged in a 

furious discursive battle to legitimate Paraná’s legal claims to the contested lands along 

the Santa Catarina border.71 He also published several promotional texts meant to entice 

foreigners to colonize the state, and publicized the state’s natural resources and industrial 

potential at state and national expositions. As Curitiba became a lettered city at the turn 

                                                
69 Born in Curitiba in 1874, Martins dedicated his entire life to researching, publishing, and promoting 
Paraná. At age 16 he began work as an archivist at the Superintendent of Public Schools, and at age 20 he 
began to assume greater responsibilities at state institutions such as the Inspetoria de Terras e Colonização 
and the Secretaria de Obras Públicas e Colonização.  
 
70 There is no complete exegesis of Martins’ work, and scholars most frequently cite his publications for 
their rich and detailed historical data. For a few examples of works that attempt to analyze Martins’ 
intellectual trajectory, see Décio Roberto Szvarca, O forjador: Ruínas de um mito. Romário Martins, 1893-
1944 (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1998), and Walderez Pohl da Silva, “Reflexões sobre a influência de 
Romário Martins na historiografia paranaense,” Guairacá 17 (2001): 99-109. For a good overview of 
Martins’ work, see the Boletim do Instituto Histórico, Geográfico e Etnográfico Paranaense, V. Xxiii, 
1974.  
 
71 Disputes between Paraná and Santa Catarina date to unclear language from Imperial documents that 
delineated border limits with São Paulo and Santa Catarina, and tensions rose with the fall of the Empire 
when the central government returned the terras devolutas to the states. For a good but biased primary 
resource on the terras devolutas, see Marcellino Nogueira, Terras Devolutas: Reclamação e Protesto 
contra Legitimação de Posse  (Curitiba: Livraria Económica, 1915).  For an excellent overview of social, 
political, and economic factors that contributed to the border disputes, see Diacon, 1991. 
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of the century, Romário Martins influenced its written discourse more than any other 

intellectual. What is more, as the co-founder of the Instituto Histórico e Geográfico 

Paranaense, president of the Museu Paranaense, and in his political capacities, he 

created and controlled the very institutions charged with protecting and promoting those 

messages.  

 The most important focus of Martins’ early publications was to defend Paraná’s 

claims to contested territory bordering Santa Catarina, and he scoured archives in São 

Paulo, Rio Grande do Sul, and Rio de Janeiro with the intent of finding documentation 

that supported its position. Paraná officials felt mounting pressure to conduct their own 

research, especially after 1899 when jurist Manoel da Silva Mafra completed arbitration 

between the two states and found in favor of Santa Catarina.72 In 1901, the Paraná 

government sent Martins to the São Paulo State Archive to research border limits as part 

of an “urgent project to find material that presented contradictory evidence.” Martins’ 

research produced eight new documents for the lawyer’s defense. 73 Before the year’s end 

he published a series of articles for the Curitiba newspaper A República that refuted 

Mafra’s findings. Paraná officials quickly compiled this work into a single volume for 

                                                
72 Mafra’s findings included more than 700 pages of text that supported Santa Catarina’s claims. Manoel 
da Silva Mafra, Exposição histórico-juridica por parte do Estado de Santa Catharina sobre a questão de 
limites com o Estado do Paraná: submettida, por accordo de ambos os estados, á decisão arbitral (Rio de 
Janeiro: Imprensa Nacional, 1899). Santa Catarina later named the contested region Mafra in honor of the 
jurist’s efforts.  
 
73 Martins, Dados Bio-Biográficos até 1945, 13.  
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publication.74 A year later Martins travelled to Rio Grande do Sul with the same mission, 

and discovered an original certificate of a 1747 provision presenting evidence of the 

boundaries between São Paulo and Santa Catarina.75 Between 1899 and 1916, Martins 

published fourteen or more articles, books, and regional maps that bolstered Paraná’s 

claims to the contested lands.  

 Martins’ other great concern was to promote the state’s resources to outside 

investors and immigrants, and he published a similar amount of material for these 

audiences.76 His first explicit promotional text resulted from the 1903 Exposição 

Cincoentenário, which the Paraná State Agricultural Society sponsored to mark the 

fiftieth anniversary of the state’s independence from São Paulo. Its main purpose was to 

publicize the state’s progress and to “show to the eyes of the world” how the state had 

                                                
74 Martins, Dados Bio-Biográficos até 1945, 13, 19-20.  
 
75 The Paraná government continued its search for legal precedents defining its territory, and in 1911 sent 
Martins to Rio de Janeiro to conduct research at the National Public Archive, where he found eight 
additional documents that bolstered Paraná’s claims. By this time, however, tensions between the two states 
were very high, skirmishes had been taking place for years, and the battles over words and documentary 
evidence would soon end. Martins, Dados Bio-Biográficos até 1945, 15, 17. 
 
76 From 1899 to 1904 Martins wrote several books and bulletins, including História do Paraná (155-1853) 
in 1899, the Almanaque do Paraná from 1899 to 1903, and O Paraná Antigo e Moderno in 1900, all of 
which indirectly made appeals to potential colonists and entrepreneurs. Martins completed História do 
Paraná under commission from the Ginásio Paranaense, which sought didactic materials for use in the 
state’s schools. Several new editions and reprintings have followed, and today the text ranks among the 
most important works in the historiography of Paraná. In the second edition, published four decades after 
the first, Martins changed the book’s focus and added several hundred pages. This is important to note 
because scholars contend that Martins was responsible for establishing the state’s main historical tropes, 
but most neglect to analyze the degree in which the editions differed and thereby suggest that Martins laid 
out this foundation at the turn of the century, which is incorrect. Martins makes plain that the first edition 
was a “first attempt” that focused on Curitiba and Paranaguá. Martins, Dados Bio-Biográficos até 1945, 27.  
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rapidly industrialized.77 Martins was a member of the organizing committee and in 1905 

completed a detailed account of the exposition, which included several pages of positive 

press coverage, and highlighted Curitiba’s economic development and natural beauty.78  

 In 1907 Martins published O que é o Paraná (A Terra e o Homem), which the 

Paraná Colonization Commission funded. This was the only text that he targeted 

exclusively to potential immigrants, and it included many of the fundamental historical 

arguments that Paraná’s boosters would use over the next century.79 The three most 

important chapters focused on geography, human development, and urbanization. Martins 

began by stating that Paraná needed no promotion, as “The potential of Paraná’s 

territories for colonization makes publicity unnecessary. It is the superfluous testimony 

and unanimous opinion of all those live here or travel through the prosperous centers that 

circle Curitiba.”80 He then enumerated with great specificity and high praise Paraná’s 

exceptional characteristics.  

                                                
77 Officials were also preparing materials for review at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition that would take 
place in St. Louis in 1904. Romário Martins, A Exposição do Cincoentenário, promovida pelo Sociedade 
Estadual de Agricultura do Paraná (Curitiba: Impressora Paranaense Francisco Fotch, 1905), 15, 52-53. 
 
78 Martins, Dados Bio-Biográficos até 1945, 30-32. Martins, A Exposição do Cincoentenário, 44, 54. 
 
79 In funding O que é o Paraná, the Paraná Colonization Commission clearly intended to produce a 
powerful resource to entice immigrants. The book itself is beautiful. The pages are neatly framed, with 
artistic embellishments marking the start and end of chapters. Tables specify weather patterns according to 
location and season. Illustrations and photographs of Paraná’s most emblematic images show the beauty of 
its pine forests and the grandeur of its waterfalls.  
 
80 Romário Martins, O que é o Paraná (A Terra e o Homem) (Curitiba: A. Rocha, 1907), 5.  
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Martins highlighted the region’s climate and provided specific data according to 

location and time of year on the number of sunny and cloudy days, rainfall, temperature, 

winds, and barometric pressure.81 In his discussion of the highland forestlands 

surrounding Curitiba, he cited Saint-Hilaire, who called this region “the earthly paradise 

of Brazil.”82  

On Paraná’s human development, Martins began by discounting the significance 

of blacks, and pointed to census data from 1872 demonstrating that only 10.4% of the 

population was of African descent. He then diminished the relevance of this figure, 

arguing that as hundreds of thousands of immigrants arrived in the region, black vestiges 

would in short order be thoroughly diluted.83 As part of Martins’ sales pitch to attract 

immigrants, he obscured the historical role of blacks in Paraná’s development, and he 

seemed aware that he might receive criticism for such a declaration. In the next 

paragraph, he explained:  

We are not denying the element of Ethiopian contributions in the formation of the 
Brazilian sub-race in Paraná out of love or antipathy, as we harbor nothing against 
it, but rather because it in fact did not have the ethnic value in our land as it did 
preponderantly in other areas of the national territory.84 

 

                                                
81 Martins, O que é o Paraná, 20-27.  
 
82 Martins, O que é o Paraná, 43.  
 
83 Martins, O que é o Paraná, 57.  
 
84 Martins, O que é o Paraná, 58.  
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Martins then included demographic data about migration patterns to build a larger 

argument about a superior race of Paranaenses that would “recast” Brazil’s ethnic 

composition.85 The message was clear: blacks had no place in Paraná’s history, and the 

state’s future success depended on immigrants.  

 Martins understood that many of these immigrants would settle in Curitiba, and 

the final chapter of O que é o Paraná included a comprehensive examination of the city’s 

development since 1853. It focused most closely on the 1857 urbanization plan of French 

engineer Pierre Taulois, and enumerated all of Curitiba’s expansions and modernizations 

since that time. Martins complimented Curitiba’s “monumental beauty,” and called it a 

“strong center of labor and activity, where a fertile and civilizing force is taking place, 

one that makes cities from dingy villages, and like Atlas, from these poor centers, a world 

arises!”86 His argument was complete: Paraná was the land of the future, and Curitiba 

was its city upon a hill. The Paraná Colonization Commission republished O que é o 

Paraná in 1910, demonstrating the text’s utility. 

Martins continued to write promotional materials and began to focus his attention 

on preparing material for the 1908 National Exposition in Rio de Janeiro. He contributed 

the Catálogo de Jornais do Paraná de 1854 e 1907 for review, which represented the 

first effort to outline the history of the press in Paraná. In 1908, he also published O 

Pinheiro de Paraná e suas Necessidades, which highlighted the quality of Paraná’s 

                                                
85 Martins, O que é o Paraná, 59-60.  
 
86 Martins, O que é o Paraná, 80.  
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timber reserves and called on the national government to do away with onerous tariffs 

that favored importing wood from abroad.87  

Martins not only produced more scholarly and promotional literature than any of 

his contemporaries, but he also controlled Paraná’s most important historical and cultural 

institutions, and as a politician he led efforts to facilitate archival studies. In 1900, 

Martins co-founded the Instituto Histórico e Geográfico Paranaense. Two years later he 

took over running and reorganizing the Biblioteca Pública do Paraná.88 From 1902 to 

1928, Martins headed the Museu Paranaense. In 1906 he became president of the 

Curitiba city council and created the Boletim do Arquivo Municipal de Curitiba, which 

reproduced and annotated all of the city’s records dating back to 1668.89 In sum, Martins 

not only produced the first meaningful literature to defend and promote Paraná, but he 

also founded, managed, or controlled most of the public and private institutions charged 

with protecting and publicizing these materials.  

                                                
87 Romário Martins, O pinho do Paraná e as suas necessidades (Curitiba: Livraria Económica, 1909), 5-
12. 
 
88 The Instituto Histórico e Geográfico Paranaense offered to assume these responsibilities without any 
charge to the state. Paraná governor Xavier da Silva accepted the offer and Martins managed several 
projects to improve the library. Martins, Dados bio-biográficos até 1945, 14.  
 
89 Martins, Dados bio-biográficos até 1945, 24.  
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SEBASTIÃO PARANÁ- CHOROGRAPHIA DO PARANÁ 
In 1899 Sebastião Paraná published Chorographia do Paraná, a 741-page text 

commissioned for publication by the state government.90 Chorographia do Paraná 

advanced familiar arguments about the hospitable climate, fertile soils, and the positive 

contributions of Europeans, but in distinction to previous publications he defended claims 

about the state’s climatological and topographic advantages with putatively scientific 

evidence. Chorographia do Paraná served many purposes. It provided its author with 

material to compose a series of educational texts for use in the state’s schools.91 It yielded 

rich information to researchers who were concerned with establishing the state’s 

boundaries and enumerating its natural resources. It served as a publicity tool to entice 

immigrants to colonize the state. Although flawed, Paraná’s explications were more 

rigorous than his predecessors, and the arguments demonstrated a greater degree of 

candor, evidenced in his critiques of poor living conditions and misuse of natural 

resources. 

Paraná relied on scientific observations and what he claimed to be unbiased 

professional opinions to explicate the region’s geographical advantages. For example, he 

cited climatological studies that measured the relationships among various factors, such 

                                                
90 Sebastião Paraná was one of Curitiba’s most important educators at the turn of the century. He was a 
professor of geography and became the director of Curitiba’s most prestigious public school, the Ginásio 
Paranaense. He served as director of the Biblioteca Pública do Paraná and was a founding member of the 
Instituto Histórico, Geográfico e Etnográfico Paranaense and the Academia Paranaense de Letras.  
 
91 Paraná composed several important educational texts for primary and secondary schools, including O 
Brazil e o Paraná in 1903 (published 24 times over the next four decades), A escola: Revista do Gremio 
dos Professores Públicos do estado do Paraná in 1906, and Os estados da república in 1911. 
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as altitude, air density, wind speed, and solar radiation, and concluded that this material 

presented unequivocal evidence of the region’s geographic superiority. At the core, the 

beautiful Paraná highlands provided clean air and rich soils that visitors and colonists 

sought out, and as Paraná maintained, “everyone who has had occasion to visit the 

Paranaense highlands has expressed sincere and admiring appreciation for its beauty, its 

mild climates, and the great fertility of its magnificent soils.”92 Throughout 

Chorographia do Paraná, Paraná emphasized that these were not his own opinions but 

rather those of disinterested parties.  

Paraná’s claims of scientific objectivity were most clear in his argument about 

disease, in which he claims that epidemics were rare, local illnesses all but unknown, and 

the climate of the highlands was “incomparably superior” to that at sea level. He asserted 

that coastal residents provided “the most eloquent proof of this assertion … always 

climbing the Serra do Mar, some to pass the summer, others to strengthen their health 

that has been aggravated by the hot and humid air of the coast.”93 In one case, he 

continued, an “unsuspecting person who had no broader interest in praising our climate” 

communicated why the region lacked medical doctors, stating “It is certain that the 

doctors that pass through here do not stay long, or if they do, they change profession, as 

there is no other explanation for this than the marvelous healthfulness of this climate.”94 

                                                
92 Sebastião Paraná, Chorographia do Paraná (Curitiba: Typ. da Livraria Econômica, 1899), 164-166. 
 
93 Paraná, 166-167. 
 
94 The year was 1857 and there were four doctors in all Paraná. Paraná, 167-168.  
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In another case, a forty-man exploratory excursion that included Antônio Rebouças 

traversed hundreds of kilometers from Palmas to Guarapuava without ever having need to 

open their medical kit, demonstrating that there was “nothing more significant in favor of 

the state’s interior climate.”95 Paraná presented testimonies of visitors touting the absence 

of diseases as a means to reinforce the scientific explications he forwarded about the 

region’s advantageous climate and soils.  

The fact of the matter was that diseases regularly spread through the highlands, 

sometimes with fairly serious consequences, such as in 1874 when smallpox killed 

residents in Curitiba and Lapa (as well as along the coast), but Paraná blamed outsiders 

for their introduction and went to considerable lengths to demonstrate that none 

originated within the state.96 He claimed that the 1874 smallpox outbreak spread from 

Santos, for example, as did another outbreak in 1899, which also killed several 

Curitibanos.97 Paraná maintained that the diseases always originated from northern ports, 

and as such they unfairly sullied “the good and deserved fame that Paraná enjoys as one 

of the healthiest states in the union.”98 Since one of Paraná’s goals in writing 

Chorographia do Paraná was to attract European immigrants to the region, it was 

essential to downplay the significance of disease outbreaks. 
                                                                                                                                            
 
95 Paraná, 177. 
 
96 Paraná, 169.  
 
97 Paraná, 169. 
 
98 Paraná, 169. 
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Paraná was explicit in arguing that the region was perfectly suited for European 

immigrants, and should only be colonized by European immigrants. Because of the 

state’s rich soils, amenable climate, and abundance of natural resources, Paraná argued 

that the state “offered among the greatest advantages [in Brazil] to the unhappy people of 

Europe …” where immigrants could find everything they needed to prosper, and 

maintained that the region “… should be, must be, and has to be populated only by 

European immigrants.”99 Paraná praised the state presidents Lamenha Lins and Alfredo 

Taunay in their earlier efforts to promote European colonization, and he emphasized the 

need to continue to implement intelligent plans.100 

Paraná was chiefly concerned with promoting the region’s positive characteristics, 

but in a few instances he did not shy from presenting a more critical picture of life in 

Curitiba. He criticized municipal officials, city residents, and state developers for 

exacerbating health problems and destroying the natural environment, and recognized 

that these issues could tarnish the region’s reputation. Paraná cited the city’s lack of 

infrastructure and unsanitary living conditions, concluding that the municipality must 

provide potable water service to homes, pave city streets, and build sewer systems in 

order for Curitiba to become “entirely healthy.”101 He was critical of politicians for 

failing to implement mandatory vaccination programs, and faulted residents for not 

                                                
99 Paraná, 176, 366, 376.  
 
100 Paraná, 363-366. 
 
101 Paraná, 546. 
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immunizing themselves.102 Paraná warned that “incessant population growth” in Curitiba 

would lead to more serious disease outbreaks, in part because the “lamentable destruction 

of the city’s surrounding forests that provide such great benefits to public health.”103 It 

was rare for Curitiba’s boosters to provide such critical depictions of city life. 

Paraná’s efforts to present a positive and objective picture demonstrate how 

Chorographia do Paraná straddled a transitional literary period in which the region’s 

intellectuals began to publish defensive and promotional literature. Paraná composed the 

text as an educational tool for students, as a reference point for fellow researchers, and as 

a promotional device to attract European immigrants. Paraná’s central goal was to 

highlight the region’s climatological advantages, but he was also critical of Curitiba’s 

lack of basic infrastructure, residents’ poor hygienic practices, and their destruction of the 

city’s hinterlands. Future publications all but abandoned any semblance of self-criticism.  

JOSÉ ROCHA POMBO- O PARANÁ NO CENTENÁRIO 
José Rocha Pombo was born in Paraná and cut his teeth as a journalist in Curitiba 

before moving to Rio de Janeiro. In 1900, he published O Paraná no centenário, a short 

but important text that ceaselessly praises Curitiba and Paraná.104 Pombo wrote O Paraná 

                                                
102 Paraná, 168-172. 
 
103 Paraná, 545. 
 
104 Pombo had published similar glowing accounts several years earlier, evidenced in the articles he 
produced beginning in 1892, when he became editor of the Diário do Comércio in Curitiba. Gilson 
Leandro Queluz, Rocha Pombo: Romantismo e utopias (1880-1905) (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1998), 
47-49, 51.  
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no Centenário as part of the national Livro do Centenário project commemorating the 

four hundredth anniversary of Cabral’s discovery of Brazil.105 Organizers of the Livro do 

Centenário project later decided to exclude monographs of each state, whereupon 

Pombo’s colleagues at the Centro Paranaense (founded in 1899) and the Paraná state 

government directly financed the book’s publication.106 Celebratory accounts fill O 

Paraná no Centenário to such an extent that scholars and state promoters have arguably 

quoted its rosy observations more than any other work produced by Curitiba’s 

intellectuals at the turn of the century. This degree of hyperbole was novel and 

significant. Pombo’s Paraná roots and Rio de Janeiro literary credentials helped to 

legitimate his sweeping claims. After more than a century, O Paraná no Centenário 

remains one of the region’s most influential historical texts.  

Short in length and lacking the rigorous intellectual analysis that Romário Martins 

and Sebastião Paraná pursued, O Paraná no Centenário nonetheless introduced important 

new themes relating to the exceptionalist literature emerging at the turn of the century.107  

Most significantly, Pombo presented the first genealogy of Curitiba’s intellectual 
                                                
105 The Associação do Quarto Centenário do Descobrimento do Brasil published four volumes of the 
Livro do Centenário between 1900 and 1910, which included historical articles by some of Brazil’s most 
influential scholars, including João Capistrano de Abreu and Sílvio Romero. All volumes are available at 
the Internet Archive at http://archive.org/.  
 
106 Pombo, 4-5. 
 
107 The first edition of O Paraná no Centenário was more than 330 pages long, but this figure is 
misleading, as the pages included only half as much text as the second edition (published in 1980), which is 
147 pages long. O Paraná no Centenário contains 24 short chapters, the longest of which focus on 
Curitiba’s intellectual nascence, roadway and rail line expansion, and economic development. Pombo also 
examines colonization programs, local geography, Indigenous activities, traditional festivals, education, 
and other themes. 
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development, laying out a parallel narrative that integrated with the more prevalent 

exceptionalist tropes relating to the region’s European climate, rich soils, and 

hardworking immigrants.108 He also initiated a related shift in the discourse on Paraná’s 

natural environment by promoting development, arguing that the region’s natural beauty 

and abundant resources would only be as useful as the human initiatives to expand 

transportation routes and increase economic production.  

Pombo dedicated more than twenty percent of O Paraná no Centenário to review 

of the region’s intellectual development, and therein produced the first significant 

analysis of its emergence, especially in Curitiba. He focused on the creation of the city’s 

press corps, the fine arts school, and literary societies, and to a lesser degree the roots of 

popular poetry and traditional festivals. As discussed in the preceding section on the 

emergence of Curitiba’s intellectual community, Pombo pointed to the creation of literary 

societies and state institutions as the roots of Curitiba’s vibrant intellectual community.109  

                                                
108 Scholars recognize Pombo’s contribution in establishing this genealogy of Paraná’s intellectual 
community, but they have neglected to carry out an exegetic analysis of important shifts relating to 
Pombo’s intent in writing about Curitiba’s intellectual nascence and its lasting impact. Pombo claimed that 
he wrote O Paraná no Centenário from a Carlylean perspective that emphasized the role of local heroes. In 
the second edition of the book, however, historian Brasil Pinheiro Machado argued in a preliminary 
biographical section that O Paraná no Centenário captured the contributions of all Paranaenses, and 
demonstrated the participation of the entire community to push the region out of the national periphery. 
More recently historian Gilson Leandro Queluz and other scholars have made similar conclusions. It is less 
important to weigh one way or the other on Pombo’s analytical approach than to understand that 
interpretations of the text have changed over time. Pombo no doubt meant to emphasize the impact of 
specific individuals in positively shaping Paraná’s development. This complicated or confused the 
prevailing narrative that would soon emerge, which maintained that a new society, composed largely of 
foreign immigrants, worked collectively to make Paraná a success. The central narrative of Curitiba’s more 
recent development continues to employ the similar argument, focusing on the democratization of city 
space and the participation of the entire community. Pombo, 1980, x-xxi. 
 
109 Pombo, 124-125.  
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Pombo’s analysis of the city’s intellectuals composed the largest theme of O 

Paraná no Centenário, and it represented an initial effort to examine the very individuals 

responsible for advancing the exceptionalist discourse about the region’s development. 

Pombo, in effect, drew out the duality of these actors’ work, as they were both creators 

and representatives of this celebratory discourse. His analysis of Paraná was also novel in 

his examination of the natural environment. He trumpeted Paraná’s physical 

characteristics, and he also underscored the essential task of developing the land in order 

to industrialize, develop, grow, and prosper.  

 On the one hand, Pombo dedicated an entire chapter to comparisons of the natural 

wonders around the world with those in Paraná, concluding that “The stranger that visits 

this admirable land goes from one amazing site to the next,” and while Italy, Ireland, and 

the United States have their own beauty, “the Paranaense nature stuns the Yankee who 

visits from Ontario or Yellow Stone,” as well as visitors from Italy, Turkey, and the 

United Kingdom.110 Pombo continued that no other country could match Paraná’s beauty, 

where “… the creative force went beyond all efforts,” and “In terms of nature, [the 

foreigner] must keep their mouth shut” as Paraná’s natural wonders “defeat” all others.111 

Pombo employed a forceful tone in describing the region’s natural beauty and employs 

similar hyperbole throughout much of O Paraná no Centenário. 

                                                                                                                                            
 
110  For more on these comparisons and claims of supremacy, see chapter eight, “Panorama da Natureza 
Paranaense,” Pombo, 47.  
 
111 Pombo, 47.  
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 On the other hand, Pombo presented a detailed history of Paraná’s transportation 

development in arguing that roadways and rail lines helped bring about modernization, 

industrialization, and economic growth. He devoted two chapters of O Paraná no 

Centenário to analyses of Paraná’s transportation routes, and maintained that signs of 

progress began in 1873 when the Estrada da Graciosa was completed, connecting the 

coast and the highlands.112 Pombo added that “the most astounding period of material 

development” took place in 1885 when the Estrada de Ferro was completed, connecting 

the port city of Paranaguá with Curitiba. The rail line opened up the highland frontiers for 

exploration and development, and also provided rapid, reliable service, reduced 

transportation costs, and expedited trade with Europe, all of which spurred economic 

growth.113 

Opening these transportation routes provided invaluable services, Pombo argued, 

especially in terms of the their effect in transforming Curitiba. The inauguration of the 

rail line profoundly changed the region, Pombo maintained, and   

Curitiba became a great city, with its feverish movement and its appearance as a 
vast economic center that radiated in all directions. An initiative spirit brought 
about a strong impulse to the general vitality of the city: Numerous factories 
opened, building construction increased at an amazing clip, banks and exchange 

                                                
112 Pombo argues that the Paraguayan War, which ended three years earlier, compelled the government to 
improve transportation routes throughout the southern hinterlands in order to facilitate troop movements 
and speed communication with peripheral outposts. For more on the development of the Estrada da 
Graciosa, see chapter fourteen, Viabilidade: Estrada da Graciosa, Estrada de Mato Grosso, Pombo, 144-
145.  
 
113 For more on the Estrada de Ferro, see chapter nineteen, Progresso econômico. Estrada de Ferro. 
Espírito de Associação: Companhias, empresas, bancos, Pombo, 114-115. 
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houses opened, a trolley line was built, and the physiognomy of local life changed 
completely.114  

 
Pombo connected the construction of transportation routes with opening up frontier lands 

and bringing about economic development. This argumentation was more complex than 

those of previous publications that forwarded blanket statements about the positive 

characteristics of Paraná’s geography and immigrant communities, and as such Pombo 

helped to craft a more nuanced exceptionalist narrative.  

 In sum, publication of O Paraná no Centenário brought about several important 

shifts in the celebratory literature. Pombo lived in Rio de Janeiro and was tightly 

involved with that city’s intellectual society, which helped Paranaenses to legitimate and 

disseminate their message.115 His text included the first review and analysis of Paraná’s 

intellectual community, and he pushed the narrative about the natural environment in a 

new direction, focusing on the positive results of expanding transportation routes, which 

included opening up frontier lands and facilitating trade and communication. No Paraná 

booster wrote with such forceful hyperbole, and though Pombo’s text was less detailed 

than those of his contemporaries, more than a century later O Paraná no Centenário 

remains one of the most important examples of the exceptionalist literature from the turn 

of the century.  

                                                
114 Pombo, 115.  
 
115 Simpósio de Cultura Paranaense: Terra, Cultura, e Poder (Curitiba: Secretaria da Cultura –Estado do 
Paraná, 2005), 41-42. 
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FRANCISCO NEGRÃO- BOLETIM DO ARCHIVO MUNICIPAL DE CURITIBA 
In 1906, Curitiba’s municipal archive director Francisco Negrão published the 

first volume of the Boletim do Arquivo Municipal de Curitiba.116 Over the next twenty-

five years Negrão transcribed, cited, and annotated all of the records of the Câmara 

Municipal dating to 1668 and published a total of sixty-two volumes.117 By this time 

Romário Martins had become president of Curitiba’s legislature and advocated for the 

preservation and publication of the city’s historical records.118 Negrão’s transcriptions 

included important legal documents defining the state’s boundaries, first-hand accounts 

of bandeirante expeditions, histories of Curitiba’s founding, financial records, and all 

municipal rules and regulations. Negrão was a tireless researcher, and results of this 

project were remarkable.119  It provided nothing less than the first organized set of 

documents with which historians, researchers, and politicians could access the city’s 
                                                
116 Mariana Coelho, O Paraná mental, 2nd ed. (Curitiba: Imprensa Oficial do Paraná, 2002), 53. 
 
117 The complete run of the Boletim included 3,753 pages of text. Negrão focused greatest detail on 
Curitiba’s city council legislation, dedicating thirty-five volumes to the theme. He also transcribed 
documents on the city’s founding (three volumes), on bandeirante expeditions (three volumes), and on 
royal decrees and judgments and sesmaria grants (two volumes), among other topics. Negrão undertook 
another major project to trace the genealogy of Paraná’s population. The study took more than two decades 
to complete and resulted in the six-volume publication, Genealogia Paranaense. For a brief biography of 
Negrão’s life and his intellectual influence, see Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 1, no. 3 
(1942): 101-102.  
 
118 Negrão actively engaged in other intellectual projects. As a founding members of the Instituto 
Histórico e Geográphico do Paraná he worked as the Institute’s secretary and shared responsibility in 
collecting historical manuscripts. When the Institute seemed in jeopardy of failing he and Ermelino Leão 
prodded Romário Martins to refocus on the Institute’s success. Boletim do Instituto Histórico e 
Geográphico Paranaense Yr. 1, V. 1. (1917): 8-12. 
 
119 Editors of the Livro dos 300 Anos da Câmara Municipal de Curitiba acknowledged Negrão’s efforts to 
preserve and promote the city’s historical records and recognized that their commemorative edition would 
have been impossible to produce without his early efforts. Magnus Roberto de Mello Pereira et al, eds. 
Livro dos 300 Anos da Câmara Municipal de Curitiba (Curitiba: Câmara Municipal de Curitiba,1993) 62. 
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essential records. Publication of the Boletim do Archivo demonstrated growing efforts of 

officials to disseminate information about the city’s history.120  

ALCEBIADES PLAISANT- SCENARIO PARANAENSE,  

DESCRIPÇÃO GEOGRÁPHICA, POLÍTICA, E HISTÓRICA DO ESTADO DO PARANÁ 
In 1908, Alcebiades Plaisant published Scenario paranaense: Descripção 

geográphica, política e histórica do estado do Paraná, in which he targeted military 

officials and political leaders. Plaisant’s central aim was to present an overview of 

Paraná’s natural environment as a priori evidence of the catalysts that would ensure 

growth and prosperity.121 In distinction to Sebastião Paraná’s minutely detailed analysis 

of Paraná’s development, Plaisant’s work was pithy, the language unadorned. Unlike José 

Rocha Pombo, Plaisant largely refrained from using bombast to make his point, but rather 

shaped his arguments from primary sources mined from public archives, most likely 

benefiting from Francisco Negrão recent undertaking to publish and annotate Curitiba’s 

municipal records.122 Romário Martins’ studies also relied on archival evidence, but he 

targeted his scholarship to defend Paraná’s geopolitical influence, whereas Plaisant’s 

                                                
120 The Archivo Público do Paraná has digitized all issues of the Boletim do Archivo Municipal de 
Curytiba and can be accessed at 
www.arquivopublico.pr.gov.br/modules/conteudo/conteudo.php?conteudo=98.  
 
121 Alcebiades Plaisant, Scenario paranaense: Descripção geográphica, política e histórica do estado do 
Paraná. (Curitiba: n.p., 1908), vi.  
 
122 When Plaisant does employ hyperbole, he most frequently cites other writers rather use his own words. 
For example, he cites Auguste Saint-Hilaire’s references to Paraná as the “garden of America,” and the 
“earthly paradise of Brazil,” and José Rocha Pombo on the unquestionable superiority on the beauty, 
majesty, for force of Iguassu Falls. Plaisant, vii-viii, xi, 9, 69-70, 72.  
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intent was to produce a deterministic argument supporting Paraná’s unique position in 

Brazil.  

As an army lieutenant and a founding member of the Instituto Histórico e 

Geográphico do Paraná, Plaisant straddled a unique position within the nascent 

community of Paraná’s boosters.123 Military duty obliged him to travel throughout the 

state, and he lived for more than two years at the Iguassu Falls military colony.124 Direct 

familiarity with Paraná’s geography and human development provided him with an 

understanding of the region that many of his intellectual counterparts in Curitiba could 

only theorize. 

Plaisant made three important contributions to the genealogy of Paraná’s 

celebratory literature. First, he provided an objective description of the state’s geography 

that included sections on its geology, mineral composition, and specific flora and 

fauna.125 Second, he included the most detailed history of railroads in Paraná.126 Third, 

his analysis of Paraná’s intellectual development was more detailed than José Rocha 
                                                
123 Boletim do Institúto Histórico e Geográphico Paranaense. Yr. 1. N. 1. 1917 [Fix as per correct style. 
This is date on volume, while date of publication 1918] Livraria Mundial: Curitiba, 1918. 9-11.  
 
124 Plaisant, 77.  
 
125 Plaisant’s style closely matches that of Euclides da Cunha’s Os Sertões, especially its analysis of the 
geography of Brazil’s northeastern interior. These chapters are more detailed than similarly themed 
sections of Sebastião Paraná’s Chorographia do Paraná, have little to none of José Rocha Pombo’s 
bombast in O Paraná no Centenário, and unlike the focus of Romário Martins’ early publications, Plaisant 
does not hem descriptions of the natural environment with a larger political agenda. 
 
126 Plaisant dedicated more than ten-percent of Scenario paranaense to a history of Paraná’s railroads. 
This included minutely detailed accounts of the three major rail lines and addressed the legal and political 
processes, engineering specificities, and financial considerations that went into building and maintaining 
them. 
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Pombo’s, and it included a much more significant section on the history of the press.127 

Plaisant’s publication of Scenario Paranaense pointed to a new direction for Paraná’s 

boosters. The studies were more detailed, less reliant on hyperbole, and increasingly 

targeted to different audiences than earlier publications.  

MARIANA COELHO- O PARANÁ MENTAL 
Also in 1908, Mariana Coelho published, O Paraná Mental, in which the author 

focused more specifically on Paranaenses’ literary and artistic contributions to national 

development.128 The text was novel in that it broke with the traditions that Sebastião 

Paraná and José Rocha Pombo established of writing totalizing accounts that addressed 

every imaginable theme related to Paraná’s history and development. Coelho’s sole 

concern was to divulge the region’s rich literary and artistic heritage as part of an explicit 

promotional campaign. The text completely overshadowed Plaisant’s contribution on 

Paraná’s intellectual traditions.  

                                                
127 Scenario paranaense included thirty-six pages on local intellectuals and press development. While the 
chapter on intellectuals provided a much richer perspective of than Pombo’s work, in 1908 another author 
published an entire monograph dedicated to Paraná’s intellectuals, which receives closer review to follow. 
Though immediately overshadowed, Plaisant’s analyses of Paraná’s intellectual nascence nonetheless 
demonstrated that Curitiba’s writers were increasingly concerned with promoting the regional intellectual 
production. On Plaisant’s work on the Paraná press, some scholars cite his work, while others question its 
accuracy. For example, in Wilson Martins’ classic text Um Brasil diferente (Ensaio sobre fenômenos de 
aculturação no Paraná), the author relies on Plaisant’s data in enumerating foreign newspapers in Paraná 
(see 370-375), while in DeNipoti’s “A Sedução da Leitura: Livros, Leitores e História Cultural (Paraná, 
1880-1930),” the author criticizes Plaisant for excluding information on duration of the newspapers’ 
publications. DeNipoti prefers Romário Martins’ text Catálogo dos jornais publicados no Paraná de 1854-
1907, but concedes that it suffered from similar problems of accuracy and detail (see 73-74). 
 
128 Coelho worked as a journalist for one of the Curitiba newspapers that José Rocha Pombo edited, and 
had published celebratory articles about Paranaense society well before 1908. Coelho, 2002, 12.  
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Coelho composed O Paraná Mental as a contribution for Brazil’s National 

Exposition of 1908 with the goal of spreading knowledge and appreciation of Paraná’s 

progress, specifically to European attendees.129 Paraná had participated in national and 

international expositions since the 1870s, and the 1908 Exposition marked a peak in 

Brazil´s emulation of European concepts of culture, economics, and industrialization.130 

More than a million people attended the event from August 11th to November 15th.131 

Coelho’s text had the potential to reach an audience that completely dwarfed the 

reception of earlier celebratory publications.  

The Paraná government sent its own delegation and exhibitions to Rio de Janeiro, 

and Coelho thought that the best contribution she could make for the Exposition was to 

write a book that promoted Paranaense intellectuals who had already established a rich 

genealogy of the region’s attributes.132 O Paraná Mental effectively provided an 

intellectual almanac that paralleled the catalogues that states typically produced, which 

focused on industry, agricultural, and economics.  

                                                
129 The dust jacket flaps of the second edition state that Coelho’s purpose was to present a rebuttal to 
Sampaio Bruno’s 1898 publication O Brasil Mental, which criticizes Brazil’s lack of intellectual traditions, 
and this may have played a role motivating Coelho to write O Paraná Mental, but the author’s explication 
for the book’s purpose do not directly support this claim. Coelho, 2002, 110.  
 
130 Pombo, O Paraná no Centenário, 142. Margareth da Silva Pereira, “A Exposição de 1908 ou o Brasil 
visto por dentro,” ARQTEXTO 16: 13-14, 16, 23. Retrieved April 12, 2013, from 
http://www.ufrgs.br/propar/arqtexto/index.htm. 
 
131 Margareth da Silva Pereira, 13-14.  
 
132 Coelho, 110.  
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The value of this type of intellectual enumeration expanded beyond Coelho’s 

explicit goal of reaching European audiences, and also helped solidify Paraná’s 

geopolitical position as tensions grew with Santa Catarina. Only four states had their own 

pavilions, including Santa Catarina, but not Paraná, and Coelho and others had already 

begun waging intellectual battles to defend the contested territories along the Santa 

Catarina – Paraná border.133  The National Exposition provided an ideal stage to promote 

Paraná to different audiences according to multiple agendas.  

Coelho couched more than 100 pages of encyclopedic entries on Paraná’s 

intellectual history in familiar claims about its people and natural environment, 

maintaining that in less than a century Paraná had become 

… one of the states with the most grandiose futures of the young and prosperous 
Brazilian republic, and competes in the National Exposition with the most 
justified pride … vibrantly developing in every branch of human activity, 
including teaching, literature, arts, and industry.134  

 
As her predecessors had argued, Coelho credited this progress to Portuguese and 

European settlement and to the unique benefits of Paraná’s natural environment.135 

                                                
133 The Federal District had its own pavilion, as did Bahia, Minas Gerais, São Paulo, and Santa Catarina. 
Portugal was the only foreign country to have its own pavilion. Margareth da Silva Pereira, 17.  
 
134 Coelho, 109.  
 
135 In addition to the unoriginal accounts about Paraná’s “blessed” natural resources, Coelho was one of 
the first authors to consider Paraná’s environment in terms of attracting tourists and made plain that all 
tourists who visit Iguassu Falls consider it superior and more beautiful than Niagara Falls. Coelho, 109. For 
one of the earliest analyses of Paraná’s tourism potential, see Nestor Borba, Excursção ao Salto da Guayra 
ou Sete Quédas (Rio de Janeiro: Casa Mont’Alverne, 1897).  
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 Scholars of Paraná’s intellectual history of the early twentieth century have 

largely ignored analysis of the value of O Paraná Mental as one of the key celebratory 

texts, but it is impossible to deny its prominence.136 The Paraná government contributed 

twenty-five books and publications for judging at the National Exposition.137 The 

commission awarded a silver medal for Coelho’s text, the highest category of 

recognition.138 Rocha Pombo wrote the prologue, which no doubt advanced Coelho’s 

credibility. Before the publication of O Paraná Mental in 1908, only Rocha Pombo’s O 

Paraná no Centenário had presented a strong case for the historical development of the 

state’s intellectual contributions. Even so, Pombo’s contribution represented a starting 

point (his chapter on Paraná’s intellectuals composed ten pages of the entire book), 

whereas Coelho’s sole focus in writing O Paraná Mental was to map a complete 

genealogy of the region’s literary and artistic development.  

                                                
136 This lacuna may relate to Coelho’s larger intellectual production. She did not write about Paraná 
exclusively and is best recognized as a prominent figure in early phases of the Brazilian feminist 
movement. What is more, in O Paraná mental Coelho wrote about lesser known intellectuals and artists 
that her contemporaries largely ignored. For more on Coelho’s approach, the text’s reception, all her 
contributions to the feminist movement, see Rosana Cássia Kamita, Resgates e ressonâncias: Mariana 
Coelho (Florianópolis: Editora Mulheres, 2005).  
 
137 Paraná’s literary exhibition included six works by Romário Martins, as well as contributions from 
Sebastião Paraná, Jayme Reis, and Domingos Nascimento, among others. Romário Martins, ed., Exposição 
Nacional de 1908, Rio de Janeiro: Catálogo do Estado do Paraná. Agricultura, Industrias, Artes Liberais, 
Pecuária. (Curitiba: n.p., 146-147). 
 
138 Rita Maria Xavier Machado, “A evolução do feminismo: Subsídios para sua história,” Revista Estudos 
Feministas, 11(1):319-320. Retrieved April 12, 2013, from 
http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S0104-026X2003000100029&lng=en&tlng=pt. 
10.1590/S0104-026X2003000100029. 
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NESTOR VICTOR- A TERRA DO FUTURO (IMPRESSÕES DO PARANÁ) 
In 1912, journalist Nestor Victor published A Terra do Futuro (Impressões do 

Paraná) in serial format for the Rio de Janeiro daily Jornal do Commercio as a defense 

of Paraná’s new government and as a propaganda tool to bolster support during the 

Contestado War.139 A year later he republished the work in a 400-page monograph. By 

this time Victor was already a well-known and respected writer, and he tapped his literary 

connections in Curitiba to write A Terra do Futuro, incorporating all of the major texts 

that Paraná’s leading intellectuals had previously produced. 140 He relied on work of 

Sebastião Paraná, Romário Martins, and Domingos Nascimento. Victor’s genealogy of 

progress was more persuasive than any previous publication. He presented the most 

complete assessment of the region’s history and forwarded the most forceful argument 

for Paraná’s position in the nation’s social and economic development. Curitiba was the 

central focus. Victor analyzed the city’s transition from a provincial capital best defined 

by its European climate and immigrants to a bustling metropolitan hub composed of 

content, industrious, and ethnically diverse citizens. Victor’s Paraná roots and his 

                                                
139 Victor wrote A terra do futuro with support from Paraná governor Carlos Cavalcanti, who took office 
in February, 1912. Victor condemned previous political regimes and heaped praise on Cavalcanti’s 
accomplishments, especially in his support of Curitiba mayor Cândido de Abreu, who was responsible for 
carrying out the city’s major urbanization projects from 1913 to 1916. At the same tensions were rising in 
regards to the question of border limits between Paraná and Santa Catarina, and in October of 1912 war 
broke out. Victor lionizes Paranaenses who died during the early phases of the war. Domingos van Erven 
concluded that Governor Cavalcanti commissioned Victor to write A terra do futuro in part because of the 
success of his 1911 publication, Paris: Impressões de um Brazileiro. Domingos van Erven, “Nestor Victor, 
1912: Impressões do Paraná,” Yr. 1, N. 1, Curitiba, 200. 
 
140 Victor taught alongside Silvio Romero and João Ribeiro at Rio de Janeiro’s prestigious Ginásio 
Nacional, and travelled to France as the private tutor for the children of the Barão do Rio Branco. 
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standing as a leading literary figure in the nation’s capital provided a new air level of 

legitimacy to similar claims that Curitiba’s intellectuals had been making for more than a 

decade.141 

Victor divided his analysis of Curitiba into two sections, with a preliminary 

chapter on city life until the mid-1800s, and five additional chapters on important 

changes that took place over the subsequent twenty-five years. In setting up this more 

detailed analysis, Victor argued that by the mid-1870s Curitiba resembled a European 

town more than a Brazilian city, and as proof pointed to its amenable climate and 

growing immigrant population. He presented bucolic scenes of daily life as evidence of 

the city’s European character, in one case depicting a cold winter morning 

… when a fine translucent snow covered the city, and on Curitiba’s streets one 
saw only the colonists, principally the Polish and German, coming from the 
surrounding area to carry out their daily marketing … They came by foot, 
delivering milk, selling butter, cornmeal, eggs, and herbs. Others arrived by 
wagon with wood coal and agricultural goods. The animals’ yolks and bells gave 
off a musical song in the thin morning air. The liveliness of the scene married 
itself with the vital air that one breathed in deeply, and with the happiness of the 
bells and metal jangles at that cheerful hour of the morning, emerged the red 
bodies of young female colonists with their blue eyes, and the clear faces of the 
young immigrant boys … The scene appeared as if taken directly from Northern 
Europe. It was the perfect vision of a foreign land …142 
 

Victor reminisced about Curitiba’s pastoral character as a means to develop his major 

claim about the city’s unique physical location and social development. He faithfully 

                                                
141 The Jornal do Commercio ranked among the nation’s top newspapers, had the most serious readers, 
and in 1914 its circulation stood at 22,000 (second after the Correio da Manha). “Advertising in Brazil,” 
The Americas 1, no.1 (1914): 46. 
 
142 Nestor Victor, A terra do future: Impressões do Paraná (Rio de Janeiro: Jornal do Commercio, 1913), 
101. 
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captured the duality with which the city’s intellectuals framed Curitiba’s European 

characteristics.143  

 Victor pointed more specifically to the influence of German immigrants to 

demonstrate their positive contributions, as well as to show that Curitiba had not yet 

become a successful ethnic melting pot. German inscriptions, for example, stood above 

almost all of the entryways of new buildings, and their “more contemporary” designs 

brought a  “civilizing air” to the city that replaced the “deadened” colonial architecture.144 

What is more, Germans controlled a nascent musical instrument industry, and their dance 

halls had become popular destinations for Brazilian nationals.145 German immigrants, 

however, remained largely isolated from greater society, kept their social clubs closed to 

outsiders, and educated their children in private schools. Even those born in Brazil “could 

be heard playing on the city’s streets, with their blond-headed groups chatting away in 

yas and nichts, apparently in total ignorance” of the Brazilian language.146 Victor went on 

to argue that Curitiba’s ethnic groups increased over the next few decades, intermingling 

in greater number (though Germans did so more reluctantly). 

                                                
143 Victor describes the mixed reactions of Brazilian nationals who witnessed this transformation. On the 
one hand, it appeared to be “another world interlaced by magical miracle in Brazil” in which the influence 
of immigrant groups “was completely beneficial.” On the other hand, their distinct customs, languages, and 
foods established social barriers that Brazilians could not easily bridge and thereby created a sense of 
isolation in their native city. Victor, 99, 101-102. 
 
144 Victor, 100, 102.  
 
145 Balhana, Un mazzolino de fiori vol. 2, 294-295, 439; vol. 3. 467; Victor, 108.  
 
146 Victor, 109.  
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Victor’s major concern in the five chapters on more recent changes in Curitiba 

was to reveal how assimilation took place and why it was important. He argued that the 

city’s growing diversity positively impacted development, and emphasized that this 

newly formed citizenry represented a model population.  

Victor argued that from kindergarten attendance to social club membership, the 

city’s growing diversity and assimilation was visible in all facets of daily life. For Victor, 

Curitiba’s schools were a  

vibrant mirror that reflects the happy conditions of the intermingling taking place 
among the different people who are attracted by the region’s blessed soils. It is a 
lovely spectacle, most striking that of the blond throngs that make up the 
kindergarten I visited. Mixed-race people (gente de côr) make up only two or 
three per hundred, and it is interesting to verify … the origins of students 
according to nationality, which include Brazilians, Italians, Poles, Germans, 
Austrians, Spaniards, Turks, Belgians, French, Swiss, and English.147 
 

Social clubs also provided proof of assimilation among the city’s ethnic groups. Victor 

pointed to membership in the Sociedade do Rio Branco to best illustrate this process. Of 

the club’s 840 members, 823 were native Brazilians, but only 301 had Brazilian parents. 

Another 147 had both German parents, and 147 more had one German parent. Others 

came from the families of Poles, Italians, Austrians, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, 

French, and Turks.148 Victor reflected that no other club offered such “beautiful and 

complex” evidence of the city’s diversity, as  

                                                
147 Victor, 189. 
 
148 The exact figures follow: 32 had Polish parents, 22 had Italian parents, 16 had Austrian parents, 15 had 
Portuguese parents, 5 had Russian parents, 3 had Spanish parents, 3 had French parents, 2 had Turkish 
parents, and 3 were of unknown origin. Victor, 180.  
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the Sociedade do Rio Branco was living proof of the new face of Paraná, and a 
vibrant symbol of the fraternity among all the groups that fuse themselves here. It 
is also the focal point around which the region has organized and disciplined itself 
without official orders.149 
 

German kinship networks actually continued to dominate in Curitiba, evidenced in 

strength of the Sociedade Protectora dos Operários Allemães, whose 1,600 members 

were all of German or German-Brazilian descent.150  Victor noted this but did not allow it 

to distract from his central message: Curitiba had become a melting pot of immigrants 

who quickly assimilated into society, and they provided a positive nucleus whose 

practices promised to radiate throughout the region.151  

 At the same time, Victor claimed that Africans and their descendants never 

influenced social development in Paraná in any meaningful way, and the few traces of 

black ancestry that did remain were in decline. He drew evidence from 1872 census 

figures, mentioned previously, which counted Paraná’s black population at 13,179, of 

10.4% of the state total.152 Victor then enumerated figures about the recent influx of 

immigrants and more general population explosion as proof of the declining African 

population, adding that “… there is no other place in Brazil whose population is not only 

more liberated (escoimada) from the mixture with African blood but also most closely 

                                                                                                                                            
 
149 Victor, 180.  
 
150 Victor, 178. 
 
151 Victor, 180.  
 
152 Victor, 217.  
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descendant of Europeans.”153  The significance of such a composition was clear: “There 

is no other state in Brazil that offers such a favorable ethnic condition.”154 Victor 

constructed a narrative that explicated Curitiba’s transformation according to ethnicity 

and race, and positioned the city as a national model in which the citizenry was self-

controlled, disciplined, and bereft of negative colonial racial vestiges. In A Terra do 

Futuro there was no place for blacks.  

Whereas Victor’s argument about race was explicit but lacked strong evidence, he 

made a more compelling case about the growing significance of Curitiba’s ethnic 

diversity. Victor demonstrated how newly arrived immigrants contributed to the city’s 

economic growth. Italian architects, for example, broke the monopoly of German 

builders, resulting in what Victor called “lighter and more elegant” modern buildings that 

pointed to the rapid  “degermanization of the city” that predominated most earlier 

construction projects.155 In other areas Italians cultivated grape vines and produced wine, 

Poles grew wheat and made breads, and Japanese planted plum trees and introduced other 

Asian fruits.156 Germans continued to dominate trade and Brazilians controlled the city’s 

largest financial resources, but labor divisions no longer cut along strict ethnic lines. 

Russians abandoned the trolley business, Polish women left domestic services to work in 
                                                
153 Victor, 217-218. 
 
154 Victor, 380. 
 
155 Victor, 115. 
 
156 Foreign Minsters from Germany, Poland, and Japan visited Curitiba and verified that their nationals 
were prospering and contributing to the city’s development. Victor, 209, 226, 251. 
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factories, and Victor described a Syrian merchant who, married to Polish woman, was 

also a wealthy property owner.157 

Victor located the impact of Curitiba’s ethnic communities within a larger 

framework that considered the city’s geographical location. He never abandoned the 

narrative of the city’s European physical characteristics but rather reinforced this position 

by highlighting the utility of its natural resources. For example, Victor cited Domingos 

Nascimento’s text A Hulha Branca to demonstrate that, due to its location near several 

potential hydroelectric facilities, Curitiba had tremendous potential for industrial 

development.158 He also cited work by Pamphilo Assumpção that underscored the 

importance of the region’s timber resources and the craftsmanship of Curitiba’s 

woodworkers.159  

Finally, Victor demonstrated how the recent urbanization projects of Curitiba 

Mayor Cândido de Abreu created a new sense of cosmopolitanism that was superior to 

that of São Paulo. New streets and avenues made it easier to navigate the city. Residents 

enjoyed the spectacles that new public spaces afforded, frequenting cafés, cinemas, and 
                                                
157 Victor, 119-120, 226-227. 
 
158 Nascimento originally presented A Hulha Branca no Paraná at the Third Brazilian Geography 
Congress, which took place in Curitiba in 1911, and in 1914 published a revised manuscript which, 
according to the author, received numerous edits and additions. Domingos Nascimento, A Hulha Branca no 
Paraná (Rio de Janeiro: Turnauer & Machado, 1914), 7, 29. 
 
159 Nascimento and Assumpção disagreed on the direction Paraná should take to industrialize. Nascimento 
cautions that Paraná’s forests will soon be destroyed if reliance on wood coal does not decrease and argues 
that hydroelectric energy can easily replace this source of energy. Assumpção calls on the national 
government to abandon protectionist practices that hobble Paraná’s timber and furniture industries and 
decries the international interests that make it less expensive to import wood rather than ship it a few 
hundred kilometers. Victor, 137-138, 148-149 
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theaters, and idling away time in the Passeio Público and the open gardens of a beer 

factory. More and more women meandered the city’s shops alone, which Victor found 

very significant, as “one can measure the level of civilization by the liberty of movement 

that women have.”160 Both women and men walked the city’s streets with a new sense of 

civility.161 Curitibanos took great delight in the novelties of city life. They demonstrated 

an “air of contentment as if every person had won the lottery, or at least the jogo do 

bicho,” and were even happier than Paulistas, as Curitiba did not share São Paulo’s social 

and economic inequalities.162 

In sum, Victor’s major preoccupation in writing A Terra do Futuro was to 

demonstrate how Paraná’s geography and its immigrant population formed an idyllic 

community that stood in contrast to the significant stumbling blocks that he claimed 

hindered Brazil’s future development. The European landscape and the large number of 

immigrants who arrived to cultivate its soils represented the most expressive qualities of 

Paraná’s identity. Harmonious ethnic diversity marked the region’s most recent growth, 

and it was absent of African vestiges that might diminish its potential. This ethnic and 

racial composition contributed to Curitiba’s essential characteristics as a dynamic city 

replete with culture, industry, and hardworking and civilized citizens.  

                                                
160 Victor, 121-122. 
 
161 Victor, 122. 
 
162 Victor also expressed sadness and nostalgia to Ermelino Pernetta in witnessing the city’s growth. He 
missed its small town feel and its open country smells. He then cited Pernetta’s response, that the old ways 
of life indeed had vanished, having taken with them the frogs and the undesirables. Victor, 123. 
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DOMINGOS NASCIMENTO- A HULHA BRANCA NO PARANÁ 
In 1914 Domingos Nascimento published A Hulha Branca no Paraná, which 

highlighted the region’s enormous hydroelectric potential, and whose main purpose was 

to promote economic development of Paraná’s natural environment. Born in Paraná and 

trained professionally at the Escola Militar da Praia Vermelha, Nascimento was a 

staunch positivist (he was a student of Benjamin Constant). He excelled in several literary 

genres, practiced poetry, wrote the lyrics to the Paraná state hymn, and was best known 

for writing Republican propaganda.163 In writing A Hulha Branca no Paraná, 

Nascimento’s goal was to persuade local politicians to initiate efforts to tap the state’s 

hydroelectric resources. He criticized them for inaction and claimed that they had grown 

complacent in reaping profits from the exploitation of timber reserves.164 A Hulha Branca 

no Paraná emphasized the need to push westward, conquer nature, and industrialize.165 

                                                
163 Fernanda Lorenzetti, “O futuro paranaense em seu meio natural: A escrita de Domingos Nascimento e 
a produção de uma identidade as Paraná no início do século XX,” Revista Tempo, Espaço e Linguagem 1, 
no. 1 (2010): 45-59.  
 
164 Nascimento, 14-16. For more on the role that wood played in fueling Brazilian industrialization, see 
Christian Brannstrom, “Was Brazilian Industrialization Fueled by Wood? Evaluating the Wood Hypothesis, 
1900-1960,” Environment and History 11, no. 4 (2005): 395-430. For greater specificity on shifting 
patterns of energy consumption in Brazil, see María Rubio et al., “Energy as an Indicator of Modernization 
in Latin America, 1890-1925,” Economic History Review 63, no. 3 (2010): 769-804.  
 
165 The first hydroelectric plant in Brazil began operating in 1889 in Minas Gerais. In 1907 the Fontes dam 
began producing electricity in the state of Rio de Janeiro, and at that time was the largest hydroelectric 
plant in the world. Rio de Janeiro had already exhausted much of its timber reserves, and Nascimento no 
doubt paid close attention to the state’s transition to hydroelectricity production.  
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The text presented the most forceful argument to date on the relationship between 

geographical determinism and economic advancement.166 

Nascimento’s motivation in writing A Hulha Branca no Paraná was influenced 

by an expedition he led to military outposts at Iguassu Falls in 1903, requiring his party 

to cut through thick forestlands that he found insalubrious, unhygienic, and filled with 

stinging insects.167 Within this inhospitable terrain, however, were numerous waterfalls 

with massive amounts of potential hydroelectric capacity, and his team documented, 

measured, and photographed them with greater scientific precision than any previous 

expedition. After publishing an account of his travels, Nascimento adopted a 

developmentalist view of the state’s natural environment, and called on the government 

to tame the uncivilized hinterlands and to utilize its renewable resources.168  

 Nascimento demonstrated greater caution in his depictions of Paraná’s natural 

resources than previous celebratory publications, no doubt because he targeted A Hulha 

Branca no Paraná to state officials rather than potential foreign colonists. Even the 

unanimous positive appraisals of earlier explorers of Paraná’s waterfalls were insufficient 

                                                
166 Pombo’s O Paraná no Centenário forwarded similar arguments, but Nascimento’s text was much more 
explicit. It included 78 illustrations and photographs, and provided detailed analyses of the potential power 
generation of Paraná’s main waterfalls and rapids. 
 
167 Historian Fernanda Lorenzetti maintains that Nascimento envisioned Paraná in dichotomous terms in 
which he demonized the state’s western hinterlands and exalted Curitiba and nearby cities. Projects to 
develop Paraná’s hydroelectric capacity would not only ensure the state’s economic prosperity, but would 
also bring a civilizing force to the western frontier that was heretofore completely absent. Lorenzetti, 47. 
 
168 In 1908 Nascimento published Flora têxtil do Paraná, which examined the potential usefulness of a 
coastal plant in making fabrics, ropes, and netting. Lorenzetti, 46-48.  
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to him, and he referenced specific sources.169 In his comparative analysis of the Sete 

Quedas and Iguassu Falls in Paraná with Niagara Falls, for example, Nascimento stated  “ 

. . . in order to present only unsuspecting opinions, I will cite those of foreigners that no 

doubt thoroughly considered their conclusions before publicizing their impressions.”170 

Nascimento expressed a heightened concern to support his argument with scientific 

evidence.  

 Among the foreign experts Nascimento cited was Argentine engineer Florencio 

Basaldua, who asserted that Iguassu Falls produced at least three times more force than 

Niagara, and presented an “inexhaustible treasure of potential power that Argentine 

engineers will soon transform into sources of civilization, carrying … throughout the 

entire republic torrents of light, heat, and electrical energy.”171 Though concerned with 

Argentine development, Basaldua provided specific evidence of Iguassu’s force and he 

best articulated Nascimento’s argument on the need for Paraná to civilize the interior and 

promote economic growth.  

Experts formally recognized Iguassu Falls as the world’s largest waterfall in 1904 

at the St. Louis World’s Fair, which Nascimento referenced as the most compelling 

                                                
169 Nascimento, 34.  
 
170 Curiously, Nascimento first cites Kurf [sic] Hoffmann, German military officer, who asserted little 
more than the superior natural beauty of Sete Quedas and Iguassu. He maintained there was no comparison 
between Paraná’s falls and Niagara. The Brazilian falls are located in a more beautiful natural setting, 
Hoffmann wrote. Sete Quedas is “more stunning and wild” and Iguassu “more picturesque and artistic.” 
Nascimento, 34. 
 
171 Nascimento, 36-37.  
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authentication of Paraná’s potential to produce hydroelectric power.172 The only thing 

that stood in the way of tapping these renewable resources was the inaction of 

bureaucrats who favored timber extraction. 

In sum, Nascimento’s main purpose in writing A Hulha Branca no Paraná was to 

present state officials with evidence of the state’s hydroelectric resources that might 

compel them to take action and thereby set Paraná on a successful track to civilize the 

interior, reduce reliance on timber reserves, and preserve its natural beauty. Earlier 

publications lauded Paraná’s geography for its idyllic, pastoral, and European 

appearance, and promoted the fertility of its soils to foreign colonists. A Hulha Branca no 

Paraná presented the natural environment in a developlmentalist perspective that related 

progress with responsible use of the state’s resources. 

CONCLUSION 
 At the turn of the century Curitiba underwent unprecedented social and physical 

changes brought on by economic expansion and population increases. Elites built 

mansions to demonstrate their wealth and privately funded the creation of the Passeio 

Público to keep out undesirables and protect property values. City officials responded to 

uncontrolled growth by carrying out large-scale urbanization reforms that included 

physical alterations to the cityscape. They also initiated social programs to sanitize the 

city, expel undesirables, and establish order. Members from all sectors of society created 

institutions to promote their own interests. Workers created labor unions. Immigrants 

                                                
172 Nascimento, 37. 
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formed mutual aid societies and social organizations. Artists and writers established 

ateliers and salons.  

A city of letters had been born, and at the turn of the century Curitiba’s 

intellectuals began to publish celebratory accounts of the city, its inhabitants, and the 

majesty and economic potential of the surrounding environment. Scholars have different 

opinions explaining the emergence of this literature. José Rocha Pombo argued that 

Curitiba was a tabula rasa, with no past save for the one that local intellectuals 

composed.173 Luís Pereira claimed that the celebratory literature was the product of 

intellectuals concerned with promoting the region in terms of opposition—opposition to 

the Imperial past, opposition to accepted arguments about geographical determinism that 

clouded Brazil’s future, and opposition to religious dogmatism.174 Maria Ignês Mancini 

de Boni interpreted this literature according to Foucauldian notions of power and 

identified it as part of larger campaigns to control the population.175 I argue that the actors 

from the time period had several concerns. Border disputes with Santa Catarina 

compelled state officials to subsidize geographical and historical studies of Paraná’s 

territory. Government officials eager to promote the region to European colonists relied 

on Curitiba’s intellectuals to publish glowing accounts of the city that also obscured less 

attractive aspects of daily life. The nascence of these celebratory tropes emerged for 

                                                
173 Pombo, 1980.  
 
174 Luís Fernando Pereira, 1997. 
 
175 Boni, 1998.  
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many reasons at the turn of the century. As the next chapter demonstrates, many of the 

same intellectuals rearticulated these arguments in the 1920s and 1930s to reflect 

Paraná’s growing economic importance, and they also presented Curitiba in opposition to 

Brazilian cities that were experiencing massive population increases. 
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 Chapter Three: Brazilian Urbanization and Curitiba development, 
1920-1940 

INTRODUCTION 
Major changes took place in Brazil from 1920 to 1940 that led to an 

unprecedented urbanism turn in which professional planners increasingly took 

responsibility for managing the nation´s rapidly growing cities. The Brazilian 

demographic explosion that began in the 1890s led to the relocation of millions of 

migrants and immigrants. In search of better lives, these men and women arrived from 

declining colonial centers such as Minas Gerais and Salvador da Bahia, parched northern 

agricultural lands, and international ports. Most of them resettled in cities. The highest 

rates of urban growth took place in the south and southeast. Cities like Rio de Janeiro and 

São Paulo amassed hundreds of thousands of new residents, and smaller southern capitals 

like Porto Alegre and Curitiba saw their populations quadruple and quintuple, 

respectively. 

Key factors that led to the southern shift of Brazil’s population included the 

settlement patterns of international immigrants, unequal economic and industrialization, 

and catastrophic natural disaster. European immigrants arrived most frequently in the 

southern ports of Rio de Janeiro, Santos, and Paranaguá. Many had already made 

prearranged plans to work on coffee plantations in São Paulo. Others intended to farm 

their own plot of land. Still more anticipated establishing themselves in one of the 

region’s major cities. Brazilian migrants also steadily headed south. While the best 

documentation of this shift traces the movement from the north, the largest out-migration 
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actually occurred in Minas Gerais. The state’s proximity to Espirito Santo, Rio de 

Janeiro, São Paulo, and Goiás made it easier and less costly to migrate, and the economic 

benefits attracted increasing numbers to southeastern cities. In the northeast, intermittent 

years of devastating drought, slower rates of industrialization, and correlative decreases 

in economic opportunity compelled hundreds of thousands to journey southward in 

search of better lives.  

To put the discrepancies in population growth in perspective, between 1890 and 

1940 the population in São Paulo expanded by 418%, in Paraná by 395%, in Santa 

Catarina by 315%, and in Rio Grande do Sul by 270%, whereas in Bahia it expanded by 

104%, and in Minas Gerais by 112%. São Paulo’s population as a percentage of the 

nation’s total increased from 9.7% to 17.4%, whereas Bahia’s decreased from 13.4% to 

9.5%, and Minas Gerais’ decreased from 22.2% to 16.3%. The growth of cities 

demonstrated the same sort of imbalances.  São Paulo’s spectacular rise provides the 

clearest example of rapid and sustained urbanization in the southeast. The city grew from 

64,944 inhabitants in 1890 to 1,318,539 in 1940, or 1930%. During the same time period, 

Curitiba grew 582%, and Porto Alegre grew 426%.1 

In just a few years new arrivals wholly reshaped Brazilian cities, and their 

growing number elicited apprehension from more established residents. Many were poor 

                                                
1	  For an excellent analysis of nordestino migration to São Paulo, see Paulo Fontes, Um nordeste em São 
Paulo: Trabalhadores migrantes em São Miguel Paulista (1945-66) (Rio de Janeiro: FGV, 2008). Anuário 
estatístico do Brasil 1946. Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, v. 7, 1947. Anuário estatístico do Brasil 1936. Rio de 
Janeiro: IBGE, v. 2, 1936. Estudos do Gabinete Técnico do Serviço Nacional de Recenseamento. Tabela 
extraída de: Anuário estatístico do Brasil 1946. Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, v. 7, 1947.	  
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and built shanties to house their families. They introduced new customs, communicated 

in regional accents and foreign languages, dressed distinctively, and often looked 

different. Prevailing intellectual arguments pedaled pseudo-scientific evidence that many 

of the city’s newest residents were inherently slothful and dangerous. City officials and 

elites responded by calling on professional urbanists to squelch the problems they 

associated with rapid population growth. Reshaping city space to carry out social reforms 

was not a novel idea in the 1920s, but the totalizing projects that urbanists recommended 

were.2 At the core, the sheer number of immigrants and migrants arriving in Brazil’s 

cities and their stigmatization by dominant classes shaped the emergence of modern 

Brazilian urbanism.  

Brazilian planners made several critical decisions beginning in the late 1920s that 

definitively shaped the nation’s planning principles. From the start, for example, French 

planning models were highly influential.3 Brazilian planners did not ape French designs, 

                                                
2 Brazilian sanitation experts and engineers had carried out specific city improvement projects well before 
this time, but scholars maintain that the few examples of large-scale city planning projects, such as those 
for Teresina in 1852, and Belo Horizonte in 1897, were largely anomalous and incomplete. Arturo 
Almandoz argues that even the centennial plans for Rio de Janeiro that mayor Pereira Passos initiated at the 
turn of the century lacked a broad city development vision. Arturo Almandoz, ed., Planning Latin 
America’s Capital Cities, 1850-1950 (London: Routledge, 2002), 89 
 
3	  While the French played undeniably influential roles in the development of urbanism principles in Brazil, 
the French designs were themselves were an amalgam of international norms and Brazilian planners never 
adopted a single planning system. For a few examples of studies that examine how French urbanism 
theories influenced the development of city planning in Brazil and other Latin American countries, see 
Jeffrey Needell, A Tropical Belle Epoque: Elite Culture and Society in Turn-of-the-Century Rio de Janeiro 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987; Aruturo Almandoz, ed., 2002;  and David Underwood, 
“Alfred Agache, French Sociology, and Modern Urbanism in France and Brazil,” The Journal of the 
Society of Architectural Historians 50, (1991): 130-166.The French played influential roles in the 
development of urbanism principles in Brazil. 	  
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however, but rather rearticulated ideas according to national and regional preference and 

professional pragmatism. This chapter has two major sections, with the first detailing 

how Brazil’s urbanists emerged and the theories that influenced their designs, and the 

second focusing on urban development in Curitiba and the rearticulation of celebratory 

tropes.  

The first section examines how planners legitimated their ideas, and surveys the 

lasting effects of these historical processes. It pays special attention to the role played by 

French urbanist Alfred Agache, who arrived in Rio de Janeiro in 1927 to begin work on a 

complete overhaul of the city’s design, setting off bitter debates. It demonstrates how 

planning principles became popularized and institutionalized in Brazil in the 1930s, but 

shows that Brazil’s urbanists were never united, evidenced most clearly in the rising 

antagonism between modernist and traditional architects. Still, by the end of the decade 

the field had matured to the point where most planners agreed on a core set of ideas that 

were autocratic, in some instances explicitly racist, and that privileged publicity over 

substance. In 1941, hundreds of city officials, state politicians, and professional urbanists 

met during the First Brazilian Urbanism Congress to hammer out a set of agreements that 

codified Brazilian urbanism principles. It is vital to understand the country’s urbanism 

turn because Curitiba officials would also hire Agache to design an urbanization plan, 

and several components of this plan would later inspire the work of IPPUC experts, 

including physical designs, environmental concerns, and public relations concerns.  
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The second section looks more closely at physical and social changes in Curitiba, 

and analyzes how and why politicians, city officials, and intellectuals rearticulated 

exceptionalist discourses to reflect shifting exigencies, such as promoting Paraná as an 

economic and cultural powerhouse and in toeing the line with Vargas’ Estado Novo 

policies and restrictions. 

GLOBAL SPREAD OF URBANISM THEORIES 
   By the late nineteenth century, urban planning professionals had already formed 

what Stephen Ward has called a  “global intelligence corps,” and the literature they 

produced and events they organized became foundational elements in the creation of a 

global planning epistemology.4 This new knowledge originated from Europe and the 

United States, but it mutated and was transformed according to time and place. Ward 

cites the founding of the French Musée Social in 1894 and the British Garden City 

Association in 1899 as key institutions that initially shaped the history of urban planning, 

and he points to the founding of the Museo Social Argentino in 1911 in Buenos Aires as 

an example of its global dispersion as well as a sign of Latin American elites’ preferences 

for French urbanistic norms.5  

The planners themselves travelled across the globe, and opportunities to earn 

commissions attracted many of them to Latin America. From 1907 to 1930, for example, 

                                                
4 Stephen Ward, “A Pioneer ‘Global Intelligence Corps’? Internationalisation of Planning Practice, 1890-
1939,” The Town Planning Review 7, no. 2 (2005): 111-141. 
 
5 Ward, 136.  
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French planner Jean Claude Nicolas Forestier executed projects in Cuba, and both he and 

his close associate Léon Jaussely composed studies in Argentina. In 1915, British garden-

city planner Barry Parker carried out several plans in Brazil. In 1927, French urbanist 

Alfred Agache started work to redesign Rio de Janeiro.6 

Latin American governments called on European planners, but their growing 

influence also sparked contentious debates that took place at regional and local levels. 

For example, the Pan-American Congress of Architects of 1920 witnessed several 

campaigns to challenge the authority of foreign experts. Delegates denounced the 

“hegemonic trend” of European architectural influence. They pointed to the destruction 

and chaos wrought by World War I and questioned if Europe still represented a civilizing 

force, as many had previously believed.7 At the second meeting in 1923, Congress 

members from Latin America from emphasized the need to valorize national historical, 

architectural, and archaeological monuments as a means to diminish these perceived 

hegemonic Eurocentric influences more directly. At the third meeting in 1927, 

participants called for the establishment of local architecture and planning institutions, 

and also made the appeal that American architects create a distinct style that embraced 

                                                
6 Ward, 2005, 123; Christiane Collins, “Urban Interchange in the Southern Cone. Le Corbusier (1929) and 
Hegemann (1931) in Argentina,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 54, no. 2 (1995): 208-
227; Jean François Lejeune et al., “The City as Landscape: Jean Claude Nicolas Forestier and the Great 
Urban Works of Havana, 1925-1930,” The Journal of Decorative and Propaganda Arts 22 (1996): 150-
185. 
 
7 Congress participants framed these arguments within a larger critique that challenged elites’ embrace of 
Sarmiento’s dialectic of civilization and barbarism. Congresos Panamericanos, 9.  
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the region’s particularities.8 The Pan-American Congress of Architects led early efforts to 

diminish the authority of European planners, first by questioning the assumption that they 

could help civilize the Americas, second by emphasizing the need to protect national 

patrimony, and third by calling to found local institutions that would obviate any need to 

call on outside experts. Still, a unifying set of hemispheric standards or styles never 

materialized. 

By the late-1920s the global planning community had fractured into groups with 

radically different ideological concerns. Internationally, French and Austrian projects 

stood at opposing ends of the planning spectrum, and these cleavages became highly 

visible in 1927.9 This year French urbanist Alfred Agache arrived in Brazil to design 

what urban historian David Underwood has called a neo-colonial project that emphasized 

control, submission, and re-education, while at the same time in Austria the socialist 

government initiated projects that sought to valorize the importance of its growing 

working classes. while in Austria the socialist government began building an enormous 

                                                
8 Congresos Panamericanos, 9-14. 

9	  Planning practices in England and France had matured by the 1920s, while in the United States and Latin 
America and elsewhere planning initiatives were still novel. In 1927 in the United States, for example, the 
Department of Commerce published A Standard City Planning Enabling Act, which provided the first 
institutional framework in the United States for drafting master city planning designs. The Enabling Act 
outlined provisions on the regulation of city space, adoption of master plans, and regional planning. For 
greater detail on the first efforts in the United States to implement planning norms, especially from Herbert 
Hoover, who served as Commerce Secretary at the time, see Ruth Knack, "The Real Story Behind the 
Standard Planning and Zoning Acts of 1920s," Land Use Law & Zoning Digest 2 (1996). For a longer 
historical analysis of planning legislation in the United States, see Stuart Meck, "Model Planning and 
Zoning Legislation: A Short History," in Modernizing State Planning Statutes: The Growing Smart 
Working Papers, Vol. 1, Planning Advisory Service Report No. 462/463 (1996).	  
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public housing complex in Vienna that would provide affordable housing for the working 

class.10   

By the 1920s the Brazilian planning community had already fractured. In Rio de 

Janeiro, elites chose to commission Alfred Agache to redesign the capital. In São Paulo 

the modernist movement had just begun, and its architects envisioned city development 

in very different terms. Gregori Warchavchik constructed the first modernist building in 

Latin America, the Casa Modernista, and ushered in the most important period of 

Brazilian architectural and city planning history.11 In Curitiba, construction began on the 

Edifício Moreira Garcez, which would become the city’s first skyscraper and the third 

largest building in Brazil, marking the mayor’s drive to promote the capital’s growing 

regional influence.12  

                                                
10 According to Eve Blau, for example, the Austrian government began to construct the Karl-Marx Hoff 
apartments as part of an explicit socialist project was not only intended to house thousands of workers, but 
the structure itself was meant to stand as a symbolic representation of the growing power of the working 
class. Designed by Karl Ehn and constructed between 1927 and 1930, it remains the largest apartment 
complex in the world. For a rich examination of the socialist building agenda in Vienna between the wars, 
see Eve Blau, The Architecture of Red Vienna, 1919-1934 (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999). 
 
11 Warchavchik promoted his designs as solutions for affordable housing shortages.  Concrete and steel, 
the two essential building blocks of modernist architecture, were not yet widely available in Brazil, and to 
give the Casa Modernista its smooth cubicle appearance, Warchavchik disguised a traditional brick house 
with cement veneer and hid the pitched roof with raised exterior walls. For greater specificity on 
Warchavchik’s projects, see Valerie Fraser, Building the New World: Studies in Modern Architecture of 
Latin America, 1930-1960 (London: Verso, 2000), especially 164-170. 
 
12	  Originally designed for five stories (one more was added after construction began), the building was 
enormous for its time. Only the Martinelli building in São Paulo and the A Noite building in Rio de Janeiro 
were larger. The tons of cement and steel needed for construction arrived from Germany. Cruz writes that 
construction of the Moreira Garcez building marked Curitiba’s initial steps towards modernization, 
pointing to the economic benefits that wood extraction and maté tea production had brought to the city.  
The Garcez building was a clear symbolic gesture to improve the city’s national recognition. Arnaldo Alves 
da Cruz, João Moreira Garcez: Um homem que se superou no seu tempo (Curitiba: Fundação Santos Lima, 
1991): 141-144.	  
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In sum, a global corps of planners had formed by the turn of the century. Latin 

American governments were eager to articulate their own visions but relied heavily on 

European urbanists to compose designs. Reliance on outside expertise appealed to the 

sensibilities of certain elites but also spurred mistrust and protests from others. In the 

late-1920s, the European planning community grew more fractured. While some 

Brazilian officials and elites preferred French designs, others vehemently disagreed, and 

at the same time modernists in São Paulo and city officials in Curitiba had visions of their 

own. It is essential to understand these debates more closely in studying Curitiba’s 

planning history because they demonstrate that city officials could have forged any 

number of paths, but ultimately elected to implement planning designs that focused on 

controlling urban populations. City officials demonstrated these preferences in choosing 

Alfred Agache to redesign Curitiba in 1943, and it is not coincidental that IPPUC’s plans 

and publicity campaigns share several similarities with Agache’s vision of the city.  

PLANNING DEBATES IN BRAZIL 
Debates in Brazil intensified in 1927 when Rio de Janeiro’s mayor Antônio da 

Silva Prado Junior proposed carrying out a large city-planning project.13 Three main 

factions disagreed on the question of who was best qualified to compose the design.  

                                                                                                                                            
	  
13 For a summary of the circumstances that led Prado Junior to call for a new city plan, see Lúcia Helena 
Pereira da Silva, História do urbanismo no Rio de Janeiro: Administração municipal, engenharia e 
arquitetura dos anos 1920 à ditadura Vargas (Rio de Janeiro: e-papers, 2003), especially chapters one and 
two.  
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The Rotary Club in Rio de Janeiro, founded in 1922 by foreign and Brazilian 

elites, organized the most instrumental effort to shape policies and practices in the early 

stages of the urbanism turn, calling on the mayor to hire a foreign planning expert.14 Club 

members included José Augusto de Mattos Pimenta, who led the first major effort to 

eradicate the city’s favelas in 1926 and 1927, and José Mariano Filho, who directed the 

Escola Nacional de Belas Artes. Both men campaigned vociferously for an international 

architect to lead the city’s redesign.15 Pimenta and Marianno Filho argued that foreign 

professionals were better-trained, immune to favoritism, and could promote consensus. In 

their arguments they also disparaged national experts, claiming they lacked 

professionalism, embraced cronyism, commanded little economic or social authority, and 

were largely to blame for past failures.16 

The Instituto Central de Arquitetos, founded in 1925 to consolidate architects’ 

professional legitimacy, led a counter-campaign to promote Brazilian planners, and 

argued that international experts were unwelcome interlopers. Fernando Nereu Sampaio, 

                                                
14 For example, before mayor Prado Junior even started his term, the Club had formed an internal selection 
committee to hire an urbanist to remodel the city. From its inception in 1922 the Rotary Club chapter in Rio 
de Janeiro attracted influential statesman and business leaders. Richard Momsen, the United States general 
council to Brazil, originally floated the idea of organizing a Brazilian chapter. Herbert Moses, the finance 
chief of the O Globo newspaper, and later the president of the Brazilian Press Association, was the first 
Brazilian member. The founding organization included 11 foreigners and 3 Brazilians. For more analysis of 
the debates surrounding the planning selection, see Denise Cabral Stuckenbruck, O Rio de Janeiro em 
questão: O Plano Agache e o ideário reformista dos anos 20 (Rio de Janeiro: FASE, 1996).  
 
15 Marianno Filho later changed his position due to disappointment and professional necessity. Licia 
Valladares, “A gênese da favela carioca: A produção anterior às ciências sócias,” Revista Brasileira de 
Ciências Socias 15, no. 44 (2000): 5-34.  
 
16 Silva, 2003, 400-403; Stuckenbruck, 78. 
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the Institute’s president, maintained that the Brazilian planning community was well 

trained, prepared to solve the city’s problems, and best capable of understanding local 

preferences and customs.17 The Instituto Central de Arquitetos battled the Rotary Club in 

a war of words in the city’s papers.18 

The Centro Carioca, founded in 1916 with the broad mission of supporting 

Brazilian interests, strongly criticized the mayor’s final selection of a foreign urbanist. 

Benevenuto Berna, president of the Center, attacked mayor Prado Junior for his lack of 

knowledge about the country’s artistic and intellectual values, and argued that his 

preference for a foreign expert not only demonstrated that he was ignorant but also 

unpatriotic.19 The Centro Carioca used strong nationalistic language to criticize the 

mayor’s choice. 

When Prado Junior ultimately decided to hire a foreign expert, he not only 

endorsed the Rotary Club’s position but also made it clear that his administration favored 

French planning principles. The mayor called on Armando Godoy, a respected engineer 

who worked for the city, to draft a list of potential urbanists, and Godoy returned with 

some of the most famous names in the planning profession. The four finalists were Alfred 

Agache, Joseph Stubben, Edward Bennett, and Léon Jaussely, but Godoy no doubt 
                                                
17 Stuckenbruck, 73-78. 
 
18 For greater specificity of the growing media interest, see Fernando Diniz Moreira, “Shaping Cities, 
Building a Nation: Alfred Agache and the Dream of Modern Urbanism in Brazil” (PhD diss., University of 
Pennsylvania, 2004), 58-59, and Stuckenbruck, 75-83. 
 
19 Benevenuto Berna, Sejamos brasileiros: Pela nacionalização da raça (Rio de Janeiro: Boas & Cia., 
1929), 7. Quoted from Stuckenbruck, 82.  
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understood that Frenchmen Agache or Jaussely were the only viable candidates. German 

planner Josef Stubben was already in his 80s, and Englishman Edward Bennett was 

occupied with projects in Chicago and Washington D.C. Léon Jaussely worked closely 

with Agache and was familiar with Latin America, but he was carrying out several 

important designs in France at this time. In the end, Agache was the only choice.20 

AGACHE’S URBANISM LECTURES 
When Alfred Agache arrived in Rio de Janeiro in early 1927, he had already 

established his credentials as one of Europe’s most influential urbanists. In efforts to 

address the acrimonious debates that surrounded his hire as well to make a case for his 

planning vision of the city, he presented a series of lectures.21 In the lectures, Agache 

presented the main characteristics of French planning principles.22 According to David 

Underwood, these ideas originated from French colonial projects that were first meant to 

                                                
20	  Godoy	  had	  studied	  under	  Alfred	  Agache	  in	  Paris	  and	  maintained	  a	  personal	  friendship,	  which	  no	  
doubt	  influenced	  his	  preferences.	  Silva,	  2003,	  401.	  
	  
21 In 1911 Alfred Agache, Eugène Hénard, Jean Claude Nicola Forestier, Henri Prost, and Léon Jaussely 
co-founded the Societé Française de Urbanistes, France’s preeminent planning institute. Over the next 
sixteen years Agache planned projects for Paris, Reims, Creil, Poitiers, Dieppe, Joigny, Tours, Orléans, and 
Dunkirk, Germany. In a sign of Agache’s unmatched authority in France, the government named him the 
official architect of the nation. He also enthused international audiences during lectures in London, New 
York, and Chicago. Moreira, 2004, 60-61; Underwood, 141-142. 
 
22	  Agache began in the Municipal Theater with two lectures, “Urbanism and the Beauty of Cities,” and 
“How to Elaborate a City Plan,” presented on July 4th and July 11th. He then visited the Geographical 
Society of Rio de Janeiro, speaking in Esperanto on “The Creation of an Urbanistic Culture” on July 16th. 
Agache next addressed the Lyceu Francês, presenting the lecture “Paris through Its History” on July 23rd, 
and completed his circuit at the Rio Automobile Club with the lesson “How to Teach Urbanism” on July 
25th. For greater detail on these talks, see Moreira, 2004, 156-157. Agache’s lectures were different than the 
material he included in the introduction to the final planning document that he presented in 1930.	  
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subjugate populations in India and Africa.23 For Agache, Rio de Janeiro was both a 

laboratory and a case study, and many of his planning ideas appealed to Brazilians. 

During two lectures at the Municipal Theater, Agache began by complimenting 

the city’s natural beauty but then elaborated that uncontrolled growth had initiated its 

decay. He drew a parallel between cities and human bodies, comparing the congested and 

fetid streets of Rio de Janeiro to a patient suffering from several ailments, including 

problems to circulatory, respiratory, digestive, and nervous systems. Circulation referred 

to streets, respiration to parks, digestion to sewers, and the nervous system to 

communication.24 Rio de Janeiro did not suffer from an incurable illness, Agache 

maintained, but he asserted that it was essential to examine these functions as parts of a 

single unit in order for the city to flourish anew. Carrying out such a holistic study was 

the urbanist’s essential duty, he elaborated, distinguishing city planners from experts in 

engineering, hygiene, and sanitation, who only looked at single elements.25 Agache added 

that the first step in executing this examination was to carry out an in-depth survey of the 

city’s historical, social, and economic development.26   

                                                
23 For an excellent analysis of France’s use of urban design to manage its colonial territories, see 
Gwendolyn Wright, The Politics of Design in French Colonial Urbanism (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1991). Underwood focuses on Alfred Agache’s work in Rio de Janeiro. 
 
24 Moreira, 2004, 86, 156-158. 
 
25 Moreira, 2004, 157-158. 
 
26 Moreira, 2004, 127, 157-159; Alfred Agache, Cidade do Rio de Janeiro: Extensão remodelação, 
embellezamento, 1926-1930, trans. Francesca de Souza (Paris: Foyer Brésilien, 1930), 5-7. 
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Agache next made the case that he was best qualified to execute these duties. 

Agache graduated in 1905 from the prestigious Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, where he 

received a classical architecture education, and in 1911 co-founded the Société 

Françaises des Urbanistes, demonstrating that he had previously established himself as 

one of France’s leading urban planners.  He claimed that only French planners examined 

cities as unified systems, and as evidence he incorrectly maintained that the German term 

Städtebau and the English term Town Planning were mainly applicable to construction.27 

To support his position further, Agache argued that architects, not engineers, made the 

most suitable urbanists. Urbanism was both a scientific and artistic project, he explained, 

and architects received training in both areas. Agache rested his case by claiming he was 

a superior candidate, arguing that as an outsider he was not vulnerable to special interests 

or patronage, as national experts were.28  

Still, Agache argued that the ultimate success of any urbanization plan depended 

upon a forceful public relations campaign. Propaganda was essential in order to elicit 

sentiments among city residents of the moral imperatives and societal obligations to carry 

out wholesale reorganization of the cityscape.29 Agache maintained that his lectures 

                                                
27 Agache, Rio Plan, 6. Agache was thoroughly familiar with global urbanism trends and cites several 
international planning designs in his final proposal, leaving little doubt he knew the claim was false.  
 
28	  Moreira,	  2004,	  62,	  157-‐160;	  Silva,	  2003,	  403.	  Agache	  aimed	  not	  only	  to	  garner	  support	  in	  Rio	  but	  
also	  to	  establish	  his	  credentials	  in	  efforts	  to	  earn	  additional	  commissions,	  especially	  any	  future	  plan	  
to	  build	  a	  new	  Brazilian	  capital.	  
	  
29 The Brazilian Esperanto League sponsored Agache’s lecture on propaganda, entitled “The Creation of 
an Urbanistic Culture,” and took place at the Geographical Society of Rio de Janeiro. Agache addressed the 
audience in Esperanto. Underwood, 142-143; Moreira, 2004, 157. 
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represented an initial step to implement a propaganda campaign in Rio de Janeiro, as his 

designs for the city “could only be established after having convinced cariocas of its 

necessity and interest … even before the start of carrying out such an important study.”30 

Executing the plan’s physical elements was secondary.31 Yet Agache was in fact 

primarily concerned with winning elite support.32 He emphasized that urbanists should 

focus their public relations efforts towards business leaders, especially railroad 

executives and members of the automobile club and Chamber of Commerce.33 

Convincing larger numbers of residents on the need to adopt a new ideological vision of 

urban space was also important, but it involved a much more complex process that 

included forcefully removing poor people from the city center. 

In sum, Agache lectured Brazilian audiences to promote himself and to introduce 

the core principles of his French planning designs. He called for examining Rio de 

Janeiro from an holistic approach that emphasized examining all aspects of city life as 

part of a larger whole. Agache argued that foreign urbanists were best qualified to make 

this examination, and concluded that a propaganda campaign targeted to city elites was 

the most important element of any urbanization plan.  
                                                                                                                                            
 
30 Agache, Rio Plan, 3.  
 
31 Agache emphasized that his primary purpose in Brazil was promotional. “My mission,” he wrote “is to 
win over the largest number of followers in this city to the urbanism cause, and I think in short order I will 
carry out my undertaking.” Agache, Rio Plan, 6. 
 
32 Underwood, 143.  
 
33 Agache, Rio Plan, 16; Underwood, 142.  
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AGACHE’S PLANNING THEORY 
Agache’s physical plans for Rio de Janeiro were based on an underlying social 

philosophy, and closer examination of his theoretical frameworks demonstrates how 

ideology undergirded his physical plans for the city.34 At the core, Agache’s theories 

underscored the importance of domination, control, segregation, and monumentality. His 

plan for Rio de Janeiro, which he later promoted as a general model for French 

neocolonial order in the tropics, consisted of an underlying social philosophy that guided 

his urbanistic principles. It also influenced Brazilian planners. Coupling his Beaux-Arts 

architectural expertise with the major French sociological principles of the turn of the 

twentieth century, Agache drafted physical plans to reshape cities that were essentially 

blueprints for socioeconomic and moral reform.35  

Agache’s theoretical framework shared similarities with earlier generations of 

Brazilian engineers and sanitation experts who emphasized social and moral imperatives, 

but his approach centered on a broad and totalizing sociological theory that unified all of 

the city’s problems within a single unit of analysis.36  As an intellectual extension of 

Herbert Spencer’s view of societies as complete social organisms, Agache frequently 

                                                
34 Agache, Rio Plan, 8. 
 
35 Underwood, 130. 
 
36 For a close study from Rio de Janeiro see Sidney Chalhoub, “The Politics of Disease Control: Yellow 
Fever and Race in Nineteenth Century Rio de Janeiro,” Journal of Latin American Studies 25, no. 3 (1993): 
441-463. Chalhoub demonstrates that municipal campaigns to destroy tenements for the purposes of 
improving public health targeted African descendants. For a broader history from the example United 
States, see Paul Boyer, Urban Masses and Moral Order in America, 1820-1920 (Harvard University Press: 
Cambridge, 1978). 
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drew an analogy of the human body to describe city functions and the interdependency of 

all aspects of urban life. Urbanism was a social project that depended on a multi-

dimensional approach to solve city problems.  

Agache’s urban theory derived from three core principles developed in France in 

the late nineteenth century by the country’s leading sociologists. These were the imitation 

and diffusionist principles of Gabriel Tarde, the community survey model of Edmond 

Demolins, and the collective societal consciousness theory of Emile Durkheim. Agache 

combined these concepts to build his own theory, which emphasized constructing highly 

representational spaces that elicited positive associations. In short, avenues, buildings, 

plazas, and promenades should reflect the collective values of an overarching social 

program.37  

Gabriel Tarde (1843-1904), a leading French sociologist before the emergence of 

Emile Durkheim, argued that cultural influences played a crucial role in shaping societal 

norms, and Agache incorporated his models to defend French planning principles, to 

emphasize the importance of publicity campaigns that supported urbanization plans, and 

to justify the expulsion of poor residents from the city center. According to Tarde, genius, 

culture, ideas, and inventions spread through imitation in an asymmetrical pattern that 

started at the center and emanated to the periphery. Essentially this meant that good ideas 

and cultural practices went in one direction. Diffusion could not be readily transferred, 

however, and Tarde argued that the major difficulty in advancing cultural imitations 

                                                
37 Underwood, 130. 
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related to a lack of shared values and pre-existing relationships. When these connections 

were weak, agents first had to initiate public relations campaigns to establish bonds of 

shared values.38 Agache also relied on Tarde’s theories to justify the removal of favela 

residents to peripheral cities. According to Tarde’s principle of distance practique,  new 

communities of poor residents should be located far from the city center and only 

gradually reintegrated, and Agache justified this apartheid system by claiming that 

transportation improvements and modernization projects would gradually create bridges 

that brought the communities together.39 

Edmonds Demolins (1852-1907), a student of sociologist Frédéric Le Play (the 

developer of the “monographic method”), sought to understand geography in positivist 

terms and emphasized the importance of executing community surveys; Agache was 

among the first planners to embrace surveying as an essential urbanism component. 

Demolins called for the collection of vast amounts of data that included charting physical 

geography, human development, and local customs, after which experts would process 

this material selectively to make conclusions.40 Though highly contrived in many ways, 

Demolins’ community survey reflected an intellectual embrace of environmentally 

deterministic theories that would not receive serious criticism until 1925 when Carl Sauer 

                                                
38 Underwood maintains that Agache envisioned his presence in Brazil more broadly as part of a positivist 
colonial mission to strengthen cultural connections that would ease the development of a novel form of 
French colonial economic dependency. Underwood, 135-158. 
 
39 Le Corbusier made similar arguments in the 1925 Plan Voisin for Paris. Underwood, 156-158.  
 
40 Underwood, 135-142.  
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published The Morphology of Landscape.41 At the turn of the century, however, the 

community survey method was novel and putatively scientific, and Agache’s use of 

Demolins’ model placed him at the vanguard of the urbanism community. Peter Hall 

explains: “To say that geography is an essential basis of planning did not sound very 

radical in the 1980s, or indeed for 30 years before that; but in 1915, when for most people 

town planning still equaled the City Beautiful, it was revolutionary.”42 In essence, the 

community survey provided Agache with a legitimating tool to redesign the city and 

implement social controls. 

Emile Durkheim (1858-1917), one of the principal founders of modern 

sociological theory, advanced an ideological and moral philosophy based on individual 

subordination to the state, and Agache incorporated his ideas to legitimate radical new 

designs of city space. Durkheim maintained that his subordination theory could be 

transferred to other fields, which helps to explain how urbanists saw themselves foremost 

as social reformers. Agache called for destroying misplaced and poorly designed 

buildings and streets, and replacing them with an organized and homogenous cityscape, 

arguing that this new orderly shape would invoke sentiments of a high moral order that 

                                                
41 Demolins’ case to execute community surveys predates similar calls made by the famous Scottish 
planner Patrick Geddes, credited for the aphorism “survey before plan.” For analysis of the influence of 
Herbert Spencer on Geddes, see Chris Renwick, “The Practice of Spencerian Science: Patrick Geddes’s 
Biosocial Program, 1876-1889.” Isis 100, no. 1 (March 2009): 36-57.  
 
42 Hall, 154. 
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compelled residents to reject self-interests for the greater good of the city. The first step 

to accomplish this transformation required enacting a master plan.43   

In sum, Agache adapted the imitation and diffusionist principles of Gabriel Tarde, 

the community survey model of Edmond Demolins, and the collective societal 

consciousness theory of Emile Durkheim to construct his own theory of urbanization. It 

emphasized designing avenues, buildings, plazas, and promenades in such a way that 

they reflected the collective values of an overarching social program. Brazilian 

intellectuals were familiar with French sociology, and many strongly rejected the basic 

principle of Tarde’s diffusion model. Still, Demolin’s call to execute community surveys 

reflected positivist ideas to codify, order, and use information, and Durkheim’s theory of 

individual subordination provided a powerful intellectual claim to endorse the demolition 

of buildings and expulsion of undesirables.  

1930 AGACHE PLAN FOR RIO DE JANEIRO 
 Agache published the results of his work in Portuguese in 1930, just months 

before Vargas took power.44 The document, Cidade do Rio de Janeiro: Extensão, 

Remodelação, Embellezamento included more than 400 pages of text, diagrams, charts, 

and maps, and provided an unprecedented examination of city life in Brazil. Agache 

demonstrated a deep understanding of international planning practice. He cited the work 

of Ebenezer Howard, Raymond Unwin, Herbert Hoover, Marcel Poëte, and others. He 
                                                
43 Underwood, 135, 149-150. 
 
44 The French press Foyer Brésilien originally published 1,750 copies of the plan.  
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frequently referenced international urbanism projects as they applied to his work in Rio 

de Janeiro, including recent activities of the Regional Planning Commission of New York 

City.  

The study included three main sections and a large appendix. Extracts from 

Agache’s lectures make up the introduction. The first part is an in-depth survey focused 

on the city’s social history and geographic particularity. The second part cites the main 

challenges Rio de Janeiro faces and outlines specific renovation projects to carry out, 

including construction of several new avenues, a central train station, and a university 

center. It also addresses the necessity to dedicate more green space and provides a rubric 

with which to design buildings with common aesthetic characteristics. The third section 

focuses on the city’s sanitation problems and more closely surveys the social and 

geographical phenomena related to flooding, potable water distribution, and broader 

questions of public hygiene. The conclusion calls for the creation of an umbrella 

institution to manage the central plan and leaves pre-existing city agencies to execute 

specific elements. The appendix composes more than 20 percent of the entire document 

and provides frameworks to normalize construction and zoning rules, to transform social 

behavior, and to protect national patrimony. In the section on transforming social 

behavior Agache focuses almost exclusively on housing policies, calling for demolitions, 

expropriations, and the construction of affordable housing in satellite cities for disposed 

residents. 
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For the French, Agache’s plan marked a continuation of efforts to expand neo-

colonial influence. Colleagues Jean-Claude Forestier and Léon Jaussely had recently 

completed studies in Buenos Aires, and in 1932 Agache reissued the plan in French, but 

dropped “Rio de Janeiro” from the title to promote its applications more broadly to 

tropical colonial urbanism projects.45 

For Agache and other French planners, Latin America did not simply present a 

place to obtain commissions, as their larger agenda was to spread French influence. Such 

French neo-colonial intentions did not sit well with many of the city’s elites. Critics 

included the Pan-American Congress of Architects and Rio’s City Council. Council 

members pilloried Agache in a Rio daily, calling him “one of the biggest leeches of the 

municipal treasury … [who] in spite of all the protection and favoritism of [Mayor] Prado 

Junior, received condemnation of his project from all the architects who attended the 

[Pan-American] Congress,” which took place in Rio de Janeiro in 1930.46 

For all of the debates and professional bickering that had centered on Agache 

since he first arrived in Brazil in 1927, city officials eventually executed several elements 

of his plan.47 Armando Godoy, the president of the Comissão do Plano da Cidade, led 

                                                
45 Underwood, 142.  
 
46 Jornal do Commércio, 9/1/1930. From Stuckenbruck, 104-105.  
 
47 Historian Brodwyn Fischer argues that Agache’s elitism and paternalistic language created mistrust and 
ultimately delayed executing the project, but this draws a defective binate between Agache and Brazilian 
elites and altogether dismisses the fact that members of the carioca elite, not the city government, initially 
built a case to bring Agache to Brazil. Brodwyn Fischer, A Poverty of Rights: Citizenship and Inequality in 
Twentieth-Century Rio de Janeiro (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2008), 39. 
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efforts to begin implementations immediately, but by this time Mayor Prado Junior had 

been replaced by Vargas’ operative, Adolfo Bergamini, who called to study Agache’s 

work further, stalling its implementation. Bergamini’s successor gave up on the plan 

altogether and officially shelved it in 1934.  Only in 1937, when Vargas initiated the 

Estado Novo government, did Rio officials call for a new commission to study Agache’s 

plan and begin carrying out specific elements.  

By the end of the 1930s the controversies that surrounded Agache’s first visit had 

diminished, and many of his planning principles had taken root, and city officials in Rio 

de Janeiro would execute several elements of his plan over the next several decades.48 

These included construction of the Avenida Presidente Vargas and the flattening of the 

Morro de Santo Antônio in the 1950s, which sat in the city center just a few blocks from 

the present day locations of the Metropolitan Cathedral and the Petrobras headquarters.49 

According to Brodwyn Fischer, the most important element of Agache’s design that city 

officials later implemented was the 1937 building code, which established 

“comprehensive rules of zoning, construction, and sanitary practices on Rio’s entire 

municipal territory,” resulting in onerous regulations strict building standards that worked 

to segregate residents according to class distinctions.50  

                                                
48 For greater specificity on the politics that stalled the plan and the elements that Rio planners eventually 
carried out, see Silva, 2003, 113-127; Stuckenbruck, 106-114; and Fischer, 38-45.  
 
49 Fischer, 44-45.  
 
50 Fischer, 47-48. 
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Working in Rio de Janeiro helped Agache to cultivate professional relationships, 

and his legacy and influence in Brazil extended well beyond his urbanization plan for Rio 

de Janeiro. Agache lived in Brazil for more than twenty years, and during this time he 

carried out several large-scale plans. 51 He also helped shaped the careers of some of the 

country’s most important urbanists of the 1930s and 1940s who either studied in France 

learning his system or worked for him in Rio de Janeiro preparing the 1930 plan.52   

MODERNIST DIVISIONS 
Throughout the 1930s the Brazilian planning community matured, and the rise of 

the modernist architecture movement provoked intense debates, demonstrating that 

Agache’s traditional Beaux-Arts planning style never maintained absolute authority.53 

From Gregori Warchavchik’s design of the Casa Modernista in 1927 to the start of start 

                                                
51 Agache lived in Brazil from 1927 to 1930, and 1939 to 1959.  
 
52 Agache directly influenced the professionalization of Attílio Corrêa Lima, Arnaldo Gladosch, Affonso 
Reidy, and Nestor de Figueiredo. These men worked as Agache’s assistants in preparing the design for Rio 
de Janeiro in 1930, and went on to carry out important projects throughout the country. Attílio Corrêa Lima 
studied at the Institute d’Urbanisme in Paris under Henri Prost, a close associate of Agache and co-founder 
of the Societé Française de Urbanistes in 1911, and led a successful career in Brazil that included 
designing Goiânia, the new capital of Goiás. Arnaldo Gladosch, trained in architecture at the Technische 
Universität in Dresden, designed office buildings in several Brazilian cities, and from 1938 to 1943 led the 
urban renewal projects in Porto Alegre, a plan that shared similarities with Agache’s proposals for Rio de 
Janeiro. Affonso Reidy studied at the Escola Nacional de Belas Artes, worked under Agache and Le 
Corbusier, and later designed some of the most important examples of Brazilian modern architecture, 
including the Ministry of Education and Health building and the Rio de Janeiro Museum of Modern Art. 
Nestor de Figueiredo studied at the Escola Nacional de Belas Artes in Rio de Janeiro before working in 
Agache’s office, and in 1930 became president of the Instituto Central de Arquitetos, the predecessor of the 
Instituto de Arquitetos do Brasil, and later returned to his native city of Recife to begin work on a large-
scale urbanization plan for that city. 
 
53 For more on the origins of Brazilian modernism, see Valerie Fraser, Building the New World: Studies in 
Modern Architecture of Latin America, 1930-1960 (London: verso, 2000), 164-180. 
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of construction on the Ministério de Educação e Saúde building in Rio de Janeiro in 

1936, Brazil’s modernist architects expanded from a small and peripheral group to the 

most influential sector of the planning community.54 For the urbanists and architects that 

adhered to Beaux-Arts traditions, the modernist movement represented a major threat.  

One of the most significant signs of modernism’s growing importance and the 

threats it posed to Beaux-Arts traditions came in 1930 when the Escola Nacional de 

Belas Artes hired Lúcio Costa as its director. Costa valued the neoclassical architectural 

traditions that shaped the ENBA curriculum, but by 1930 the work of Le Corbusier, 

Gropius, and Mies van der Rohe inspired him to embrace modernism. Costa hired 

Gregori Warchavchik as the school’s deputy director and also brought in Affonso Reidy, 

demonstrating his intention to shift the ENBA curricula to include modernism courses.55  

Costa taught ENBA students the tenets of Corbusian functionalism, which 

renounced the value of ornamentally and embellishment. Functionalism effectively 

dismissed many of Agache’s underlying arguments. Rather than constructing symbolic 

structures in highly organized spaces as a means to elicit sentiments of order and 

morality, which were important elements of traditional Beaux-Art architectural design, 

                                                
54 For more on the origins of the Ministério de Educação e Saúde building, see Fraser, 150-164.  
 
55 Fraser, 192-193.  
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functionalist architects argued that buildings should be designed solely according to their 

purpose.56  

Brazilians were familiar with Le Corbusier’s ideas, especially after  he visited the 

country in 1929, but many ENBA teachers condemned his theories and pushed to reverse 

Costa’s new curricula.57 Administrators fired Costa before he completed one year as 

director, but his dismissal infuriated students and moved them to begin a year-long strike 

in demand that the school continue to offer courses on modernism.58 The school 

responded slowly, creating a new chair in 1933 within the architecture department to 

focus on urbanism and landscape architecture.59 Though Costa’s efforts to broaden 

ENBA curricula met strong resistance, his short tenure as director prodded the school to 

                                                
56 For a good representation of Beaux-Arts city planning, see Daniel Burnham’s design of the World’s 
Columbian Exposition from 1893.   
 
57 Several years earlier, Brazilian journals began to follow Le Corbusier’s work and published articles 
about his theories and designs. For more on Le Corbusier’s influence within the Brazilian Modernist 
movement and his direct participation in the Ministério de Educação e Saúde building, see Fraser, 150-164.  
 
58	  Frank Lloyd Wright happened to visit Brazil at the time to take part in a jury for the Pan-American 
Union and found himself caught up in the strike. A crowd of 700 ENBA students anticipated Wright’s 
arrival and stormed his ship, surrounded him, and asked that he help negotiate with school officials. 
Professors had banned his books and forbade all modern architecture magazines in the library. At a forum 
meant to bridge divides, Wright defended the students, but before he could finish, the students rushed the 
stage, pushed aside ENBA officials, hoisted Wright above the crowd, and paraded down the street. Wright 
thereafter immersed himself in discussions with the striking students, writing in his autobiography “I gave 
them all I could –pleaded their cause as the future of Brazil. If Brazil was to have a future, how could she 
deny her youth the advanced thought of the world whether or not her elders disagreed with that thought … 
.” Frank Lloyd Wright, An Autobiography (New York: Duell, Sloan, and Pierce, 1943), 515-518. For more 
on Frank Lloyd Wright’s visit to Brazil, see Nina Nedelykov and Pedro Moreira, “La presencia de Wright 
en Brasil,” Ambiente, no. 88 (2001) La Plata, Argentina, 2001. For more on the controvery that surrounded 
Costa’s dismissal, see Daryle Williams Culture Wars in Brazil: The First Vargas Regime, 1930-1945 
(Durhm, NC: Duke University Press, 2001.	  	  
 
59 Silva, 2003, 107-113.  
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recognize that it would have to broaden its strict Beaux-Arts approach. Costa’s 

experience leading ENBA demonstrated the speed with which modernism had taken a 

foothold in the planning community, and the actions of students showed that they had a 

broad understanding of international trends and received information from multiple 

media resources.  

INSTITUTIONS AND PUBLICATIONS 
Throughout the 1930s a new generation of Brazilian architects, engineers, and 

planners took professional, academic, and government posts, spreading information 

throughout Brazil in unprecedented ways.60 Brazilian universities began to include 

urbanism curricula. Engineering and architecture departments published specialized 

magazines, as did municipal agencies. Full-length books published in Portuguese by 

Brazilian authors hit the market.  Local experts never dismissed the contributions of their 

foreign colleagues but increasingly authored their own texts and published critical 

reviews of international trends. A new form of city planning was born in the 1930s in 

which Brazilians created their own media and saturated their own markets.  

 The work of Luiz Anhaia Melo provides an illustrative representation of this 

intellectual transition.61 Melo, a professor at the Escola Polytechnica in São Paulo who 

                                                
60 The publication in the early 1920s of the magazines Revista Brasileira de Engenharia, Architectura no 
Brasil, Revista A Casa, and the Boletim de Engenharia marked an initial period of transition. Many of their 
articles examined city-planning issues but were not initially framed within the larger arguments and distinct 
language that urbanists would go on to use. 
 
61 There are numerous examples of this shift, but scholarship remains largely incomplete. The Banco 
Documental at the research portal urbanismobr.org is the best single resource to investigate the breadth of 
sources that compose this shift. 
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served briefly as that city’s mayor between 1930 and 1931, published more than twenty 

articles from 1927 to 1939 in magazines such as the Revista Polytechnica, the Ilustração 

Brasileira, and the Boletim do Instituto de Engenharia. Melo closely monitored 

international planning practices, especially trends in the United States, England, and 

France. He embraced Ebenezer Howard’s work on garden cities and demonstrated a deep 

concern for housing and recreation issues.62 Melo was also interested in the intersection 

of economics and urban development and followed the United States Enabling Act of 

1927, which outlined national zoning and regional development regulations.63 He 

believed that the city government had the legal right to oblige builders and planners to 

design their projects according to specific aesthetic guidelines. 64 Melo’s deep 

understanding of the history of city-planning and its latest trends was illustrative of a 

broader maturation of the Brazilian planning community in the 1930s.  

At the same time Brazil’s first generation of urbanists clamored for commissions 

and bureaucratic posts, and as a consequence of tightened authoritarianism, many 

rearticulated their planning principles to fit within Vargas’ nationalistic terms. 65 No 

                                                                                                                                            
 
62 Feldman, 6. Jhoyce Póvoa Timóteo, “Luiz de Anhaia Mello: Um pensamento constituído por ‘Diversos 
mundos que se tocam e se interpenetram’,” Urbana 2.2.3007. CIEC UNICAMP, 10.  
 
63 Luis de Anhaia Mello, “A verdadeira finalidade do urbanismo,” Boletim do Instituto de Engenharia XI. 
No. 51, (1929). 
 
64	  Luiz de Anhaia Mello, “Informações: Censura esthética,” Boletim de Engenharia 2, no. 9 (1931). 	  
	  
65 Most of these urbanists had graduated from French programs or the Escola Nacional de Belas Artes in 
Rio de Janeiro. 
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doubt some of them believed in this new framework, but offering support was also as an 

effective strategy to obtain work.66 The Vargas government was eager to adopt urbanism 

programs that reinforced order, authority, and modernity, and it was not difficult for 

Brazilian urbanists to adapt their Beaux-Arts training to fit these parameters.  

As urbanism became more important to Vargas, the Centro Carioca, the pro-

national organization that had criticized hiring Alfred Agache in 1927, adjusted its 

strategies to ensure it could continue to influence the central government. It published 

studies of Rio de Janeiro and cultivated support from key planners, such as Armando 

Godoy, Francisco Baptista de Oliveira, João de Oliveira Reis, and Mário de Souza 

Martins. These relationships became extremely important when Vargas dissolved the 

legislature in 1937, which effectively cut off the center’s main point of political access. 

The Centro Carioca formed an urbanism department and redirected its lobbying efforts to 

urbanists and engineers working within the Vargas government.67 Many of these 

bureaucrats were also members of the organization, and as a result the Centro Carioca 

assumed tremendous control over urbanization discussions.68 The center’s power 

culminated in 1941 when it organized the First Brazilian Urbanism Congress.  

                                                
66 Planners Mário de Souza Martins and Adalberto Cumplido exemplified a new group of professionals 
that excelled within the Vargas government because of their nationalistic arguments, not their professional 
credentials. Silva, 2003, 114. 
 
67 Silva, 2003, 114-115; Stuckenbruck, 81-82. 
 
68 Francisco Baptista de Oliveira, the first president of the urbanism department at the Centro Carioca, 
wrote more than a dozen articles addressing urbanism themes in 1936, and a year later he published Noções 
Elementares de Urbanismo, which was one of the first full-length introductory urbanism texts authored by 
a Brazilian. In a sign of the global exchange of city-planning ideas, the copy of Noções Elementares de 
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THE FIRST BRAZILIAN URBANISM CONGRESS69 
The First Brazilian Urbanism Congress took place in January of 1941 in Rio de 

Janeiro, and more than three hundred politicians and professionals from all regions of the 

country attended the weeklong event, including Paraná Interventor Manoel Ribas and 

Curitiba mayor Rozaldo Mello Leitão.70 Organizing such a large event demonstrated that 

the Brazilian planning community had greatly matured since the 1920s and also showed 

the interest of Paranaense politicians in urban planning. Now the national government 

broadly endorsed urbanization projects and municipalities increasingly sought out 

planners’ expertise. The Congress itself produced 56 formal conclusions, showing that 

many Brazilian planners agreed on several core principles.71 Still, the meetings revealed 

that the embers of old disagreements continued to smolder and that other disputes fueled 

new fires. Perhaps most significantly, the event showed that Brazilian urbanists shifted 

                                                                                                                                            
Urbanismo that I examined included a personal from Baptista to Raymond Unwin, the famous English 
planner. Silva, 2003, 115. 
	  
69	  Scholars of the First Brazilian Urbanism Congress rely on incomplete sources, but none uses the final 
document published by the Centro Carioca in 1948. I am grateful to Klaas Voss for providing me a 
complete copy of the text.	  	  
	  
70 Urbanists, engineers, politicians, statesman, hygiene and sanitation experts took part in the Congress, 
including Baptista de Oliveira, Prestes Maia, Luiz Anhaia Melo, José Estelita, Saturino de Brito Filho, 
Atíllio Corrêa Lima, Armando Godoy, José Mariano Filho, and the Coimbra Bueno brothers. Carmen 
Portinho, Iva Weisberg, and Raquel Prado were the only three women to participate actively. Vargas did 
not attend events in Rio de Janeiro, but Gustavo Capanema and Lourival Fontes did. Alfred Agache was an 
honorable member of the Congress, but it is not clear if he attended.  
 
71 The Congress organized eight commissions to examine the following categories: 1) History and 
Publicity, 2) Legislation, Administration, and Organization, 3) Application and Execution, 4) Urbanism and 
Housing, 5) Sanitation and Hygiene, 6) Traffic and Communication, 7) Urbanism Exposition, 8) Tourism 
and Coordination. Participants met during three plenary sessions, broke into several smaller conferences, 
and contributed dozens of written reports on local case studies of Brazilian cities. 
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the justifications of their planning practices to advance and correlate with Vargas’s 

populist authoritarian agenda. 

DEBATES ON THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS  
Fifteen years had passed since Agache’s arrival in Rio de Janeiro, but Brazilian 

planners demonstrated that they were still in disagreement regarding the appropriate role 

of international planners. During the Urbanism Congress they cautiously framed new 

arguments in nationalistic terms. Rotarian José Marianno Filho initiated Congress debates 

concerning international planners, and called to ban them from leading all planning 

projects. He claimed that foreign experts were ignorant of local customs and societal 

practices. This was a complete reversal from 1927 when Marianno Filho supported hiring 

Agache and disparaged Brazilians’ capabilities.72 The Coimbra Bueno brothers, who ran 

an influential planning firm based in southern Brazil, maintained that the country was not 

prepared to provide adequate professional training. They pointed out that no Brazilian 

university offered an urbanization specialization, but their real concern was most likely to 

protect commercial interests.73 Agache had worked as a consultant for the Coimbra 

Bueno brothers since 1939, and he played a central role designing their projects. José 

Estelita, an influential civil engineer, argued that Brazilians should control planning, but 
                                                
72 Disappointment with Agache’s failure to promote Brazilian architects informed Marianno Filho’s 
opinion. Still, Marianno Filho recommended that Brazilian planners continue learning from their 
international counterparts, even if they had no understanding of the country’s historical and cultural 
development. José Mariano Filho, “Segunda sessão plenária do I Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo, 
1/26/1941 at 3:00 p.m.,” in I Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo, 102-103. 
 
73 Abelardo Coimbra Bueno and Jeronymo Coimbra Bueno, “Alguns aspectos dos problemas de 
urbanismo,” in I Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo, 431-416.  
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he cautioned against executing the large-scale projects that the Coimbra Bueno brothers 

favored.74 Estelita strongly supported the Estado Novo, but he questioned the usefulness 

of legal decrees to improve city life, and instead favored nurturing civic pride among 

residents.75  

The Congress resolved that foreign planners should be banned from leading 

urbanization plans. The decision strengthened the professional authority of Brazilian 

planners, but it also created a loophole in which private firms such as the Coimbra Bueno 

brothers’ office could lean heavily on the expertise of foreign experts.76 The debates 

illustrated that planners could shift their arguments to match the prevailing political 

atmosphere, and the decision ultimately adhered to and reinforced broader arguments of 

Vargas’ nationalization campaigns.  

                                                
74 In 1939 Estelita co-founded the Boletim da Secretaria de Viação e Obras Públicas, which soon after 
became one of the most important Brazilian state planning magazines. José Estelita, “Discurso pronunciado 
pelo engenheiro José Estelita, representante do estado de Pernambuco,” in I Congresso Brasileiro de 
Urbanismo, 46.  
 
75 José Estelita argued that urbanism theories and the Estado Novo shared a basic structure. Both 
demanded discipline, organization, and faithful adherence to explicit principles. Estelita juxtaposed this 
vision with the problems of city life in Recife, the Pernambuco capital, arguing that a succession of 
cowardly governors, the lack of municipal administration continuity, and widespread political favoritism 
had propelled the city into disorder and chaos. Estelita concluded that the Vargas government, focused on 
administrative policy rather than political gamesmanship, provided an excellent platform to promote the 
necessary urbanism reforms and educational campaigns to combat Recife’s problems. José Estelita, 
“Discurso pronunciado pelo engenheiro José Estelita, representante do estado de Pernambuco,” in I 
Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo, 44-46. 
 
76	  Congress participants thought it was only a matter of time before the government initiated plans to build 
a new national capital, and excluding international planers such as Le Corbusier, who had already openly 
lobbied to earn the commission, would decrease competition.	  
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URBANISM PUBLICITY 
In another sign of Brazilian planners’ goal to appeal to the Vargas government, 

the Urbanism Congress members rearticulated the use of propaganda to match its populist 

agenda. Agache had argued that propaganda was the most important element of any 

planning project, but emphasized that urbanists should focus publicity campaigns on 

elites. Congress participants agreed that promotional programs were essential, but they 

aimed their sights on everyday citizens.  

Centro Carioca president Francisco Baptista de Oliveira argued that urbanist 

publicity must present genuine teaching opportunities that emphasized civics lessons and 

appreciation of collective discipline, and maintained that this form of promotion would 

eventually impart a sense of common good among leaders and broader society.77 The 

Urbanism Congress called to establish a National Urbanism Department that would be 

responsible for these types of educational campaigns, and emphasized that the Urbanism 

Department should promote narratives that matched historical accounts of Brazil as a 

land of promise and a beacon of hope to the world.78 The Congress solicited city 

governments to craft similar celebratory materials to be published in short urban histories 

                                                
77 Congress organizers sponsored an Urbanism Exposition to run in conjunction with the weeklong event 
that demonstrated an initial commitment to implement educational propaganda campaigns. The Exposition 
was free to the public and stayed open for thirty days, and was hosted by Museu Nacional de Belas Artes, 
which stood just a few feet from the Brazilian Press Association building, where the Congress took place. 
The show highlighted the work of recent urbanization projects, including a large model of Goiânia, the new 
capital of Goiás. Oscar Niemeyer co-curated the Exposition. Francisco Baptista de Oliveira, “Sessão de 
Instalação,” in I Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo, 43. “Inauguração da Exposição de Urbanismo,” in I 
Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo, 143-146. 
 
78 Mario de Sousa Martins, “Sessão de Instalação,” in I Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo, 48. 
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prepared for popular audiences.79 These Livros da Cidade books should be educational, 

promote the positive progress of the city’s history, and highlight urban improvements. 

Congress participants maintained that these publications would provide everyday citizens 

with an accessible resource that would eventually forge greater cooperation with public 

authorities and broader acceptance of city improvement projects.80 

It was not common for urbanists to target publicity campaigns at everyday city 

residents, and it proved difficult for Brazilian planners to forward a clear message. The 

biggest challenge to reaching out to non-elites came from the fact most urbanists in Brazil 

favored plans that called for the destruction of shantytowns and the expulsion of 

undesirables. A significant disjuncture existed, therefore, between the targeted audience 

of the publicity campaigns and the overarching goals of the urbanists. Agache had been 

less equivocal in supporting poverty eradication programs that essentially legitimated an 

elite vision of urban life in which the upper classes could enjoy greater comforts, live 

healthier lives, and distance themselves from undesirables. Urbanism Congress 

participants emphasized that it was essential to convince popular classes about the 

importance of urbanization plans, but they did not outline a picture of city life in which 

society valued their participation, revealing that few had a genuinely idealistic vision of 

greater social equality and integration. 

                                                
79 Municipal officers in Rio de Janeiro had recently completed a similar promotional campaign. 
 
80 Edmundo de Miranda Jordão, “Sessão de Instalação,” in I Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo, 53. 
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POPULAR HOUSING AS A COMPONENT OF URBANISM 
Evidence of the divide between populist rhetoric and entrenched elite planning 

principles was most clear in the Congress’ discussions on housing.  Scholars 

acknowledge that Brazilian planners never prioritized the construction of affordable 

housing in the way that other Latin American countries such as Mexico and Venezuela 

did, and Congress meetings revealed their continued lack of interest.81 Congress 

participants made general calls to provide city residents with affordable housing, but 

much of their housing discussions vilified poor residents and called for the destruction of 

shantytowns. 

Echoing conclusions made in 1931 at the First Brazilian Housing Congress, and 

in 1938 at the First Pan-American Congress on Cities, and again in 1939 at First Pan-

American Congress of Popular Housing, the First Brazilian Urbanism Congress called for 

improvements in affordable housing conditions and emphasized the importance of 

including housing legislation within larger examinations of urbanism.82 Participants 

proposed that the national government found a Popular Housing Institute that would be 

responsible for studying issues and creating solutions.83 They also made specific 

                                                
81 Fraser, 190.  
 
82 The First Housing Congress took place in São Paulo. The First Pan-American Congress on Cities took 
place in Havana. The First Pan-American Congress of Popular Housing took place in Buenos Aires. 
Participants from the First Brazilian Congress had attended all of these events and discussed them in their 
meetings. Centro Carioca president Baptista Oliveira presented a paper at the First Brazilian Housing 
Congress, and much of his subsequent work focused on popular housing. Silva, 2003, 159. 
 
83 I Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo (Rio de Janeiro: Editado nas oficinas de obras d’O Globo, 1948), 
128-129, 223-230.  
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suggestions of their own, but these composed only a small part of the Congress’ agenda, 

demonstrating that, although the congress emphasized the importance of studying 

housing as in inseparable component of urbanization projects, once again Brazilian 

planners effectively punted on the issue.84  

At the same time, however, Congress participants denounced the proliferation of 

shantytowns, yet these provided one of the only realistic housing options for the city’s 

poorer residents, and in a broader sign of the Congress’ dismissal of any substantive 

dialogue on affordable housing, attendees also faulted slum residents for their atrocious 

living conditions.  

Mariano Filho, who had led the Rotary Club in the late 1920s when it initiated the 

first campaign to destroy the favelas of Rio de Janeiro, renewed his arguments during the 

Urbanism Congress in calling for an attack on the city’s slums. He claimed that favelas 

were dangerous incubators of disease and slothfulness, and calculated that half of the 

residents living in favelas were unproductive troublemakers, adding that these individuals 

altogether lacked socially redeeming value and should not receive public assistance of 

any sort.85 Marianno Filho affirmed that favelas bred indolence, and as result residents 

                                                                                                                                            
 
84 The Congress’ final publication included 232 pages of reports, but only 20 pages directly addressed 
housing issues. The first report, however, directly addressed popular housing, demonstrating that the issue 
was important enough to give it a prominent position in the final publication. Still, this report made similar 
conclusions to those mentioned above. It recognized that Brazil lagged behind other countries in building 
popular housing units, and it also made plain that calling for a centralized institution was not a new idea.  
 
85 For more on the genesis of Rio de Janeiro’s favelas and the discourses that immediately stigmatized 
them, see Valladares, 2000. 
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“trade the bricklayer’s tools for the tambourine and cuíca,” hopeful to win awards during 

carnival.86  

Congress members also condemned favelas in racial terms and called for residents 

to be relocated outside of the city center. In a co-authored paper on favelas in Rio de 

Janeiro, Mariano Filho, Alberto Pires Amarante, and Américo Campelo argued that 

blacks preferred to isolate themselves from the “white social realm,” and purposefully 

distanced themselves from “white civilization.” This helped to explain why blacks were 

the main “ethnic group” living in favelas. They wanted to be there.87 City governments 

could not control the favelas, the authors continued, and as a result residents returned to 

rural practices and satisfied violent subconscious impulses, such as the racial tendencies 

of fetishism and dancing. To witness this one need only look to the favelas of Rio de 

Janeiro, which the authors claimed were pure African vestiges akin to the seventeenth-

century Palmares quilombo.88 To rid the city of these atavistic communities, residents 

should voluntary opt for relocation to distant agricultural areas.89  

                                                
86 José Mariano Filho, “Segunda Sessão Plenária,” in I Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo, 104. 
 
87 José Mariano Filho, Alberto Pires Amarante, and Américo Campelo, “As ‘Favelas’ do Rio de Janeiro,” 
in I Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo, 252.  The title of this section of the paper is “The tendency of the 
black group to isolate itself from white social realm.” 
 
88 Congress participants made several excursions to Rio’s favelas. José Mariano Filho, Alberto Pires 
Amarante, and Américo Campelo, “As ‘Favelas’ do Rio de Janeiro,” in I Congresso Brasileiro de 
Urbanismo, 252.  
 
89 Marianno Filho, Alberto Pires Amarante, and Américo Campelo were the only Congress participants to 
employ such highly racialized language, but it is unlikely their peers found anything objectionable to the 
argument. Their report was six pages long and received a prominent position in the Congress’ final 
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Congress participants generally agreed that slums should be demolished and then 

replaced with sanitary and safe affordable housing in new locations that might stand far 

from the city center, a strategy that shared similarities with Agache’s proposal in 1930 to 

move favela residents to peripheral cities. The Congress defended the destruction of 

favelas as part of a larger project to beautify the city and impart positive associations with 

its physical design.90 Official programs to destroy Rio de Janeiro’s favela’s began in 

1942 with what Brodwyn Fischer has called a “spectacular burning” of shanties in the 

neighborhoods of Gávea and Leblon, and the few projects meant to provide new housing 

grossly failed to match the number of displaced residents and were wrought with 

corruption.91 As a result, the city’s poor and working classes were increasingly banished 

from the city center.  

Getúlio Vargas expressed only passing interest in the Congress but demonstrated 

a keen understanding of some of the main fissures that remained in the Brazilian planning 

                                                                                                                                            
publication. Also, the Rotary Club sponsored Marianno Filho’s first report. “Sugestões apresentadas ao I 
Congresso de Urbanismo sobre ‘o problema das favelas’,” in I Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo, 383. 
 
90 Congress members maintained that valorizing the physical space of the city depended upon historical 
preservation projects and the expansion of green spaces and recreational parks. The recently created 
Serviço de Património Histórico e Artístico would help to facilitate such projects, they argued, providing 
national patrimony protection to streets, plazas, and entire neighborhoods. Members also maintained that 
city residents must have access to parks, gardens, green spaces, and nature areas, as well as “complete 
recreational systems,” including plazas and playgrounds. “Primeira Sessão Plenária,” and “Segunda Sessão 
Plenária,” in I Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo, 59-60, 105-106. 
 
91 New projects provided housing to no more than 7,500 people, and of those, many received units through 
political connections or public service. Fischer, 72-74. 
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community.92 Congress participants made a special excursion to Petrópolis and Vargas 

spoke to them on the final day of the event. Dismissive and aloof, the President stated he 

was not aware of the Congress’s main conclusions and added that he had considered “on 

his own account” to form a commission of “architects and urbanists” to survey the needs 

of Brazilian cities.93 By placing architects before urbanists in his address, Vargas likely 

knew that few architects participated in the Congress and wanted to make the point that 

planning projects in the future would not dismiss their contributions, especially those of 

the modernists.94  

Indeed, few modernist architects participated in the Congress, demonstrating that 

it was not fully representational of the Brazilian urbanism community.95 Brazil’s 

                                                
92 Government representatives were conspicuously absent. Vargas was vacationing in Petropolis and did 
not attend the Congress. Minister of Education and Public Health Gustavo Capanema inaugurated the 
Congress but played no other role. Minister of Justice J.C. Macedo Soares and minister of Press and 
Propaganda Lourival Fontes were guests of honor. Neither participated in any meaningful way. Vargas 
likely delegated Fontes to cast a watchful eye on Congress activities, as he had been a trustworthy 
supporter of the Estado Novo regime, commanding various departments of propaganda, press, and cultural 
diffusion since 1934.  
 
93 Vargas conceded that the government had not provided support for the First Brazilian Urbanism 
Congress and promised future cooperation. He ended his address with a perfunctory request that Congress 
president Francisco Baptista de Oliveira forward his final report “Visita dos Congressistas ao Presidente da 
República,” in I Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo, 152. 
 
94	  Engineers dominated organization of the Congress and contributed most of the papers 
in its final publication. The organizing committee, composed of seventeen members, had 
fourteen engineers and no architects. Of the 34 reports in the final publication, engineers 
composed 27.	  
	  
95 Oscar Niemeyer and Affonso Reidy contributed, but only in small ways, and they were likely busy at 
the Ministry of Education and Health building, which was being constructed right around the corner from 
the Brazilian Press Association building, where the Urbanism Congress took place. International planning 
experts would later recognize the two buildings as important examples of Brazilian modernist architecture, 
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modernist architects disagreed with many of the Congress’ conclusions but most likely 

had little motivation to engage in debates. By the late-1930s they had attained 

international fame and exported their visions at the World’s Fair in New York in 1944.96 

Brazil’s modernists endorsed a futuristic planning perspective that simultaneously 

privileged minimalist designs as well as tropical embellishment. These efforts were 

intentional (and perhaps best evidenced in the collaborative projects with landscape 

architect Roberto Burle Marx) and intended to celebrate the country’s authenticity in a 

way that marked a break from the traditional Beaux-Arts models that Congress members 

adapted for the First Brazilian Urbanism Congress.  

Still, the First Brazilian Urbanism Congress of 1941 was a seminal event. It 

demonstrated how, in the span of fifteen years, the Brazilian planning community had 

transformed from a small group with weak professional authority to a large corps of 

professionals charged with designing major projects for Brazilian cities. At the same time 

Vargas’s authoritarianism demanded that professionals fall in line with his agenda; out of 

genuine belief or pragmatism, Brazilian planners articulated their design principles within 

                                                                                                                                            
but even in 1941 the irony of holding the Urbanism Congress in the Brazilian Press Association building 
without the participation of the modernists who designed it would have been lost on no one. 
 
96	  For example, in 1938 Lúcio Costa and Oscar Niemeyer moved to New York City to prepare the 
Brazilian Pavilion for the World’s Fair. The Brazilian Pavilion drew the interest of the Museum of Modern 
Art, which later sent the emissary Philip Gordon to live in Brazil for six months in preparation for a major 
exhibit of Brazilian modernists to take place in 1943.The MOMA simultaneously exhibited Genevieve 
Naylor’s photographs of every day Brazilian life that she had shot in 1940 during a visit sponsored by the 
Office of Inter-American Affairs as part of the project to garner allied support for war. For more on the 
increased cultural exchanges taking place at this time between the United States and Brazil, see Antônio 
Pedro Tota, The Seduction of Brazil: The Americanization of Brazil during World War II (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 2010).  
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the framework of the Estado Novo, making populist calls for change while pitching 

authoritarian designs. Congress members held numerous talks about the need to create 

affordable housing, for example, but they balked at articulating a clear path to accomplish 

this, and instead they forwarded planning ideas that were predicated on controlling the 

population. News of the Congress immediately spread through national distributed 

magazines, which only increased the professional authority of Brazil’s urbanists, and 

interventors and mayors who attended the event went home with new insights on how to 

control city growth and development.97 

THE URBANISM TURN AND NEW CELEBRATORY CLAIMS IN CURITIBA 
Throughout most of the 1920s and 1930s in Curitiba, city officials did not 

approach urban planning with any kind of all-encompassing vision. Alfred Agache and 

members of the First Brazilian Urbanism Congress had emphasized the need to formulate 

master plans for all cities whose populations exceeded 10,000 inhabitants, but in practice 

urbanists earned commissions to re-design much larger cities, such as Rio de Janeiro and 

                                                
97 The magazine Arquitetura e Urbanismo reported on the Congress in the January-February issue. In 
March the Revista Urbanismo e Viação, which Francisco de Baptista Oliveira owned, published a similar 
article.  In May the nationally distributed magazine Revista da Semana published a special edition on 
urbanism. This 112-page glossy issue highlighted the First Brazilian Urbanism Congress, dedicating 
twenty-three pages to the event. The magazine officially supported its central recommendations and 
referenced numerous contributing authors. The Código Brasileiro Urbanístico, written by Francisco 
Baptista de Oliveira, filled the entire inside cover. Several articles examined international urbanization 
projects in cities such as London, New York, and Paris. The Revista da Semana publication dedicated 
additional content that examined Brazil’s major cities, emphasizing the positive results of several recent 
urbanization projects. The Revista da Semana issue undoubtedly increased public knowledge and 
enthusiasm for urbanism projects, but Curitiba officials missed an opportunity to spread positive 
information about the city.  The single page dedicated to Curitiba is only noteworthy in its flat description. 
The boastful narratives would soon become a trademark of its propaganda campaigns were completely 
absent, and the short piece provided no clue that a major urbanization plan for Curitiba would soon begin. 
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São Paulo, or to formulate plans for completely new cities, such as Belo Horizonte and 

Goiânia.98 This is not to say that Curitibanos were unaware or unconcerned with 

questions of urbanization, but rather that the tensions and contentions that surrounded 

Agache’s work in Rio de Janeiro were not as relevant.  

Still, Curitiba had grown dramatically for several decades, and although absolute 

population growth was much more modest than in places like Rio de Janeiro and São 

Paulo, the city faced genuine problems. Outbreaks of disease threatened public health. 

Major streets remained unpaved. Persistent flooding left large areas of the city 

underwater. City officials made concerted efforts to ameliorate these issues, but it was 

not until they hired Agache in 1941 that they considered implementing a holistic plan. 

Instead, the mayor’s office assumed greater authority in planning improvement and 

beautification projects. Unlike in Rio de Janeiro, dissent was minimal, and the press 

typically offered support for the mayor’s plans.99  

While it was obvious to all that Curitiba lacked some basic infrastructure and that 

the city was experiencing significant growing pains due to its rapid expansion, in the late-

                                                
98	  David Underwood argues that for Agache and other French city planners, calling for the execution of 
master plans for cities of 10,000 or more inhabitants composed part of a colonial project to exert social 
control, and the French first implemented such a plan with the Cornudet Law in 1919 in Morocco. The First 
Brazilian Urbanism Congress concluded that all Brazilian cities exceeding 10,000 inhabitants should carry 
out master plans, and in one of the most important Congress papers, Francisco de Baptista Oliveira pointed 
to the historical trends in Europe from the mid-nineteenth century that required all cities of this size draft 
proposals to correct disorderly growth and to plan for future expansion and development. Underwood, 130-
166. Francisco Baptista de Oliveira, “Código Urbanístico Brasileiro,” in I Congresso Brasileiro de 
Urbanismo, 233. 
 
99 Magnus Roberto de Mello Pereira and Antônio Cesar de Almeida Santos, O poder local e a cidade: A 
Câmara Municipal de Curitiba, séculos XVII a XX (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 2001), 109-110. 
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1920s Curitiba’s intellectuals embarked on new projects to promote the city and the 

region. As with earlier efforts, none of these problems made it into their rosy accounts. 

This is to say, notwithstanding the city’s shortcomings, boosters advanced a vision of the 

city as a model of health, prosperity, and modernity that did not in fact correspond to 

prevailing conditions.  

In 1920 Curitiba’s population approached 79,000, which made it the eighth 

largest city in Brazil, and over the next two decades it continued to grow rapidly, 

reaching 102,713 inhabitants by 1930 and 142,873 by 1940. Curitiba’s growth outpaced 

most Brazilian cities, but these figures were relatively minor in comparison to the 

nation’s largest cities. In 1920, for example, Rio de Janeiro had become the first city in 

Brazil to surpass 1 million inhabitants (1,157,873), and in 1940 its population was 

1,764,141. During the same two decades São Paulo grew from 579,033 to 1,318, 539, and 

Belo Horizonte, established in 1897, grew from 55,563 to 211,650.100 Put another way, 

Curitiba was close to fifteen times smaller than Rio de Janeiro in 1920 and remained 

more than twelve times smaller two decades later, and São Paulo’s population in 1930 

(887,810) was all but equal to the entire state of Paraná (892,011).101 The urbanization of 

Brazil was an uneven phenomenon and Curitiba’s growth paled in comparison to Brazil’s 

two largest cities. This provides a partial explication for the general disengagement that 

                                                
100 Source for 1920: Anuário estatístico do Brasil 1936. Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, v.2, 1936. Source for 1930: 
Anuário estatístico do Brasil 1936. Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, v. 2, 1936. Source for 1940: Anuário estatístico 
do Brasil 1941/1945. Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, v. 6, 1946.  
 
101 Anuário estatístico do Brasil, 1936. Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, v. 2, 1936. 
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city officials and intellectuals expressed regarding discussions about urbanism trends in 

Brazil until the 1940s.  

There were, however, at least a few specific instances (and almost certainly many 

more) in which Curitibanos demonstrated that they were aware of and concerned about 

urbanization principles. The clearest evidence of this comes from articles written in 1928 

and 1929 by David Carneiro that demonstrate a keen understanding of contemporary 

urbanism debates.102 In 1928, Carneiro urged officials to adopt a central strategy for the 

city’s growth that focused on constructing major avenues. He pointed to other cities that 

had followed this strategy, including Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Buenos Aires, and Paris, 

but he criticized municipal officials for executing these projects as reactions to urbanism 

problems rather than preemptive measures.103 Waiting was a critical mistake, Carneiro 

argued, and he minced no words in condemning the results in Rio de Janeiro, writing that 

“a pigsty does not cease to be a pigsty when surrounded by gardens,” and added that even 

with its Avenida Central, Pão de Açúcar, and Corcovado, the city remained a horrible 

mess.104  

Carneiro called for Curitiba to be evaluated and planned by local experts, and he 

directly criticized the decision to hire Alfred Agache to redesign the nation’s capital.  

                                                
102 Carneiro was a trained engineer, a powerful industrialist, and a major intellectual figure in Paraná in 
the first half of the twentieth century.  
 
103	  David Carneiro, “A urbanização de Curityba: O que disse e o que pensa o engenheiro David A. da 
Silva Carneiro,” Illustração Paranaense, nos. 10-11 (1928): 35. 
 
104 Carneiro, 1928, 35.  
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“Say and do what you will,” Carneiro wrote, but “these urbanization problems should 

only be studied and resolved by the city’s own sons, as they love it, admire its beauty and 

prosperity, and want what is best … [and] even though we are not specialists, we are 

engineers, local engineers … and we want to get involved with this history of 

urbanization.”105 Carneiro was eager to present his own recommendations for the city’s 

development, and he thought that local experts, even though lacking the training of 

professional urbanists, were best prepared and most genuinely concerned to do what was 

best for the city.   

In another article composed the following year, Carneiro recommended specific 

alterations to Curitiba’s cityscape, and in a clear reflection of his understanding of 

contemporary urbanization models, he emphasized the need to build perimeter roadways 

around the city. He explained that “there is no worse impression of our beloved land than 

the fact that one cannot go from one point to another, even if it is close to the city center, 

without having to pass through this center.”106 This was no small problem. Carneiro 

elaborated: “[W]hen heading east down Rua XV, three blocks before the University it 

becomes impossible to even go to Gloria [the adjacent neighborhood] or to the train 

station because the mud, even after days and weeks without rain, makes the roads 

                                                
105 Carneiro, 1928, 35.  
 
106 David Carneiro, “A urbanização de Curityba: carta aberta ao Dr. Fernando Chaves sobre o problema 
do embelezamento de Curityba,” Illustração Paranaense, nos. 9-11 (1929): 22.  
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impassable.”107 The best course of action, he maintained, was to imitate planners in Paris 

who had extended the city’s circular limits and thereby managed its growth.108  

Though Carneiro did not fully articulate developing a radial transportation 

system, he emphasized the critical need to divert traffic away from the city center more 

than a decade before Alfred Agache completed the Plano das Avenidas for Curitiba, 

which made similar claims. Carneiro, however, was not an urbanist, nor did he make any 

claims to be one, and he showed his engineering stripes when he maintained that the first 

priority in Curitiba was to build the city, not to beautify it. Agache and other urbanists, of 

course, had argued that the two were inextricably linked, and city officials in Curitiba 

generally funded both infrastructure and beautification projects according to specific 

exigencies and personal preferences.109   

By 1920, however, the mayor exerted greater control in planning decisions and 

came to be viewed by residents and the press as the directors of the city’s urban 

development. No other mayor was more influential in the 1920s and 1930s than João 

                                                
107 Carneiro, 1929, 22. 
 
108 Carneiro, 1929, 22.  
 
109 Typhoid fever had killed dozens of Curitibanos in 1917, and in response the city hired the famous 
sanitation expert Saturnino de Brito to draft a plan to expand sewer systems and improve flood controls. 
Budget constraints in the late-1920s forced municipal officials to cut back on beautification projects, but 
the city supported a competition for private owners to carry out their own improvement projects. For the 
complete text of Brito’s plan, see Obras Completas de Saturnino de Brito, Volume XIV. Projetos e 
Relatórios: Saneamento de Curitiba, Uberaba e Aracajú (Rio de Janeiro: Imprensa Nacional, 1944). For 
greater specificity on the competitions, see Irã Dudeque, Espirais de madeira. Uma história da arquitetura 
de Curitiba (São Paulo: Studio Nobel, 2001), 65-66. For the results of the city’s beautification competition 
and photographs of the winning entries, see Illustração Paranaense, no. 12 (1928): 23, and no. 1 (1929): 
24.  
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Moreira Garcez, who governed the city from 1920 to 1928 and again from 1938 to 

1940.110 Garcez worked in previous administrations as the director of public works, 

roadways, and agriculture, and as mayor he received credit for modernizing large sections 

of Curitiba. Similar to the accolades that his predecessor Cândido de Abreu had received 

a few years earlier, Garcez garnered greatest credit for the pavement of city streets that he 

carried out, especially for laying asphalt on Rua XV, the city’s main business artery, and 

for paving areas in the southern area of the city where “the civilizing pickax of the 

municipality had never before visited.”111 He paved several major avenues to the south of 

downtown, including Guarapuava, Sete de Setembro, and Silva Jardim, and these 

roadways opened the city to the development of new neighborhoods that effectively 

doubled its size.112  

Garcez is best recognized today for the building he began to construct in 1927. 

The Edifício Moreira Garcez was Curitiba’s first skyscraper, and when completed, it 

became the third largest building in Brazil after the Martinelli Building in São Paulo and 

the A Noite Building in Rio de Janeiro. Its construction marked the mayor’s drive to 

promote the capital’s growing regional influence and symbolized the economic benefits 

                                                
110 Pereira and Santos, 2001, 109.  
 
111 From the introduction to the “Conferência realizado no ‘Centro Paranaense,’ no Rio de Janeiro, a 5 de 
Setembro de 1929 pelo deputado federal Dr. João Moreira Garcez,” in Separata do Album Commemorativo 
do Cincoentenário da Estrada de Ferro do Paraná, 134. 
 
112 Luiz Armando Garcez, Curitiba: Evolução urbana (Curitiba: Universidade Federal do Paraná, 2006), 
163.  
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that the wood and tea industries had brought to the city.113 It also provided insight into 

the mayor’s planning priorities. The building would have been monumental in Brazil’s 

largest cities, but in Curitiba it could only have appeared colossal. Rio de Janeiro was 

almost fifteen times bigger than Curitiba in 1930, yet it only had one building that 

surpassed the size of the Edifício Moreira Garcez. Salvador da Bahia, Recife, Porto 

Alegre, and Belém were all more than twice the size of the Paraná capital, but none of 

their skylines contained such a large building.114 Though Garcez was responsible for 

executing significant improvement projects throughout his tenure as mayor, construction 

of the city’s first skyscraper had less to do with an organized urban planning design than 

with raw bragging rights.  

Throughout the 1930s city officials recognized that it was important to formulate 

a general urbanism plan, but nothing came of the efforts to do so, and as late as Garcez’s 

administration from 1938 to 1940, Curitiba’s mayors worked within a planning model 

that architect Bráulio Carollo has called the “era of improvements.”115 The 1932 141-

144.Relatório da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba concluded that the city had not yet 

completed a detailed map of property rights, without which the contributor recognized 

                                                
113	  The building was originally designed for five stories (one more was added after 
construction began), and the cement and steel needed for construction arrived from 
Germany. Cruz, 	  
	  
114 Anuário estatístico do Brasil, 1936. Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, v. 2, 1936. 
 
115 Bráulio Carollo, “Alfred Agache em Curitiba e sua visão de urbanismo” (master’s Thesis, 
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, 2002), 88. 
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that it was not possible to study and organize a general plan of the city.116 Two years later 

the city’s Relatório proudly reported that the Serviço Geográfico do Exército had carried 

out this mapping project, making Curitiba only the third Brazilian city to have a complete 

map of this kind. According to the Relatório, the city could now create a commission that 

would 

cooperate with the municipality to organize a general plan for the city. It would 
include all slated improvements projects, obey modern urbanism norms, and 
thereby guarantee the ever-improving progress of Curitiba. It would also create 
continuity for the projects and make them independent from the personal and 
exclusionary criteria of each administrator.117 
 

While city officials recognized that it was essential to create an autonomous plan that 

would not be beholden to the whims of different political factions, nothing would come 

close to fulfilling such a project until the early 1940s, and even then Curitiba’s first 

genuine urbanization plan quickly fell apart because of the inability to secure funding or 

political support. 

NEW CELEBRATORY TROPES: HYPERBOLE, MYTHOLOGY, FACTS, AND FIGURES 
 At the start of the 1920s Paraná’s intellectuals initiated different projects than 

those of the previous three decades that had focused on the defense of the state’s 

territorial limits and the promotion of European immigration. Paraná was no longer a land 

of the future but instead had become the land of the present. Paraná was no longer an 

empty region awaiting colonization but instead had become a land blossoming with 
                                                
116 Relatorio referente ao exercicio de 1932. Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba. 1932. 14, 17. 
 
117 Relatorio referente ao exercicio de 1934. Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba. 1934. 14-15.   
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agricultural production. Paraná was no longer an economic and cultural laggard but 

instead had become a major center of industry and arts. In short, Curitiba and Paraná 

stood at the vanguard of the nation as models of order and progress.  

Many scholars have looked at this period rather myopically in claiming that the 

emergence of new discourses related most closely to the regionalist movements that were 

taking place throughout Brazil, which is only partially correct. They have also ignored 

the continuities and contingencies of these assertions after Vargas recentralized power in 

1930.118 I argue that these new celebratory claims were the result of political, economic, 

and demographic changes, and also part of a larger campaign to demonstrate Paraná’s 

participation and leadership in Brazil’s economic and social development. Moreover, 

they did not emerge or retreat suddenly but were rather part of the longer historical 

continuum of exceptionalist claims in Paraná. 

 The exceptionalist discourses that emerged in Paraná in the 1920s were the result 

of political, economic, and demographic changes that were most evident in the wake of 

tensions with Santa Catarina and the suspension of subsidies to attract European 

immigrants. The Contestado War had ended in 1916, and while conceding the loss of ten 

percent of Paraná territories to Santa Catarina was a bitter pill to swallow, by 1920 and 

after more than a century of debates on the question of border limits with its southern 

neighbor, the issue was largely resolved. As a result intellectuals stopped researching the 
                                                
118 For example, see Dudeque, 2001; Luís Fernando Lopes Pereira, Paranismo: O Paraná inventado: 
Cultura e imaginário da I República (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1997): and Etelvina Maria de Castro 
Trindade, “Paranidade ou paranismo? A construção de uma identidade regional,” Revista da SBPH, no. 13 
(1997): 65-74. 
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topic, and the publication of material in favor of Paraná’s claims became largely 

irrelevant.119  

Also, by the start of World War I, European immigration to Paraná had slowed 

dramatically, and as a consequence so too did the propaganda to attract these immigrants. 

Although thousands more would settle in Paraná before 1934 – at which time Vargas 

established quotas that made it much more difficult to enter the country- national, state, 

and privately run programs that subsidized European immigration to Paraná became less 

prevalent.120  

 Even before 1920 the Paraná government had stopped subsidizing European 

immigrants, and it now sold land to Brazilians and immigrants at the same price.121 

Within a few years new colonization efforts led by private companies precipitated a 

major wave of population expansion, particularly in the fertile lands in northern Paraná 

that bordered coffee regions in São Paulo.  

                                                
119 Luís Pereira explains that the rhetoric on the Contestado War changed over time, and at first Paraná 
intellectuals classified Catarinenses as fanatics, then as bandits, and when calls for an end to fighting grow, 
Paranaenses assumed a new paternalistic and tutelary role for Paranaenses, and then referred to them as 
insensible and ignorant. Pereira, Paranismo, 109. 
 
120 There were some exceptions to the immigration patterns of Europeans, most notably of Germans and 
Poles. From 1920 to 1925, German immigrants to Paraná numbered 5,457, and from 1926 to 1934, Polish 
immigrants numbered 5,363. These figures represented 41% of all Germans to immigrate to Paraná through 
official channels between 1829 and 1934, and 11% of all Poles to immigrate between 1871 and 1934. 
Romário Martins, Quantos somos, quem somos. Dados para a história e a estatística do povoamento do 
Paraná (Curitiba: Empreza Gráfica Paranaense,1941), 57-58, 63-69.  
 
121 For a good primary source on the subsidization of colonists and private colonization efforts, see the 
Relatório do Secretario de Estado dos Negocios de Fazenda e Obras Públicas, Exercício de 1934, 
especially 188-189 and 192-193. 
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No one was more responsible for the colonization and settlement of northern 

Paraná than Lord Lovat, a British entrepreneur who in 1925 formed two companies, the 

Estrada de Ferro São Paulo – Paraná and the Companhia de Terras Norte do Paraná, 

and thereafter purchased large tracts of land from the state to subdivide into smaller lots 

for sale and development.122 Lovat originally promoted the lands to Europeans but rising 

coffee prices made the land attractive to Brazilians, and buyers from São Paulo and 

Minas Gerais scooped up parcels.123 Large numbers of Portuguese, Spanish, and Japanese 

immigrants also purchased lots.124 All of this is to say that border disputes and European 

immigration programs, the two central factors that had spurred the propaganda efforts of 

the previous three decades, were now much less important.  

The shifts in celebratory discourse that began in the 1920s were also part of a 

larger campaign to affirm Paraná’s contribution to Brazil’s national development. 

Architecture historian Irã Dudeque identified this movement as an odd form of 

regionalism in which officials, intellectuals, and community groups highlighted Paraná’s 

unique characteristics to demonstrate the state’s position at the vanguard of the nation.125  

                                                
122	  Craig Dozier, “Northern Paraná, Brazil: an Example of Organized Regional 
Development,” Geographical Review 46, no. 3 (July 1956): 320. 
 
123 Dozier, 322. 
 
124 Private colonization companies settled 6,000 Portuguese, 2,000 Spanish, and 1,500 Japanese. Martins, 
Quantos somos, quem somos, 80-81.  
 
125 Dudeque,,55-71. Gilberto Freyre articulated a similar argument in the 1930s about Pernambuco’s 
regional characteristics, and it is worthwhile to remember that he specifically celebrated Recife’s 
mocambos as symbols of national independence and ingenuity. These were the very same shanties that 
members of the First Brazilian Urbanism Congress (and many others) condemned as breeding grounds of 
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Changes in celebratory claims became most transparent when preparations began 

to commemorate the centennial of Brazilian independence. It was at this time that 

intellectuals and artists initiated the Movimento Paranista, a broad program in which they 

created iconic symbols, established regional myths, and advanced promotional 

information that were meant to serve as signs of Paraná’s progress, especially its 

economic, social, and cultural development.126  

Artists, for example, completed many of Curitiba’s most important sculptures in 

the 1920s, including monuments to Paraná’s agricultural workers and Tiradentes, which 

has led historian Luís Pereira to call this a period of “statue-mania.”127 Curitiba’s Polish 

community, the largest group of immigrants to settle in the city, funded the construction 

of “O Semeador,” a heroic agricultural worker sewing a field. Polish-born artist João 

                                                                                                                                            
slothfulness and disease. Freyre’s work would become extremely important in formulating the idea of a 
racial democracy in Brazil, but in the 1920S and 1930S (and likely much longer) Paranaenses forwarded 
tropes that better matched prevalent social and racial arguments. The regionalist arguments that Paraná’s 
boosters advanced enjoyed greater reception by broader segments of Brazilian society. For more on 
Freyre’s efforts to promote mocambos, see José Tavares Correia de Lira, “A construção discursiva da casa 
popular no Recife (década de 30),” Análise Social, XXIX, no. 127 (1994): 733-753. 
 
126 The scholarship on the Paranista Movement includes analyses from several different perspectives. For 
an assessment of the movement as a reaction to the First Republic governments, see Pereira, Paranismo, 
1997. For a closer analysis of the role of visual arts and iconography in the movement, see Luciana 
Estevam Barone Bueno, “O paranismo e as artes visuais” (master’s thesis, Universidade do Estado de Santa 
Catarina, Florianopolis, 2009). For the architectural elements of the movement, see Dudeque. 2001, 
especially chapter two. For a scholarship discussion about the Paranista Movement, see Simpósio de 
Cultura Paranaense. Terra, cultura, e poder: A arqueología de um estado (Curitiba: Secretaria de Estado 
de Cultura, 2005).  
 
127 Pereira misses the most important significance of these works in arguing that they “assisted in the 
construction of an idea of modernity in a location far removed from the great urban centers and more or 
less abandoned by the central government.” Luís Fernando Lopes Pereira, Paranismo, 72.  
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Zaco Paraná earned the commission.128 The statue’s plaque included inscriptions in 

Portuguese and Polish that presented it “to Brazil in commemoration of the first 

centennial of its independence.”129 Curitiba’s Italian community funded the Tiradentes 

statue and presented it to the city in 1927. João Turin, a Brazilian artist of Italian parents, 

executed the work.130 In funding these works, immigrants in Curitiba demonstrated that 

they were assimilating into Brazilian society, had achieved a certain degree of economic 

prosperity, and contributed to the nation’s economic and cultural growth.  

The magazine Illustração Paranaense, a major outlet for Paranista propaganda 

that ran from 1927 to 1930, published numerous articles on João Zaco Paraná and João 

Turin, and included several photographs of Tiradentes and the Semeador, as well as two 

sculptures by Zaco Paraná that were meant to present further evidence of the state’s 

contributions to national development. The first was of army general Antônio Ernesto 

Gomes Carneiro, a hero of the federalist revolution who, under siege, delayed 

revolutionary forces long enough for Floriano Peixoto to reorganize his troops and 

eventually push back their southern advance.131 The monument stands nineteen feet tall 

and according to one description in Illustração Paranaense,  

                                                
128 For a complete list of monuments in Paraná constructed before 1959, see João Baptista de Mattos, Os 
monumentos nacionais: Estado do Paraná (Rio de Janeiro: Imprensa do Exército, 1959).  
 
129 Mattos, 109.  
 
130 Mattos, 24-25.  
 
131 For more on the relationship of this battle with the historical production of celebratory narratives about 
Paraná, see Maria Julieta Weber Cordova, “O paranismo e o processo de produção historiográfica 
paranaense: O episódio do Cerco da Lapa,” Revista de História Regional 12, no. 2 (2007): 151-190. 
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The proud stature of the statue –straight, firm and resolute- appears to state with 
astonishing conviction, ‘Here you will not enter,” which must awaken in the soul 
of all Brazilians who are loyal to the homeland the ardent desire to follow the 
shinning trajectory of this strong and unbendable strategist who saved the country 
from anarchy, the worst possible enemy.132 
 

The second sculpture was actually two pieces that together symbolized order and 

progress and, when completed, they stood on each side of the entryway to the Palácio da 

Câmara dos Deputados in Rio de Janeiro. According to the Illustração Paranaense, the 

statues “perfectly forge[d] the ideas of liberty, work, justice and peace, which make up 

the characteristics of our people.”133 Paraná boosters celebrated Zaco Paraná’s work as 

some of the best evidence of the region’s contribution to national development.  

 Combining staid statistical information and over-the-top hyperbole, boosters in 

Curitiba promoted the city as a vanguard of economic progress and a sanctuary of health 

that benefitted all of Brazil. Some of this material was very similar to earlier propaganda 

that lauded the climate and European characteristics of the city, but some of it was also 

new and pointed to what might best be called informed embellishments. Many 

celebratory articles in the Illustração Paranaense were nothing more than bullet lists that 

enumerated different aspects of the city’s progress.  

A piece from November, 1929, for example, listed the city’s average temperature 

(62° Fahrenheit), the number of buildings (10,540), factories (572), general stores 

                                                                                                                                            
 
132 Illustração Paranaense, no. 2 (1928): 16. 
 
133 Illustração Paranaense, no. 2 (1928): 9.  
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(1,297), schools (288), students (16,718), vehicles (4,634), newspapers and magazines 

(18), immigrant colonies (20), and electric lighting (2,567,264 lumens), among other 

items.134 The same article stated that “Curitiba was the first Brazilian city with electric 

lighting,” which may not have been true, but the city did have electric public lighting 

well before São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, which was no doubt an important claim. The 

Illustração Paranaense coupled this kind of information with other material, such as 

articles on the Universidade do Paraná, which Paranaenses consider to be the first 

university founded in Brazil, to demonstrate that Curitiba occupied a prominent position 

contributing to Brazil’s economic development and social improvement.135  

Other articles in the Illustração Paranaense were even more hyperbolic than the 

saccharine accounts that figures such as José Rocha Pombo and Nestor Victor had 

composed a generation earlier, but they did serve to reinforce the idea that Curitiba 

offered benefits to the greater material good. The most forceful example of this came 

from a three-page article, one of the longest in the magazine’s four-year run, which 

presented a compelling case for cariocas to escape the summer in Rio de Janeiro and 

relocate to Curitiba.  

Composed as a discussion between two men, one begins by floating the idea of 

visiting the Paraná capital. “Curitiba?” his counterpart asks in consternation. “What kind 

                                                
134 Illustração Paranaense, nos. 9-11 (1929): 47. 
 
135 The Universidade do Paraná would become the Universidade Federal do Paraná in 1951. For an 
example of the magazine’s discussion of the school as a means of promoting Curitiba’s position at the 
forefront of the Brazilian educational system, see Illustração Paranaense, no. 5 (1930): 22.  
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of idea did that guy just have? ... Maybe I heard him wrong.”136 After hearing more about 

the city, the urbanite decides to visit. Pleasantly surprised, he offers the following praise: 

“Curitiba! Birthplace of the most beautiful women in Brazil, an intelligent and cultured 

city, a city of light, full of life and signs of progress. Tender, gentle, young, happy, 

smiling, the city of kings, to you I offer the most grateful and profound admiration.”137 In 

conclusion the delighted visitor adds, “Your future will be of honors, riches, and glories, 

and you will provide pages filled with gold and light to the glorious history of our 

Brazil.”138 In narrating the story from the point of view of convincing a snobbish 

cosmopolitan of Curitiba’s positive attributes, the writer presented a more nuanced 

argument than simply advancing familiar celebratory tropes. He recognized that it must 

have seemed absurd to visit Curitiba, which most cariocas no doubt still perceived as a 

peripheral town bereft of cultural and social amenities. The visitor expresses great 

pleasure in discovering the “wonders upon wonders” in Curitiba, and concludes that the 

city will no doubt contribute important episodes in the history of Brazil. In short, the city 

had all of the amenities of any vibrant urban center, and it increasingly contributed to 

national development.  

                                                
136 Illustração Paranaense, no. 2 (1930): 34. 
 
137 Illustração Paranaense, no.  2 (1930): 36.  
 
138 Illustração Paranaense, no. 2 (1930): 36.  
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The Illustração Paranaense also included neo-Indianist myths to make historical 

connections with Paraná’s first inhabitants.139 All but a few issues included a lead article 

on indigenous people that invariably touched on themes of self-sacrifice, national 

integration, ingenuity, and alliances. Paraná’s preeminent historian Romário Martins 

authored every piece, which no doubt provided them with a level of authenticity and 

credibility that may have otherwise been lacking. On the Tinguí, Martins wrote that only 

their love for the beauty of the Curitiba highlands could draw them in to battle, that they 

were excellent craftsmen, and that “we too should be more like the Tinguí, our ancestors 

of these enchanted Paraná lands, and love its beauty as the greatest treasure.”140 On the 

Guaraní leader named Guairacá, Martins argued that the chief strongly believed in the 

“ideal of liberty,” had defended Paraná from Spanish invasions on several occasions, and 

should be recognized as one of the most “resolute and grand defenders of the 

homeland.”141 As was popular in other regions of Brazil in the 1920s, Paraná’s 

intellectuals narrated stories of local indigenous peoples that illustrated their stewardship, 

self-sacrifice, and defense of its territory. These narratives were especially significant in 

Paraná because they did not traditionally compose an important element of the region’s 

                                                
139 For a thorough examination of the historical roots and morphology of the Brazilian Indianist 
movement, see David Treece, Exiles, Allies, Rebels: Brazil’s Indianist Movement, Indigenist Politics, and 
the Imperial Nation-State (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 2000). 
 
140 Illustração Paranaense, no. 2 (1928): 6.  
 
141 Illustração Paranaense, nos. 5-6 (1929): 11.  
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history, and in several cases Martins appears to have simply invented new tales that 

offered some kind of didactic value.  

Following the coup in November, 1930, the Illustração Paranaense published 

only four more issues, and while there is no question that the boosterism that had been so 

apparent in Curitiba for several decades diminished in scale and in tone, Paraná’s 

intellectuals continued to publish material that fit with the model of articulating the 

region’s special attributes in relation to their contributions to national development. 

Scholars largely agree that the revolution brought an end to the Movimento Paranista, but 

as I articulated above, both the beginning and the end of the regionalist campaigns in 

Paraná appeared more fuzzy than concrete. 

The final issue of Illustração Paranaense, published in 1933 after a two-year 

hiatus, includes material that points to shifts in the celebratory discourse. Romário 

Martins wrote the first article, as was customary, but rather than focusing on local 

indigenous people, he praised Paraná’s climate, the European characteristics of the 

population, and the state’s economic vitality. These were not unusual themes, of course, 

but some of the language that Martins employed was. For example, he boasted that 

Paraná “had no rivals in the country,” that its population was composed of “the eugenic 

races of all the ethnicities of Europe,” and that if “you want to feel the auspicious climate 

of Aryan life, the mildest temperatures in all of South America, climb to the highlands of 

Curitiba, Campos Gerais, and Guarapuava.”142 Martins’ earlier work did not make such 

                                                
142 Illustração Paranaense (February 1933): 1.  
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direct assertions, and most of the material he contributed to the magazine from 1927 to 

1930 focused on establishing myths about the contributions of local Indians groups.  

The 1933 edition also included an article on the history of Paraná’s participation 

in expositions, and it traced the state’s participation in such events back to the Second 

National Exposition, which took place in Rio de Janeiro in 1866. The article provided a 

powerful historical arc that directly correlated Paraná’s economic development with 

nation-building projects. This was the longest article ever published in the Illustração 

Paranaense, presenting compelling assessment of the state’s economic growth that dated 

back to Paraná’s independence from São Paulo in 1853. 

Moreover, Paraná participated in several international expositions, including in 

Philadelphia in 1875, Berlin in 1886, Chicago in 1893, and St. Louis in 1904, and from 

the start spent no small amount of effort and money to promote its commodities. In 1875 

and 1893, for example, the Paraná government sent an entire pine tree, including 

branches and roots, which was cut into sections for shipment and later reconstructed on 

site.143  

Perhaps no other exposition was more important, however, than the Segunda 

Exposição Industrial do “Dia do Paraná,” which took place in Curitiba in 1932 in the 

                                                                                                                                            
 
143 The pine tree sent to Chicago in 1893 measured 11.5 feet in diameter and stood 141 feet tall. Paraná 
enjoyed success at these expositions. At St. Louis in 1904, for example, it garnered the sixth highest 
numbers of prizes, trailing only São Paulo, Rio Grande do Sul, Minas Gerais, Rio de Janeiro, and 
Amazonas. Illustração Paranaense, (February 1933): 7-9, 12. 
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posh Edifício Moreira Garcez.144 It highlighted the state’s major industrial producers, 

including companies that manufactured pianos, surgical equipment, toothbrushes, furs 

and leather goods, shoes, ovens, stoves, heaters, suitcases, pastas, teas, chocolates, bottled 

water, furniture, soaps, lithography equipment, beer, and buttons.145 No other document 

provided such detailed information on Paraná’s industrial production, and it appears 

almost certain that someone with a keen interest in publishing this material somehow 

cajoled the Illustração Paranaense editors to print one final issue.146 All of this is to say 

that the 1933 publication, albeit a single document, illustrated that Paraná’s promoters 

had rearticulated celebratory arguments that privileged the state’s industrialization 

improvements. 

Finally, the intellectual trajectory of Romário Martins in the 1930s provides a few 

more clues to trace the continuities and changes in Paraná’s celebratory discourses during 

this time. Martins had become Paraná’s secretary or agriculture in 1928, and throughout 

the 1930s many of his publications focused on promoting the state’s agricultural 

resources. In 1931, for example, he published Plantando, dá!, which publicized wheat 

cultivation and examined the results of a hybrid strain produced especially for planting in 

the Paraná highlands.147 Most importantly, however, Martin’s published História do 

                                                
144 Illustração Paranaense, (February 1933): 17. 
 
145 Illustração Paranaense, (February 1933): 7-29. 
 
146 The article was 24 pages in length and composed 2/3 of the entire issue. 
 
147 Romário Martins, Dados bio-bibliográficos até 1945 (Curitiba: Editora Guaíra Limitada, 1945), 41-44.  
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Paraná in 1937, a seminal text that, according to Brasil Pinheiro Machado, established 

Martins as the founder of Paraná’s regional history. According to Machado, Martins 

organized Paraná’s main historical themes, centering around and the interactions of 

humans and nature over time.148 Martins, of course, was the master of these micro-

histories, but as his career entered its final and arguably most productive stage, he 

manufactured a text that traced a large swath of time and presented the best expression of 

Paraná’s genealogy.  

CONCLUSION 
 By the time Alfred Agache arrived in Rio de Janeiro in early 1927, urbanism 

principles had already spread across the world. In Brazil, where no single school of 

thought had yet gained widespread support at the time, elite society was split and regional 

distinctions were developing. Over the next fifteen years, however, Brazilian planners 

formulated a generally agreed upon urbanism vision. Though fissures continued to 

emerge, evidenced most clearly in the modernist architectural movement, Brazil’s 

urbanists expressed clear preferences for French design principles. These no doubt 

appealed to Brazilians for multiple reasons, but at the core they were authoritarian. It is 

most important to recognize the relationship between French urban planning designs and 

their authoritarian roots because other urban planning designs were not and had radically 

                                                                                                                                            
 
148 Brasil Pinheiro Machado, “A historiografia de Romário Martins na sua História do Paraná,” Boletim 
do Departamento de História, no. 21. Curitiba: Universidade Federal do Paraná, 1974. 43. Quoted from 
Pereira, Paranismo,  113.  
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different ideological underpinnings. The British, for example, were developing much 

more inclusive plans, or at the very least models that acknowledged the needs and wants 

of larger swaths of the community.149 The adaptation of an authoritarian planning model 

in Brazil was reflective of the dominant classes’ vision of organizing society. This model 

gained traction throughout the 1930s and coalesced most visibly when planners from 

around the country articulated their arguments at the First Brazilian Urbanism Congress 

in 1941.  

The Brazilian urbanism turn took place most dynamically in the southeast, and 

while Curitiba’s population and economy developed rapidly in the 1920s and 1930s, 

growth in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro completely dwarfed its development. Politicians 

and intellectuals in Curitiba kept up to date about the urbanism debates that were taking 

place in Brazil, expressed their own opinions, and had their own anxieties, but they were 

less pressed and the city may have had less economic resources to initiate any kind of 

major development plan. Even though Curitiba officials were not driven by the same 

sense of urgency that compelled other municipalities to take action, this did not stop João 

Moreira Garcez, Curitiba’s most influential mayor at the time, from executing important 

improvement projects, such as building one of the largest buildings in Brazil, as well as 

carrying out other large-scale city improvement projects. Nor did it stop the city’s 

boosters from promoting a new vision of the city. The end of disputes with Santa 

Catarina and the reduction in immigration flows made it much less important to build a 

                                                
149 See, for example, the work of Raymond Unwin. 
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case for Paraná’s claims to borderlands or to attract European immigrants. Different 

regionalist motivations now led officials and intellectuals to present new celebratory 

discourses.  

Officials, intellectuals, and business people advanced a vision of the city and the 

state at the vanguard of national development.  Unlike the revolutionary tensions taking 

place in São Paulo in 1932, they argued that Paraná was directly participating and 

contributing to nation-building projects through increased economic activity and the 

fostering of loyal citizens. Curitiba’s immigrants were assimilating into society and also 

making important contributions to national development, and the city itself continued to 

symbolize a halcyon and orderly alternative to more commonly accepted visions of 

Brazil’s urban environments.  
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Chapter Four: A New Master City Plan, a Rearticulated Celebratory 
Narrative 

INTRODUCTION 
The onset of World War II brought about divisive and violent fissures among 

Curitiba residents. As Brazil prepared for entry into the war, distrust of German, Italian, 

and Japanese descendants grew, and the Vargas government eventually closed their 

schools, occupied their social clubs, and arrested suspected subversives.1 When Brazil 

finally declared war on Germany, ten thousand Curitibanos took to the street to denounce 

the Nazis, and smaller groups plundered the businesses and clubs belonging to 

immigrants from Axis countries. Class divisions and animosities toward different ethnic 

groups had existed previously in Curitiba, but World War II brought about an entirely 

different set of tensions.2 

By 1940, Curitiba was a wholly different city than just a few years earlier. Its 

population had grown rapidly, and the exigencies of war fractured longstanding 

                                                
1 For example, geographer Reinhardt Maack was imprisoned in Curitiba for twenty-five days. More 
dangerous suspects were sent to Ilha Grande for the duration of the war. Japanese were expelled from the 
coastline. Streets with foreign names were changed. Roseli Boschilia, “O cotidiano de Curitiba durante a 
segunda guerra mundial,” Boletim Informativo da Casa Romário Martins 22, no. 107 (Outubro 1995): vii, 
67, 6-12, 16-17. For more on the repression of Germans, see Márcio José Pereira, “Politizando o cotidiano: 
Repressão aos Alemães em Curitiba durante a Segunda Guerra Mundial” (master’s thesis, Universidade 
Estadual de Maringá, 2010), and Richard O. Dalbey, “The German Private Schools of Southern Brazil: 
German Nationalism vs. Brazilian Nationalization,” International Review of Education 18, no. 3 (1972.): 
391-397. For more on reprisals against Japanese descendants, see Claudio Seto and Maria Helena Uyeda, 
Ayumi (caminhos percorridos): Memorial da imigração japonesa Curitiba e litoral do Paraná (Curitiba: 
Coleção Brasil Diferente, 2002).   
 
2 Boschilia argues that most immigrant descendants were loyal to Brazil, but also maintains that some did 
threaten national security. As evidence, she references the discovery of a branch of the Nazi party in 
downtown Curitiba. Boschilia, 7-9.  
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relationships among diverse ethnic groups. Many of the Paranaense intellectuals 

responsible for creating the region’s celebratory literature and symbolic art had died, and 

Curitiba’s boosters could no longer rely on the same exceptionalist tropes they had 

employed since the early 1900s. Emiliano Perneta and João Zaco Paraná died in 1921, 

Nestor Victor in 1932, Rocha Pombo in 1933, Alfred Andersen in 1935, Dario Velozo 

and Francisco Negrão in 1937, and Sebastião Paraná in 1938.  As a consequence of the 

changing conditions, Paraná’s boosters muted the discourse on the contributions of 

European immigrants, which had been one of the prevailing narratives of Curitiba’s 

success. Even if they had wanted to continue to pen glowing accounts of Germans and 

Italians, the Departamento de Imprensa e Propaganda (DIP) would have no doubt 

censored their work, and most likely did. The social capital associated with the 

contributions of Germans and Italians had not simply lost its value, but had become a 

liability.  

At the same moment, Curitiba’s boosters initiated a new propaganda campaign 

that was intended to build support for the most ambitious planning project in the city’s 

history, which was lead by Alfred Agache. Whereas evidence of the city’s progress 

served past promotional efforts to support colonization programs and other regional 

agendas, boosters now presented modernizations of Curitiba’s physical and cultural space 

to specifically support the urbanization plan. Boosters also tapped the traditional 

celebratory narratives about the city’s amenable climate and its European social 

composition, but because of the rupturing of relations with Axis countries, they could no 
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longer anchor their claims with accounts of the contributions of individual immigrant 

communities. Instead they advanced sweeping notions of the region’s European 

characteristics, and also rearticulated historical episodes—such as the accounts of 

bandeirante expeditions and illustrious visitors—that highlighted Paraná’s contributions 

to national development.  

This chapter examines how and why these new forms of exceptionalist discourses 

emerged in Curitiba in the early 1940s. It examines the specificities of the Agache Plan 

and demonstrates its similarities with projects that IPPUC planners would present three 

decades later. It focuses its analysis mostly closely on the Boletim da Prefeitura 

Municipal de Curitiba (a city journal that officials created for the main purpose of 

promoting the Agache Plan), which included articles from the First Brazilian Urbanism 

Congress, hundreds of photographs of modernization projects, and important historical 

accounts. This material best reflects how Curitiba’s boosters adjusted their exceptionalist 

claims. They now privileged the city’s development projects and some of its colonial 

history. They diminished the importance of its social and intellectual development. 

Ultimately, boosters continued to rely on tendentious history to naturalize their claims, 

albeit in different ways than they had done in the past. 

THE AGACHE PLAN 
Curitiba’ population continued to grow rapidly. By 1940 the city’s population 

stood 140,656, a thirty-nine percent increase over the previous decade, and this capped a 

half-century of rapid expansion in Curitiba—only São Paulo and Belo Horizonte had 
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grown faster. Curitiba’s expansion matched a broader demographic pattern in which 

Brazilians were migrating to cities in the southeast and south. Over the same ten-year 

period, for example, São Paulo’s population increased forty-nine percent and became 

only the second Brazilian city to surpass one million residents. By 1940 more than half of 

all Brazilian cities were located in the southeast and south. In 1940 Curitiba ranked tenth 

in size among all capital cities, but seventy-nine percent of Paranaense lived in rural 

communities, whereas in São Paulo this figure stood at fifty-nine percent. Still, the 

southeast and south were quickly becoming central areas in which the urbanization of 

Brazil’s population was taking place. Of the country’s 1,574 municipalities in 1940, 822 

were located in these two regions.3 

In efforts to control the city’s expansion and prepare for future development, 

officials sought the expertise of professional planners. Paraná Interventor Manoel Ribas 

envisioned carrying out an ambitious urbanization project and at the start of 1941 called 

on Curitiba mayor Rozaldo de Mello Leitão to form an exploratory committee.4 

Significantly, both Ribas and the mayor had attended the First Brazilian Urbanism 

Congress in Rio de Janeiro in January, and just three months later the city contracted the 

                                                
3 Anuário estatístico do Brasil 1946, vol. 7. (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 1947). Anuário estatístico do Brasil 
1936, vol. 2. (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 1936). Anuário estatístico do Brazil 1908-1912, vols. 1-3. (Rio de 
Janeiro: Diretoria Geral de Estatistica,  1916-1927). Anuário estatístico do Brasil 1941/1945, vol. 6. (Rio 
de Janeiro: IBGE, 1946). Anuário estatístico do Brasil 1947, vol. 8. (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 1948). 
 
4 Ribas initiated several projects to mark his tenure in office as well as to celebrate the 250th anniversary of 
the city’s founding, which would take place in 1943. The “Commission for the Plan of the City” included 
businessmen, industrialists, intellectuals, artists, and municipal officials. Luiz Armando Garcez, Curitiba: 
Evolução urbana (Curitiba: Universidade Federal do Paraná, 2006), 70. 
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Coimbra Bueno Brothers firm to re-design the city, with Alfred Agache leading the 

project.5  

Agache’s presence in Curitiba elicited none of the controversies that surrounded 

his work in Rio de Janeiro fifteen years earlier. City officials received him warmly, 

providing him with a car, a driver, and an assistant during the four months he remained in 

the city.6 The Curitiba press expressed optimism that the French planner would end what 

it called the hodgepodge ideas of entitled elites. On the day Agache arrived, for example, 

one journalist wrote that “Curitiba awoke radiant and happy,” knowing that an era of 

embellishments had ended, and that the Agache Plan would halt the wasteful tendency to 

carry out disjointed projects for “the pleasure of snobs.”7  

The press was on to something, as the Agache Plan was the first large-scale 

project to examine Curitiba from the totalizing approach that the French urbanist had 

advocated for decades, but which had become popular in Brazil only more recently.8 The 

plan emphasized the need to improve sanitary conditions, to reduce congestion in the city 

                                                
5 Ribas had been Interventor and Governor of Paraná since 1932. Garcez, 2006, 70.  
 
6 The city provided Agache with a Ford Model T, which was a luxury of sorts, as gas was rationed and 
many vehicles ran on wood-burning engines. Irã  Dudeque, Espirais de madeira: Uma história da 
arquitetura de Curitiba (São Paulo: FAPESP, 2001), 126.  
 
7 Flávio Lacerda, “Curitiba de Parabéns,” Diário da Tarde (Oct. 3, 1941): 1, in Bráulio Carollo, “Alfred 
Agache em Curitiba e sua visão de urbanismo” (master’s thesis, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do 
Sul, 2002), 94.  
 
8 For a concise overview of the Agache Plan, see Garcez, 2006, especially pages 69-78. For a close analysis 
of the plan, see Carollo, 2002. 
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center, and to divide the city into specific sectors according to their function.9 Agache 

dedicated large sections to the city’s persistent flooding problems (only a few years had 

passed since Curitibanos could rent stilts to cross muddied streets) and he also drafted a 

new building code that included minute requirements for future construction projects.10  

Most significantly, the plan called for the overhaul of the city’s transportation 

routes, the creation of several city parks, and the execution of broad publicity campaigns. 

Agache’s transportation and parks systems were particularly noteworthy because they 

called for radically reshaping the cityscape, and they remain important because city 

officials did not implement most elements until IPPUC planners executed several similar 

measures some thirty years later.  

The central component of Agache’s transportation design called for the 

construction of radial avenues that would originate in the city center and intersect with a 

series of peripheral roadways standing at increasingly greater distances. Like Le 

Corbusier, Agache emphasized the importance of redesigning cities to elicit discipline 

from residents, and the geometric shape of the city played a fundamental role. Le 
                                                
9 City officials published a heavily abridged version of the final draft that contained four main chapters. 
The first, Resumo histórico-fisiográfico de Curitiba, outlined the historical particularities of the city. It 
adhered closely to Agache’s principle of first carrying out detailed place studies. The second, Plano de 
remodelação, extensão e embelezamento, detailed specific projects to be executed. The third, Escoamento 
pluvial e defesa contra inundações, focused on important sanitation projects, such as channeling rivers and 
implementing flood controls. The fourth, Conclusões, presented conclusions to implement the plan 
successfully. The final project that the Coimbra Bueno firm presented to city officials included 4 volumes 
filled with reports and more than 300 designs, illustrations, and tables. Carollo, 104. 
 
10 In the 1930s, advertisements in Curitiba’s newspaper listed stilt rentals. The abridged version of the 
Agache Plan included the index to the Código de Obras, which was nine pages long and outlined the 
building code’s thirty chapters. Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 9 (May-June 1943): 10. 
Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 2 (April-May 1942): 58-66. 
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Corbusier argued that orthogonal cityscapes were superior to radial designs, both for 

practical purposes and for their symbolic representation of inherent structural laws. 

Radial designs, he maintained, were analogous to dropping drapery over the failures of 

past planning projects, as urbanists designed them according to the existing design of the 

city and its geographic particularity.11 The main purpose of Agache’s model was to re-

direct traffic to the outer concentric roadways and thereby alleviate congestion.12 The 

plan also concluded that Curitiba “lacked good large parks,” and that the Passeio 

Público, though well located in the city center, was too small.  Agache proposed placing 

six large parks along the outer ring of the roadway system to serve as leisure areas, to 

facilitate flood controls, and to form a protective green belt to manage future growth.13 

Most of these projects were only initiated in the 1970s when IPPUC planners began to 

                                                
11 In 1911, French urbanist and Agache colleague Eugene Hénard created a radial roadway system for 
Paris. In 1922, Ulhoa Cintra was the first Brazilian to introduce the idea of using radial designs, and in 
1930 São Paulo mayor Prestes Maia implemented such a system. The Curitiba plan provided minute details 
for the construction of new avenues and the renovation of others, and included precise measures for the 
width of streets and the directional flow of traffic. For greater specificity on these proposals, see “Do plano 
das ‘Avenidas da Cidade’,” Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 2 (April-May 1942): 43-47, 55. 
 
12 For more on the philosophical frameworks that shaped Le Corbusier’s orthogonal theory, see David 
Pinder, Visions of the City: Utopianism, Power and Politics in 20th Century Urbanism (Edinburgh: 
Edinburgh University Press, 2005), 56-87. 
 
13	  Boletim	  da	  Prefeitura	  Municipal	  de	  Curitiba	  12	  (November-‐December	  1943):	  74-‐76.	  For	  greater	  
information	  on	  the	  historical	  development	  of	  Curitiba’s	  parks,	  see	  Antônio	  Castelnou,	  “Ecotopias	  
Urbanas:	  Imagem	  e	  Consumo	  dos	  Parques	  Curitibanos”	  (PhD	  diss.,	  Universidade	  Federal	  do	  Paraná,	  
2005);	  Rivail	  Andrade,	  “O	  processo	  de	  produção	  dos	  parques	  e	  bosques	  públicos	  de	  Curitiba”	  
(master’s	  thesis,	  Universidade	  Federal	  do	  Paraná,	  2001);	  and	  Claudino	  Menezes	  Desenvolvimento	  
urbano	  e	  meio	  ambiente:	  A	  experiência	  de	  Curitiba	  (Campinas,	  São	  Paulo:	  Papirus,	  1996).	  	  
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implement large-scale urbanization projects, and scholars widely credit the Agache Plan 

for providing the blueprints.14 

URBANISM PUBLICITY 
The Agache Plan also emphasized the need to implement a rigorous publicity 

effort to ensure its success, which matched Agache’s arguments in 1927 as well as the 

case made by members of the First Brazilian Urbanism Congress in 1941, and the 

municipality took genuine efforts to promote the plan. Employing similar language from 

Agache’s plan for Rio de Janeiro, Curitiba officials argued that it was essential for city 

residents to have an “urbanistic consciousness.” To foster such sentiments it was essential 

to carry out a “technically organized” public relations campaign that exploited all 

available media outlets.15 The propaganda must be methodical, persuasive, and 

demonstrate the plan’s practicality and advantages, as only through “creat[ing] 

sentiments of love for home,” could one compel residents to take pride in the city’s 

growth.16 During the two years between contracting the Coimbra Bueno Brothers and 

receiving the final planning documentation, Alfred Agache, city officials, and 

intellectuals made concerted efforts to execute a wide-reaching public relations offensive. 

                                                
14 For more on the influence of the Agache Plan on IPPUC planning designs, see Garcez, 2006; Andrade, 
2001; and Leonardo Tossiaka Oba, “Os marcos urbanos e a construção da cidade: A identidade de 
Curitiba” (PhD diss., Universidade de São Paulo, 1998). 
 
15 The Agache Plan quoted Luiz de Anhaia Melo, one Brazil’s most respected planning critics, to defend 
the importance of public relations efforts, but in this case Anhaia Melo was actually referencing Agache. 
Luiz de Anhaia Melo, Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 12 (November-December 1943): 95.  
 
16 Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 12 (November-December 1943): 95. 
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They gave numerous speeches, exhibited displays, published articles and bulletins, and 

aired radio shows.17 

 Within just a few months from Agache’s arrival in Curitiba, the city began to 

publish short promotional brochures to bolster support for his urbanization plan. These 

brochures were similar to the Livros da Cidade that officials in Rio de Janeiro had 

published several years earlier, and they were also the same kind of materials that 

Edmundo de Miranda Jordão had advocated during talks at the First Brazilian Urbanism 

Congress. Jordão had called on municipalities to publish educational booklets that 

included short historical accounts focused on the city’s improvements and 

transformations. The objectives of these booklets were to educate residents, encourage 

them to take greater interest in city, and foster cooperation with public authorities. 18 

The promotional materials that Curitiba officials produced matched some of the 

celebratory discourses from the past, but other messages were very different. Propaganda 

for the Agache Plan highlighted the city’s recent modernization efforts and privileged 

historical accounts that drew parallels with national priorities, but it omitted references to 

the city’s immigrant communities and downplayed the contributions of local intellectuals. 

This new form of propaganda continued to rely on tendentious historical claims, but they 

were distinct from ones boosters had made previously. 

                                                
17 Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 12 (November-December 1943): 95-96. 
 
18 “Discurso pronunciado pelo Dr. Edmundo de Miranda Jordão, representante do Centro Carioca no 
Primeiro Congresso Brasileiro de Urbanismo,” Primeiro Congresso de Urbanismo, 52-54. 
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The 1941 publication of Curitiba: Cidade de Turismo represented the first effort 

made by city officials to promote the Agache Plan. This glossy booklet highlighted the 

city’s physical beauty and development, celebrated its pastoral setting, and almost 

completely omitted references to its immigrant population and local intellectuals. 

Photographs, charts, and tables filled most pages. Romário Martins authored the text. All 

of the material told the story of a single phenomenon: progress.  

Curitiba: Cidade de Turismo presented a picture of inevitable progress and 

improvements. Several tables and graphs pointed directly to the city’s modernization and 

growth. The city had more people, more roads, more buildings, and more motorcycles, 

cars, buses, and trucks.19 Photographs demonstrated that Curitiba was orderly, modern, 

and beautiful. It had immaculate plazas, lovely architecture, inspiring churches, new 

hospitals, erva-mate and wheat mills, and towering araucária pines. Other photographs 

showed the farm lands and pastures that sat along the city’s outskirts, and as an extension 

of Curitiba’s identity, and highlighted the verdant slope of the Serra do Mar and the 

famous railroad line built by Antônio Rebouças snaking the mountainside towards 

Paranaguá. In the accompanying text, Martins described these scenes: “Curitiba” he 

wrote, “is a modern city that offers all the comforts of larger cities. Its excellent climate, 

surrounding scenery, and good communication networks have turned the Paranaense 

                                                
19 Tables and graphs included information on pavement extensions between 1937 and 1940, population 
increases between 1910 and 1940, construction starts between 1902 and 1940, and motorcycle, car, bus, 
and truck increases between 1920 and 1940.  
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capital into a relaxing city sought out by visitors from every state in Brazil.”20 Curitiba 

was thriving and beautiful, ensconced within the edenic panorama of the Paraná 

highlands, and blessed with good communication and transportation routes. The 

triumphalist tenor of Curitiba: Cidade de Turismo was undeniable. 

Curitiba: Cidade de Turismo also introduced the Agache Plan to city residents. 

Martins argued that the plan would further propel the city’s development. Curitiba was “a 

modern city, with wide avenues, well-paved streets, and embellished plazas,” he wrote, 

and the plan was meant to prepare it for future growth and protect its current beauty.21 

More specifically, Martins added that 

Curitiba is developing within an urbanism plan in a safe technical environment. 
All of its necessities are precisely foreseen, such as the opening of new avenues 
that facilitate easing of traffic in the city center, the channeling of rivers that cut 
through the city at various points, planning of the location for the Civic and 
Administrative Centers. Everything, in the meanwhile, is taking place without 
modifying that picturesque and unique aspect that characterizes, personifies, and 
makes Curitiba so different than other cities in Brazil.22 

 
Martins did not endorse the plan as an obligatory course of action to correct the city’s 

problems. Alfred Agache made this kind of argument in 1927 with his plan for Rio de 

Janeiro. Instead, Martins supported the plan’s implementation as yet one more element of 

Curitiba’s inevitable progress. It is important understand this distinction. In effect, 

                                                
20 Curitiba: Cidade de Turismo (Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba: Curitiba, 1941), no pagination.  
 
21 Curitiba: Cidade de Turismo (Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba: Curitiba, 1941), no pagination.  
 
22 Curitiba: Cidade de Turismo (Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba: Curitiba, 1941), no pagination.  
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Curitiba was not a sick patient in need of the urbanists’ cures, but rather a vibrant city 

executing self-improvements.  

Curitiba: Cidade de Turismo praised the city’s modernization projects and its 

natural beauty, but it all but excluded any reference to the city’s social composition, and 

in doing it expunged an essential element of the exceptionalist discourse that boosters had 

used for decades. Whereas earlier promotional accounts frequently included information 

on the contributions of Germans and the large Italian community living in the Santa 

Felicidade neighborhood, for example, the booklet only briefly discussed the 

“picturesque and pleasant aspect of the [agricultural] colonies and the small groups of 

Poles and Italians,” made no mention whatsoever of Germans, and directed tourists to the 

Bacacheri neighborhood, where the airport and military headquarters were located.23 

Cutting out the story of Curitiba’s social composition no doubt reflected the growing 

tensions with Axis governments, and boosters now found themselves in an unfamiliar 

position. The historical narrative of the city’s European immigrants had composed such 

an important aspect of Curitiba’s development, but in the build up to war it became much 

more difficult to return to this familiar trope.   

THE CURITIBA CITY BULLETIN 
Curitiba officials followed the publication of Curitiba: Cidade de Turismo with a 

series of bulletins that ran from January 1942 to June 1944, and whose central purpose 

                                                
23 Curitiba: Cidade de Turismo (Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba: Curitiba, 1941), no pagination. 
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was to build more direct support for the Agache Plan.24 The Boletim da Prefeitura 

Municipal de Curitiba focused on two main areas: It provided updates on the plan and 

other urbanization projects, and it included historical information about the city that 

focused on founding myths, illustrious visitors, and to a much lesser degree on local 

intellectuals. Unlike the tourism booklet, the Bulletin included some information that was 

critical of the city’s development and also released updates on city ordinances.25  Most, 

however, was highly complimentary, and to support some of these claims, its authors 

continued to distort historical events.  

Bulletin editors first sought to frame Curitiba’s modernization projects within 

nationalistic terms as a means of legitimating the Agache Plan, and in the second issue 

they included material on the main conclusions of the First Brazilian Urbanism Congress. 

The Bulletin dedicated six pages to an exact transcription of Francisco Baptista’s Código 

Urbanístico Brasileiro, which emphasized the importance of formulating national norms 

and practices. It also included an article by Francisco Lopes that called for the publication 

of Livros da Cidade to build support for urbanization plans and the formation of 

organizations to act as civic liaisons between the urbanist and city residents. 

Significantly, the Bulletin obtained Baptista’s text third hand from the Pernambuco 

                                                
24 Most issues followed the same format and included sections on urbanism and history, public notices, and 
federal, state, and municipal legislation. 
 
25 For example, the Bulletin cited concerns about the city’s rapid population expansion and made sobering 
references to World War II. It included information about compulsory gas rationing, and outlined the city’s 
tenuous financial condition.  
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publication, the Boletim Técnico da Secretaria de Viação e Obras Públicas, and Lopes’ 

article came from a paper he presented at the II Congresso Interamericano de Municípios 

in Santiago, Chile in 1941, which largely matched his work from the First Brazilian 

Urbanism Congress.26 By including Oliveira and Lopes’ articles, Bulletin editors 

publicized Brazilian urbanism norms as a way to justify Agache Plan as well as to outline 

the Bulletin’s own purpose, and they also demonstrated a high level of understanding of 

the most current urbanism discussions.27   

PHYSICAL AND CULTURAL SIGNS OF PROGRESS  
After providing this larger framework, the Bulletin provided hundreds of updates 

on the modernization of the city’s infrastructure and the expansion of public facilities. It 

published greater details on the Plano das Avenidas, which was the centerpiece of the 

Agache Plan, and most issues included the latest news on the paving of streets and the 

                                                
26 For the full texts of both contributors, see Francisco Batista de Oliveira, “Código Urbanístico 
Brasileiro,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 2 (March-April 1942): 9-14, and Francisco de 
Marques Lopes, “Levantamento de Informações para Urbanismo,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de 
Curitiba 2 (March-April 1942): 15-20. To compare these texts with those from the First Brazilian 
Urbanism Congress, see Francisco de Oliveira Batista and Elmano Cruz, “Código urbanístico brasileiro,” in 
I Congresso de Urbanismo Brasileiro (Rio de Janeiro: Editado nas oficinas de obras d’O Globo, 1948), 
231-239, and Francisco de Marques Lopes, “Levantamento de Informações para Urbanismo,” in I 
Congresso de Urbanismo Brasileiro (Rio de Janeiro: Editado nas oficinas de obras d’O Globo, 1948), 437-
444. 
 
27 The Bulletin included several articles on broader urbanism themes, including material on linear cities, 
rational planning procedures, and public office buildings.  The article on linear cities was particularly 
illustrative of the editors’ understanding of urbanism trends. It was originally published in Boletim da 
Secretaria de Viação e Obras Públicas, one of the most important planning magazines of the time period. 
José Estelita, an influential city planner and also the co-founder of the magazine, wrote the article. The text 
provided a genealogy of urbanism, referencing to Arturo Soria y Mata (the first urbanist to design a linear 
city), Ebenezer Howard, Le Corbusier, Raymond Unwin, Luigi Piccinato, and also included several 
illustrations and photographs. For the entire article, see José Estelita, “A ‘Cidade Linear.’ –Nova concepção 
urbanística, européia, imposta pela visão da guerra,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 4  
(Julho-Agosto 1942): 30-34. 
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construction of avenues. It had dozens of photographs of street scenes before and after 

specific improvement projects had been executed. It also included detailed information 

on improvements to the public library, the opening of a new municipal slaughterhouse, 

the expansion of the city’s power grid, the purchase of new garbage trucks, as well as 

other projects that pointed to the city’s modernization.  

Bulletin editors did not simply enumerate these improvement projects, but rather 

employed them as elements of a broader celebratory narrative. Articles on improvements 

of the Curitiba Public Library and acquisition of the Matadouro Modêlo provide 

illustrative examples of the degree in which the Bulletin leveraged the city’s 

transformations to construct a larger composite picture intended to provide irrefutable 

evidence of Curitiba’s progress. The Bulletin emphasized the importance of the library 

according to its physical and cultural significance, and celebrated the slaughterhouse as a 

symbol of modernity and hygiene. 

Upgrades to the Curitiba Public Library filled dozens of pages in which Bulletin 

editors related construction improvements to larger ideas of urban progress.28 Beginning 

with the first issue, editors set out to establish the library’s cultural significance and its 

growing contribution to city life. The Biblioteca Pública de Curitiba was founded in 

1855 more in name than anything else, and in 1902 Paraná governor Xavier da Silva 

                                                
28 For more on the role of libraries as modernizing agents, see Casper Hvenegaard Rasmussen and Henrik 
Jochumsen, “Problems and Possibilities: The Public Library in the Borderline between Modernity and Late 
Modernity,” The Library Quarterly 77, no. 1 (January 2007): 45-59.  
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ceded control of the collection to the Institúto Histórico e Geográfico do Paraná.29  It 

came under municipal authority in 1937, whereupon the city set out to construct a 

modern downtown facility.30 This project stalled –a new building was only inaugurated 

in 1954- but the library had become an important cultural and education resource, and 

city officials maintained detailed accounts of library usage and habits over several years 

at auxiliary locations.  

The Bulletin presented these figures in four separate issues. Patrons made 13,073 

requests for materials in 1941, quintupling the number from three years earlier.31 The 

collection added 2,266 volumes and all magazine and newspaper subscriptions were 

renewed. The library maintained professional affiliations with 72 national and 

international institutions. The art salon held five exhibitions of painters and 

photographers. In the first half of 1942 the upward trends continued. Visitors made close 

to 7,000 requests for materials, outpacing all previous years. During the same period the 

                                                
29 Romário Martins, Dados biobBiográficos até 1945, (Curitiba: Editora Guaíra Limitada, 1945), 16.  
 
30 “Noticiário: Biblioteca,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 7 (January-February 1943): 79. 
For more on the history of the library in Curitiba, see Ernani Costa Straube, Biblioteca Pública do Paraná: 
Sua história (Curitiba: Imprensa Oficial, 2006).  
 
31 “Movimento da biblioteca em 1941,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 1 (January-
February,1942): 54. Respectively, the number of material requests from 1938-1940 was 2,653; 3,400; and 
10,241.  
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library purchased 549 new volumes and obtained the private library of Ermelino Leão, 

the illustrious Paranaense who had died in 1932.32  

Through acquisitions and the construction of a larger facility, the Bulletin claimed 

that the library guaranteed the protection of Paraná’s “cultural patrimony,” and 

“eloquently attest[ed] to the cultural development taking place in Curitiba.”33 This sort 

of argumentation matched the promotional efforts that Agache claimed were essential to 

establish support for urbanization projects. As visits, collections, and exhibitions 

increased, so too did the library’s value as a symbol of modernity and culture, and at the 

core of these developments was the direct participation of city residents.  

Curitiba’s new slaughterhouse was also in line with Agache’s urbanistic plan, as it 

modernized the city and improved its hygiene, which were two of its direct goals. Agache 

had actually constructed a model butcher shop in 1917 as part of a larger project intended 

to demonstrate that ideas of hygienic and moral improvement could be easily 

duplicated.34 The city purchased the Model Slaughterhouse in September of 1941 

                                                
32 The city had attempted to obtain Leão’s library for some time, and its contents no doubt included rare 
and important material on the history of Paraná. Leão was the first director of the Museu Paranaense, had 
directed the Arquivo Público do Estado do Paraná, was a member of several historical associations, and 
wrote extensively on Paraná’s colonial history. “Noticiário: A biblioteca do Dr. Ermelino de Leão,” in 
Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 4 (July-August 1942): 88. 
 
33 “Noticiário: A Biblioteca do Dr. Ermelino de Leão,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 4 
(July-August 1942): 88. The Bulletin also analyzed consultations by language and theme, with Portuguese, 
French, and Spanish leading the first category, and “general works,” literature, and applied sciences leading 
the second. For a complete of consultation by language and theme, see “Estatística: Biblioteca Pública do 
Paraná,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 3 (May-June 1942): 92-93. 
 
34 David K. Underwood, “Alfred Agache, French Sociology, and Modern Urbanism in France and Brazil,” 
The Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 50 (1991): 139-140. For greater specificity on the 
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because the one then in use, the Municipal Slaughterhouse, was poorly located and not 

suitable for expansion.35 The Model Slaughterhouse, on the other hand, was immaculate, 

large, and capable of carrying out a host of processing services. It was located on an 87-

acre property, had direct connections to the city’s water and sewerage lines, and was 

easily accessible by cobblestone avenues from the main transportation routes into and 

away from the city.36  

Though the Model Slaughterhouse was originally constructed in 1929, it had been 

shuttered for more than a decade, and the plant was all but new. Its machinery had been 

meticulously deactivated, and when it reopened in 1941, the plant employed the latest 

meat processing technologies, and used similar systems to transnational firms such as 

Armour and Continental.37 The slaughterhouse could process 250 cattle, 30 goats, 150 

pigs, and 30 sheep daily, easily providing sufficient meat supplies to the entire city. The 

larger facility maintained a larding factory, a fertilizer plant, a tannery, and an ice-making 

                                                                                                                                            
history and politics of meat production in Curitiba, see Fernando Schinimann, “A batalha da carne em 
Curitiba” (master’s thesis, Universidade Federal do Paraná, 1992). For greater specificity on 
slaughterhouses as symbols of modernity, see Paula Young Lee, Meat, Modernity, and the Rise of the 
Slaughterhouse (Durham, New Hampshire: University of New Hampshire Press, 2008). 
 
35 The Municipal Slaughterhouse was located in the Guabirotuba neighborhood, a little more than four 
miles southeast from the center of Curitiba and roughly halfway to the satellite city of São José dos Pinhais.  
 
36 The Model Slaughterhouse was located in the Bairro Alto neighborhood a little more than five miles 
northeast from the city center in a more rural setting that could be easily reached from different directions. 
“Noticiário: Matadouro Modêlo,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 3 (May-June 1942): 90-
91. 
 
37 These included using electrical shock to slaughter cows and automated machinery to skin pigs. Both 
Armour and Continental operated meat-processing plants in São Paulo. One specific technique was to use a 
mechanized assembly line system to slaughter pigs. “Noticiário: Matadouro Modêlo,” in Boletim da 
Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 3 (May-June 1942): 91. 
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machine. The Model Slaughterhouse was among the finest in southern Brazil, the 

Bulletin concluded, was prepared to contribute to large-scale development in Curitiba, 

and could supply its services to a much larger population. Its new technologies, 

convenient location, and easy access to transportation routes demonstrated “the frankest 

justification for the progress of the city” and exemplified broader modernization projects 

taking place.38 

The Curitiba City Bulletin promoted the Agache Plan through publication of 

hundreds of stories that focused on physical improvements to the cityscape. Most of these 

articles included dry accounts of specific projects, such as how much asphalt had been 

poured during the last year, and a few included celebratory explications. Editors also 

published more general articles on urbanistic principles, many of which had been 

resolved during the First Brazilian Urbanism Congress, in efforts to elaborate their 

broader significance. Viewed collectively, the articles composed a straightforward 

discursive message: The city’s modern buildings and roadways symbolized material and 

cultural progress.  

HISTORICAL NARRATIVES RENEWED AND REVISED 
The Bulletin published hundreds of articles and updates on the city’s urbanization 

and modernization projects, and it also published roughly equal content on the history of 

Curitiba and Paraná. This material privileged celebratory narratives that extolled the 

                                                
38 “Noticiário: Matadouro Modêlo,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 3 (May-June,1942): 
91. 
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virtues of the city’s climate and social composition, as well as new storylines that 

highlighted the city’s development in nationalistic terms. It published several stories on 

the bandeirantes who had carried out expeditions in Paraná, arguing that these men were 

not only founding fathers of Paraná but also major contributors to the nation’s 

development.  Other articles focused on the visits of illustrious national figures such as 

Dom Pedro II, Olavo Bilac, and the Visconde de Taunay, which presented further 

evidence of the region’s progress. In rare instances the Bulletin included critiques of 

Paraná’s development, such as those found in the chronicles of French naturalist Auguste 

Saint-Hilaire and the British engineer Thomas Bigg-Wither, but in these cases the 

Bulletin revised their arguments or selectively dismissed their claims. The Bulletin also 

omitted historical episodes that were more difficult to frame in positive terms or that 

could not be so readily altered to mirror national priorities.39 Most importantly, the 

Bulletin almost completely omitted references to specific immigrant communities. 

AUGUSTE SAINT-HILAIRE 
Travel chronicles of foreign visits to Paraná date to the sixteenth century, but 

boosters have long favored the material Auguste Saint-Hilaire composed from his trip to 

                                                
39 In the fifteen issues of the Bulletin, for example, there is no reference to the publication of Robert Avé-
Lallemant’s 1858 visit. The German physician travelled extensively in Paraná and published widely on his 
experiences, but his assessments were more critical and more difficult to reframe. As discussed in chapter 
one, his observations on the racial composition of Curitiba’s residents clashed with Saint-Hilaire’s, and he 
was critical of the provincial nature of the city. It is possible that the Bulletin did not purposefully omit 
referencing Avé-Lallemant. The Visconde de Taunay had cited Saint-Hilaire in 1890, and David Carneiro 
had only discovered Bigg-Wither in 1941, but it is not clear when Paraná intellectuals first came across 
Avé-Lallemant. His work was first published in Leipzig, Germany, in 1859, but it was not translated and 
published in Brazil until 1953. 
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the region in 1820. The Bulletin published two articles on the French naturalist’s writings 

that both rehabilitated and revised his main conclusions. They were important for three 

main reasons: First, one of the articles was a translation made from French to Portuguese, 

and it provided direct access to Saint-Hilaire’s writings to a much larger audience. 

Second, Saint-Hilaire’s hyperbolic praise of the region and positive generalizations 

corresponded with prevailing celebratory discourses, providing rich promotional content. 

Third, the Bulletin contested or dismissed Saint-Hilaire’s writings that complicated or 

contradicted these messages, and in doing so it helped to legitimate a revisionist account 

of colonial life that remains widely accepted to this day. In a sign of Saint-Hilaire’s 

importance in the Bulletin, only the final draft of the Agache Plan and the visit of Dom 

Pedro II to Paraná in 1880 received greater coverage.40 

Historian David Carneiro’s translation of “Viagens na Comarca de Curitiba em 

1820” appeared in the Bulletin in back-to-back issues in late 1942, and it was most likely 

the first example of Saint-Hilaire’s text in Portuguese.41 This section included both the 

celebratory comments for which Saint-Hilaire remains best known as well as the 

criticisms that appear long forgotten. For example, it introduced the idea that “the 

Curitiba Comarca was originally populated by Europeans arriving directly from Portugal 

                                                
40 Close to three-percent of all the material in the Bulletin related directly to Saint-Hilaire. 
 
41 The name of the section Carneiro translated was “A cidade de Curitiba e seu distrito” which Bulletin 
editors published it in two parts in the July-August and September-October issues of 1942. Carneiro 
translated Saint-Hilaire from his 1851 publication, Voyage dans les provinces de Saint-Paul et de Saint-
Catherine, Tome II, which is part four of Voyage dans L'Interieur du Brésil.  
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…” that the “white population grew fastest …” but that “in spite of the gentle climate …” 

its inhabitants “were no less lazy than those in northern Brazil …” and only under orders 

and threats from government officials would they plant fruit trees and harvest wheat.42 

Carneiro’s translation no doubt helped to reestablish Saint-Hilaire’s celebratory claims, 

but by including the botanist’s criticisms without any refutation, the Bulletin also clouded 

this picture.43  

The very next issue of the Bulletin made every effort to clarify its position on 

Saint-Hilaire. It included a twenty-seven page article on Curitiba’s historical 

development in which the author thoroughly dissected and distorted Auguste Saint-

Hilaire’s observations. Francisco Azevedo de Macedo’s text, “Curitiba nos Tempos 

Coloniais,” forwarded a revisionist history that magnified Saint-Hilaire’s celebratory 

                                                
42 Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 7 (July-August 1942): 50, 54. Boletim da Prefeitura 
Municipal de Curitiba 7 (September-October 1943): 30. 
 
43 The only other significant example of the Bulletin’s inclusion of critical information came from David 
Carneiro’s analysis of the chronicles of Thomas Bigg-Wither, the British engineer who had travelled 
through Paraná from 1872 to 1874 to carry out land surveys for railroad interests. Carneiro came across the 
text quite accidently while browsing through a bookstore in Washington, D.C. The manager presented the 
book to him and asked if it might be of some interest.  Carneiro wrote the review of Bigg-Wither’s account 
in late 1941 while aboard the S.S. Argentina, presumably on the return trip to Brazil. As discussed in 
chapter one, Bigg-Wither wrote glowing accounts of the Paraná climate, but he was also highly critical of 
Paraná’s colonization projects, especially of the Assungui settlement, an English colony located roughly 
sixty miles northwest of Curitiba. Bigg-Wither had condemned the Brazilian government and provincial 
authorities for endorsing “white slavery,” arguing that bad site selection and onerous debt obligations 
provided colonists with little chance for success. Carneiro acknowledged Bigg-Wither’s criticisms but gave 
them short shrift, and instead dismissed less important claims. For example, to dispel the fantastic claim 
that Bigg-Wither had travelled through “wild scenes of savage nature [in Paraná] where no civilized man 
had before penetrated,” Carneiro enumerated the chroniclers who had crisscrossed the region before him 
and summarized the victory of the Portuguese bandeirantes who had expelled Spanish Jesuits. David 
Carneiro, “O Paraná em 1872,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 6 (November-December 
1942): 23-36. Dicionário histórico-biográfico do estado do Paraná, 264-265. Thomas Bigg-Wither, 
Pioneering in South Brazil, (NY: Greenwood Press, 1968), vii. David Carneiro, “O Paraná em 1872  
(Impressoes do Engenheiro Thomas P. Bigg-Wither, Publicadas em Londres – Pioneering in South Brazil,” 
Separata do Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba (1942): 4.  
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observations and challenged his criticisms. Azevedo corrected, amended, and annotated 

Saint-Hilaire’s text to such a degree that it lost much of its original meaning. He 

rearticulated its central message as an undeniable celebration of the region’s 

exceptionalist characteristics. According to Azevedo’s revisionist script, Curitibanos 

were good Catholics concerned with the well-being of all residents. They practiced fine 

arts and built sport fields. Couples rarely expressed unhappiness. Mothers taught children 

to read. City residents were mostly white. Paranaenses owned slaves but were kind 

masters, providing them with nourishment and friendship. Disease was uncommon in the 

high plains of Campos Gerais, but when illnesses broke out Curitiba’s doctors tended to 

the sick with care and kindness.44  

Azevedo used Saint-Hilaire’s accounts to paint an idyllic picture of life in 

Curitiba, and he also directly addressed his critical observations. For example, when 

Saint-Hilaire judged that white settlers in Paraná were lazy, Azevedo claimed that they 

were merely being practical, for  

Curitibanos were an economically happy people … The earth was fertile, the 
climate very mild … To live well they did not need to make great efforts. They 
produced only according to the necessity of consumption. Why produce more, not 
knowing who would need or want to buy the excess? To produce more than 
necessary, knowing the excess effort was useless, would be foolishness. To 
produce, as in this case, only that which is necessary for consumption, could be 
called intelligence, good sense, prudence. Never idleness, laziness, or indolence.45  
 

                                                
44 Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 7 (July-August 1942): 50, 54. Boletim da Prefeitura 
Municipal de Curitiba 7 (September-October 1943): 27-28.  
 
45 Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 7 (January-February 1943): 18. 
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Azevedo cited Saint-Hilaire’s own claim that European farmers would do the same if 

they could, and asked rhetorically why Paraná farmers who enjoyed this level of 

subsistence be judged indolent or lazy.46  

The Bulletin’s publication of Saint-Hilaire’s work exemplified Francisco Lopes’ 

call to conserve and valorize the traditions and history of the city, and Azevedo 

contributed to reifying these traditions and history through a selective vision of the past 

which boosters, Paraná elites, intellectuals, and scholars have reiterated for decades. 

Azevedo’s revision helped to establish the main interpretive narrative of Saint-Hilaire’s, 

but if the botanist were to have read this bastardized version of his work, he would likely 

have shuddered at the distortions and their implications.47 

RECLAIMED BANDEIRANTES AND SELF IMAGE 
The Bulletin sought to appropriate the mythological status of São Paulo’s 

bandeirantes by publishing several stories on specific expeditions in Paraná. Throughout 

the 1940s, intellectuals in Curitiba produced manuscripts that made similar arguments.48 

“It was the Curitibanos who conquered southern Brazil for Brazil,” historian Ermelino de 

                                                
46 Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 7 (January-February 1943): 18. 
 
47 For an example of a more even interpretation of Saint-Hilaire, see Visconde de Taunay, “Curiosidades 
naturais da província do Paraná,” Revista do Institúto Histórico e Geográfico Brasileiro 53 (1890): 243-
266. 
 
48 For a few examples, see Romário Martins, Bandeiras e bandeirantes em terras do Paraná (Curitiba: 
Editora Guaíra Limitada, 1947), and Arthur Martins Franco, Diogo Pinto e a conquista de Guarapuava 
(Curitiba: Edição do Muséu Paranaense, 1943). At the same time Afonso Taunay, a prolific scholar and 
director of the Museu Paulista, was in the middle of completing an eleven-volume manuscript on the 
history of São Paulo’s bandeirantes, which he composed from records in São Paulo, Lisbon, and Seville.  
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Leão stated emphatically, and it was certainly appealing for Bulletin editors to make the 

case that Paranaenses had contributed to the exploration and conquest of the interior. 49  

The bandeirante had become a national hero, or as cultural historian Nicolau Sevcenko 

put it, the “ … most authentic and pure representation of Brazil’s social roots … and the 

founding father of the Brazilian race and civilization.”50 By claiming that bandeirante 

history was also part of Paraná history, Bulletin editors were armed with another 

narrative that spotlighted the state’s contributions to national development.  

Francisco Azevedo de Macedo’s article described above was actually the 

introduction to his manuscript on the life of Diogo Pinto de Azevedo, the military leader 

who led the Conquest of Guarapuava in 1810. While the first section focused largely on 

Saint-Hilaire, Azevedo’s main goal was to establish Diogo Pinto’s role in civilizing 

Paraná’s hinterlands and in promoting order and progress.51  

In another article on Curitiba’s bandeirantes, historian David Carneiro justified 

why it was important to privilege the contributions of Paranaenses, concluding that    

I drew out this general scheme of our Curitibano bandeiras, and with this, at least 
on this occasion, I contributed to do away with the nefarious idea of excising one 

                                                
49 Quoted from David Carneiro, “Curitiba bandeirante,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 8 
(March-April 1943): 26. 
 
50 Nicolau Sevcenko, Orfeu extático na metrópole: São Paulo, sociedade e cultura nos frementes anos 20 
(São Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 1992), 138. 
 
51 See Francisco de Azevedo Macedo, Conquista pacífica de Guarapuava (Curitiba: Grupo Editor 
Renascimento do Paraná, 1951). The Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba republished the book in 1995. 
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state whose glorious past cannot be any less a motive for respect for all of Brazil 
than its service is today.52 
 

Carneiro criticized the perception that Paraná history was less significant than other 

regional histories, especially São Paulo’s, and argued that Paraná should receive greater 

appreciation for its long history of contributing and sacrificing for the good of the nation.  

 One of the most compelling aspects of this new bandeirante literature was its 

focus on collective historical experiences. In the Bulletin article “A função histórica de 

Curitiba na conquista e povoamento do sul do Brasil,” historian Brasil Pinheiro Machado 

argued that Paraná collective identity was born from dedication to the Portuguese crown. 

Machado claimed that Paranaenses were selfless, prepared to sacrifice, and as the first 

arrivals to the Paraná highlands, they busily carried out the will of the Empire, pacifying 

Indian tribes, establishing permanent settlements, and defending territory.53 Brasil 

Pinheiro Machado, Francisco Azevedo, David Carneiro, Romário Martins, and others 

appropriated the São Paulo bandeirante mythology and emphasized the collective role 

that Curitibanos played in the colonization of the Brazilian interior. 

                                                
52 David Carneiro, “Curitiba bandeirante,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 8 (March-April 
1943): 26-28. 
 
53 Brasil Pinheiro Machado, “A função histórica de Curitiba na conquista e povoamento do sul do Brasil,” 
in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 9 (May-June 1943): 19-23. Machado’s text was a 
transcription from a conference presentation he had made at the Clube Curitibano in celebration of the 
250th anniversary of Curitiba. For a complete listing of the presentations, see the Boletim da Prefeitura 
Municipal de Curitiba 8 (March-April 1943): 106-107. 
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ILLUSTRIOUS VISITORS 
The Bulletin published biographies of several Paranaense intellectuals, including 

Ermelino de Leão, Dario Vellozo, Sebastião Paraná, Francisco de Negrão, Emiliano 

Pernetta, Ubaldino do Amaral, Francisco dos Santos Lima, and Themistocles Brazil, but 

what is most striking about this material is its relative brevity compared to the Bulletin’s 

treatment of historical visitors.54 The Bulletin privileged the accounts of illustrious 

travelers and associated their experiences with Paraná’s independence and growth, its 

national loyalty, and Curitiba’s modernizations. The visits of Dom Pedro II, Olavo Bilac, 

and the Visconde de Taunay received the closest attention. 

Dom Pedro II 
The Bulletin dedicated an entire issue to Dom Pedro II’s visit to Paraná in 1880 in 

which he came to inaugurate construction on the railroad that would eventually connect 

Curitiba and Paranaguá. David Carneiro authored the text and cast the royal visit as a 

significant contributing factor to Paraná’s economic and social development. Alluding to 

his previous arguments in support of local histories, Carneiro wrote “Without Dom Pedro 

II we would still be part of São Paulo, and we would be vegetating in their shadow, just 

                                                
54 The Bulletin published some 235 pages on outsiders but only 24 on all of the individuals listed above. 
This number is skewed by David Carneiro’s 155-page account of Dom Pedro II’s visit to Paraná as well as 
the Francisco Azevedo’s 27-page article that focused largely, but not exclusively on Auguste Saint-Hilaire, 
but even when one subtracts these two articles entirely, content on visitors was more than double that of 
local intellectuals. Also, the Bulletin did not include any references to two of Paraná’s most distinguished 
war heroes, Antônio Gomes Carneiro and João Gualberto, which further demonstrates the degree in which 
the Bulletin obscured historical accounts of influential Paranaenses.  
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as our heroes from the wars of the South and our bandeirantes vegetate.”55 Carneiro 

credited the Emperor for initiating the rail project and highlighted the technological 

advancements that went into the construction. The Emperor, in fact, had been dissatisfied 

with the rate of progress, was critical of the slow pace of laying tracks, and identified the 

lack of transportation routes as the region’s greatest defect.56 Without Dom Pedro II, 

Carneiro claimed, the Paraná countryside might still be open territory and pastureland. 

Because of Dom Pedro II, the rail line stood as symbol of Paraná progress.57  

Olavo Bilac 
Olavo Bilac visited Curitiba in 1916, and a special edition of the Bulletin 

celebrating the 249th anniversary of the city published a detailed report of his itinerary in 

the city. This was the first Bulletin issue that included a history section, and the choice to 

first introduce Bilac was driven by the pedagogical value of his story.58 He was a co-

                                                
55 David Carneiro, “A viagem de Dom Pedro II ao Paraná em 1880,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de 
Curitiba 14-15 (March-June 1944): 4.  
 
56 Emphasizing the Emperor’s concern for the failed colonization plans, Carneiro included a written 
correspondence between Visconde de Taunay and the Emperor, then living in exile. Taunay had sent Dom 
Pedro II a copy of the article “Curiosidades naturais da província do Paraná,” that would be published in 
1890 the Revista do Institúto Histórico e Geográphico Brasileiro. The Emperor returned the document with 
penciled comments along the margins. On the subject of the failed colonies, the Emperor wrote, “This is 
completely correct; I verified with my eyes the abuses, even though they tried to keep me away from these 
places.” David Carneiro, “A viagem de Dom Pedro II ao Paraná em 1880,” in Boletim da Prefeitura 
Municipal de Curitiba 14-15 (March-June, 1944): 4. 
 
57 David Carneiro, “A viagem de Dom Pedro II ao Paraná em 1880,” in Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de 
Curitiba 14-15 (March-June 1944): 4.  
 
58 This issue included seven articles and composed thirty-nine pages of text and photographs. Four of the 
articles examined national and religious themes. Three focused on individuals. In addition to the account of 
Bilac, the Bulletin included a report on Santos Dumont’s visit to Curitiba in 1916 and a biography of the 
famous Paraná writer Emiliano Perneta. 
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founder of the Liga de Defesa Nacional, the civic organization whose main focus was to 

promote Brazilian patriotism and military preparedness, and was widely esteemed in 

Paraná. The Bulletin no doubt highlighted Bilac’s visit to Curitiba—which took place 

during the middle of World War I—as a means of recycling the successful propaganda 

campaign he had helped to initiate to bolster support for obligatory military service.59 As 

Brazilian participation in World War II appeared ever more inevitable, the Liga de 

Defesa Nacional campaigned actively to raise public support for Allied forces and stir 

antipathy towards Axis powers. The Bulletin assisted in these efforts by redistributing 

information on Bilac’s visit some twenty-five years earlier.60 In April 1942, just one 

month after the Bulletin published the Bilac article, a regional office of the Liga de 

Defesa Nacional opened in Curitiba. Paraná Interventor Manoel Ribas led its founding 

with the support of familiar intellectuals, including Romário Martins, David Carneiro, 

and Brasil Pinheiro Machado.61  

                                                                                                                                            
 
59 Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba. Edição especial comemorativo ao 249.º aniversário da 
fundação de Curitiba (March 1942): 21-26. 
 
60 The Bulletin highlighted Bilac’s visits with Curitiba’s most important men of letters, including Emiliano 
Perneta and Dario Vellozo, and the speeches he made to large audiences about Brazil’s unique character 
and the need to protect it. Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba. Edição especial comemorativo ao 
249.º aniversário da fundação de Curitiba (March 1942): 21-26. 
 
61 Boletim Informativo da Casa Romário Martins 22: O cotidiano de Curitiba durante a segunda guerra 
mundial (October 1995): 22. 
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Visconde de Taunay 
The Bulletin also published several articles on Visconde de Taunay that focused 

on his contributions to the region’s economic and social development.  Taunay had 

served as the president for Paraná between 1885 and 1886, and the Bulletin credited him 

with overseeing an important moment in Paraná’s history. As previously discussed in 

chapter one, Taunay had pushed for the creation of new colonies and ordered that they be 

populated only with European immigrants. Also, he executed several urbanization 

projects, such as culverting the Belém river, reorganized the public library, and initiated 

the creation of Curitiba’s first city park, the Passeio Público.62 Taunay governed Paraná 

during an important transitional period in which European immigrants began to arrive in 

larger numbers. The Bulletin, however, focused closer attention on Taunay’s urban 

improvements to draw parallels with the Agache Plan.63 

THE OMISSION OF IMMIGRANTS  
 The Bulletin articles on Auguste Saint-Hilaire and the Visconde de Taunay 

forwarded the argument that white European immigrants played key roles in Paraná’s 

social and economic development, but no issue examined the positive contributions of 

individual ethnic groups, which was no doubt a reflection of Vargas’ efforts to censor 

information, to vilify Axis governments, and to “Brazilianize” the immigrant 

                                                
62 Alô Guimarães, “O Visconde de Taunay na Presidência da Província do Paraná,” in Boletim da 
Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 8 (March-April 1943): 71.  
 
63 David Carneiro’s biography of Taunay was the last individual historical account the Bulletin would 
publish as it prepared to release the Agache Plan. In the next two issues, urban histories replaced those of 
individuals.  
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communities. Editors all but excluded direct references to Germans, Italians, Poles, and 

Ukrainians. Instead, they glommed together the experiences of distinct ethnic groups. 

This marked a significant rupture from the exceptionalist claims of the previous four 

decades in which the city’s boosters parsed the distinct contributions of its immigrant 

populations.  

Romário Martins’ Bulletin article on Curitiba’s origins provides the best example 

of the mission to erase the histories of individual ethnic communities. No other 

intellectual was more knowledgeable about the city’s history, and much of Martins’ 

previous work focused on the specific contributions of European immigrants, yet in 

“Origens de Curitiba,” he focused almost exclusively on the city’s colonial history. 

Martins argued that it was during this early phase that Curitiba’s social core was formed, 

and its main contributing groups were Portuguese explorers, gold miners, mestizos, and 

Indians. “These people and their descendants made Curitiba, made Paraná, and made 

Brazil,” Martins wrote, and then added, as if it were extraneous information that “later 

other people came from Europe, Africa, and Asia -blacks from the Congo and Guinea, 

Germans, Italians, Poles, Syrians, Jews, etc., and their descendants, both pure and mixed, 

have contributed useful elements to Brazilian life.”64 Martins’ argument was strikingly 

different than the claims he had made for most of his career, and there seems no doubt 

that the historian felt no small amount of uneasiness in composing “Origens de Curitiba” 

                                                
64 Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 8 (March-April 1943): 24-25. 
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for the Bulletin.65 To be sure, his emphasis on colonial history was in part reflective of 

the historiographical move discussed above that highlighted the city’s development in a 

broader nationalist perspective, but it was also demonstrative of the Bulletin’s efforts to 

completely expunge the history of Curitiba’s ethnic groups. Both of these explications are 

interrelated, of course, and point to the degree to which new contingencies reshaped 

boosters’ discourses. 

In a sign of just how much this landscape had changed, the Bulletin not only 

omitted most accounts of German involvement in the city’s development but also 

republished alarmist newspaper articles from the early 1900s that pointed to their 

bellicose nature and their goal of infiltrating southern Brazil. One article from 1918, for 

example, outlined the “warlike spirit” of Kaiser Wilhelm which led him to destroy entire 

cities and murder women, children, and seniors.  Another article from 1900 identified 

German intentions to colonize the south, to incite insurrections, and ultimately to form an 

independent nation.66 The Bulletin erased Germans from Curitiba’s history and 

portrayed them as warmongering invaders. This could not have been an easy task. From 

Nestor Victor’s explications of the city’s architectural improvements to Romário Martins’ 

                                                
65 At the very least Martins understood that this narrative was entirely incomplete. He composed a different 
account in Quantos somos, quem somos, which he had published in 1941, two years before the Bulletin 
article. Here Martins argued that Curitiba’s first inhabitants were a mixture of Indians and Spaniards, had 
little loyalty to the Portuguese, and were avid horsemen. Many joined expeditions into the interior, which 
shattered the economic and social fabric of Curitiba, and only when white Europeans began to immigrate in 
the early nineteenth century did Curitiba recover and begin to grow, but not entirely for the better. Without 
its linkages to the past, Martins argued, Paranaenses felt uncertainty as to their own identity. Martins, 
Quantos somos, quem somos, 43-47. 
 
66 Boletim da Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba 6 (November-December 1942): 131-133. 
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enumeration of the composition of surrounding agricultural colonies, Germans were 

central characters in the previous four decades of Curitiba’s history.  

RUPTURED NARRATIVES 
 The Bulletin minimized the contributions of immigrant populations in Curitiba, 

yet during this same time Romário Martins was in the middle of completing several 

manuscripts that included detailed information on their impact in Paraná’s social and 

economic development.67 This exposed a rupture between city-led propaganda 

campaigns and Martins’ scholarly concerns, and revealed that, for the first time in 

Curitiba’s history, its official propaganda was not reflective of the consensus of its 

intellectual community. Many of the texts that Martins produced at this time—especially 

História do Paraná in 1937, Quantos somos, quem Somos in 1941, and Terra e gente do 

Paraná in 1944—would become classic texts in the historiography of Paraná, and they 

continue to serve as essential references on Curitiba’s immigrant communities. This 

demonstrates that at the same time that Bulletin editors obscured the contributions of 

immigrants, the celebratory narratives associated with the city’s European social 

                                                
67 Martins’ first priority was to defend and promote Paraná’s interests, and while he was certainly more 
objective than many of his contemporaries, he was also pragmatic and even perhaps a bit of an opportunist. 
For example, at the same time that he published Quantos somos, quem somos, he was also writing a series 
of newspaper articles that vilified Germans and documented Nazi intentions to take over southern Brazil. In 
another sign of Martins’ mission to promote Paraná’s interests, at the same time that the Brazilian 
government celebrated Indian identity as an essential national characteristic, Martins petitioned to have a 
national monument made of a local Indian who, he incorrectly claimed, played a key role in driving out 
Spanish settlers from Paraná. For greater specificity on these publications, see Romário Martins, Hitler 
guerreia o brasil há dez anos (Curitiba: Empresa Editora, 1942), and Romário Martins, Guairacá: 
Movimento Nacional Pro’-Monumento a Guairacá (Curitiba: Empreza Gráfica Paranaense, 1941). For a 
counterargument of Martins’ perception of Germans, see Décio Szarca, O forjador: Ruínas de um mito, 
Romário Martins (Curitiba: Aos Quatro Ventos, 1998).  
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composition never disappeared, even in the midst of World War II, and much of our 

current understanding of Paraná’s development still derives from Romário Martins’ 

publications.68 

CONCLUSION 
By 1940 Curitiba had completed a half-century of rapid population expansion that 

outpaced all but a few cities in Brazil, and in an effort to control the city’s growth, Paraná 

Interventor Manoel Ribas initiated plans to carry out the most ambitious urbanization 

projects in the city’s history. The Agache Plan called for radically reshaping the 

cityscape, and to ensure its implementation it was essential to execute an expansive 

propaganda campaign. This public relations aspect was not only a quintessential 

characteristic of Agache’s planning models, but it was also an important element that 

Brazilian urbanists had embraced more recently, evidenced in the conclusions of the First 

Brazilian Urbanism Congress as well as in the planning designs of other cities.  

City officials in Curitiba took this component very seriously. Alfred Agache 

presented lectures. The city exhibited planning displays. Intellectuals wrote articles and 

spoke on the radio. The city’s publicity efforts were highly visible in the booklet and 

bulletins that it published. The Curitiba: Cidade de Turismo booklet and the Boletim da 

Prefeitura Municipal de Curitiba included more than 1,100 pages of photographs, charts, 

                                                
68 Martins’ contributions to the historiography of Paraná are difficult to overemphasize. For just a few 
examples of texts that use material Martins produced more than seventy years ago, see Wilson Martins, Um 
brasil diferente (Ensaio sobre fenômenos de aculturação no Paraná), Altiva Balhana, Un mazzolino de 
fiori, and Luís Fernando Pereira, O Paraná inventado:	  Cultura	  e	  imaginário	  da	  I	  República. 
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tables, and texts. Boosters used this material to illustrate the city’s progress as well as to 

establish positive historical references.  

On the one hand, it was easy to enumerate details on hundreds of modernization 

projects, and Bulletin editors published updates on the Curitiba Public Library and the 

Model Slaughterhouse, among other stories, to present explicit examples of the city’s 

physical, cultural, and economic advancements. Yet, Brazil edged closer to entering 

World War II, Vargas put a clamp on the activities of many immigrants and their 

descendants, and these publications scuttled one of the prevailing narratives of Curitiba’s 

success, that European immigrants had played integral roles in the region’s development.  

As a result, boosters peddled new revisionist claims, such as usurping bandeirante 

folklore and forwarding blanket notions of the region’s European characteristics. At the 

very same time, Romário Martins was in the middle of completing what would become 

some of the most important historical studies of Curitiba and Paraná, and each text 

included significant material on the region’s diverse ethnic communities. The divide 

between the Agache Plan propaganda and Martins’ work demonstrates that Paraná’s 

boosters never abandoned one of fundamental tropes of the exceptionalist discourses that 

had prevailed in Curitiba since the turn of the century. It also demonstrates that the 

tendentious history that they relied upon to make their claims changed according to new 

contingencies.  
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Epilogue 

 In Curitiba in November 1946, a young writer named Dalton Trevisan published 

the poem “Minha Cidade” in the magazine Joaquim, which he had founded the same 

year. The poem, as well as most of the material Trevisan published in the magazine, 

staunchly criticized the city’s most established and esteemed intellectual and artistic 

traditions. “Minha Cidade” condemned the celebratory depictions of city life and exposed 

its rough underbelly. The poem was the surest and most honest critique of a half-century 

of exceptionalist claims.1  

 The poem downplayed the city’s geographical characteristics and instead 

explored the mundane and even pathological aspects of the lives of city residents. It 

began:  

To the Curitiba with no pine trees, this Curitiba I sing. To the Curitiba in which 
the sky is not blue, this Curitiba I sing. Not to the Curitiba for the tourist to see, 
this Curitiba I sing. To the Curitiba in the early morning when the wagons pass 
through, selling chopped fire wood ($1.20 per dozen), in which the columns of 
cheerful faces evoke ripe apples, crying out their goods, sweet potatoes, carrots, 
cabbages, multi-colored zucchini. Bargains, nuisances of the open market, where 
the maids converse, fleeing the tyranny of their bosses, while the sun shoots down 
yellow sunflowers on the Tiradentes statue.2 
 

In just a few lines, Trevisan articulated a vision of city life that was more critical than 

anything his predecessors had ever written. In disparaging the significance of the city’s 

pine trees, he attacked boosters’ single-most important icon of Curitiba’s exceptionalism.  
                                                
1 Trevisan published “Minha Cidade” in large paragraphs, not in separate stanzas. For more on the impact 
of the Joaquim magazine as a counterpoint to the dominant literary scene in Curitiba, see Luíz Claudio 
Soares de Oliveira, Joaquim: Dalton Trevisan (en)contra o paranismo (Curitiba: Travessa dos Editores, 
2008). 
 
2 Dalton Trevisan, “Minha Cidade,” Revista Joaquim, no. 6 (November 1946): n.p.  
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Trevisan went further, denouncing the self-importance of the city’s intellectuals, 

mocking their infatuation with hollow iconography, attacking their institutions, and 

providing a picture of daily life in Curitiba that included rarely documented images. 

Trevisan wrote, for example, “I do not sing to the Museu Paranaense, where no 

Curitibano has yet to enter,” and “I do not sing to the Paranaense Academy of Letters 

with its 300 million immortals, but rather to the dances on fourteenth street, where they 

say Rimbaud visited incognito in a black cape to dance samba,” and  

I do not know how to sing to the Curitiba of Emiliano Perneta, where the pine tree 
is a goblet of light; of Alberto de Oliveira, where, oh! the sky is blue; of Martins 
Fontes, where the city is smiling; or of Moacyr de Las Palmas Chaves, with its 
flowers, music, and crystals. That Curitiba is not the one that I sing. I sing to the 
other, that of the Praça Osório clock, that faithfully indicates the wrong time, - 
that of the bells of the Polish church, close to my house, as afternoon comes, - that 
of the Saturday orgies in the “Operário,” where the most beautiful black women 
in the world dance, - that of the processions on the saints’ days, like visions of the 
Ku Klux Klan, in which the voices of the virgins open to the night in mystical 
roses … 3 
 

Trevisan cited direct examples of the celebratory language of famous literary figures and 

then presented an oppositional depiction of city life that included black residents, a 

broken monument, and samba. He went further, writing  

To the Curitiba of the side streets where pathetic virgins stick out the windows 
waiting for their prince charming, that this very moment the trolley passed by, - to 
the humble area around the Estação, from which by night an unknown humanity 
births from the shadows, keen to drink cachaça, to make love in the bordellos and 
die from the knife, poison, and fire, - to the student electoral campaigns, where 
with leaflets and gum they plaster all the stores on Rua XV, demonstrating that 
this is not Brazil, as the opposition party always wins, - to the social chronicles of 

                                                
3 Trevisan, 1946.  
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the Eolo magazine that the young women read with hands over heart, - to the 
Curitiba of the boors, pimps, and prostitutes, this Curitiba I sing.4 
 

Trevisan explored the city’s seedier elements and revealed that Curitiba was not as 

bucolic as the prevailing picture of most literature about the city. 

 Trevisan’s perspective is stark and honest, and the observations in “Minha 

Cidade” are grounded in what he perceived to be genuine social conditions. The writer 

would later become one of Curitiba’s most famous literary figures. Trevisan’s critical 

assessment of Curitiba and its intellectuals are as important today as they were in 1946. 

They were based on direct observation and a keen understanding of the city’s physical, 

social, and intellectual environments. Trevisan directly challenged the celebratory 

framework that his predecessors had privileged for so long, and his narrative is freighted 

with brutal honesty and genuine love for his native city. 

In 1972, just a year after IPPUC initiated its development plans and began to 

receive recognition for improving the Curitiba’s physical and social organization, 

Trevisan published his most famous work, The Vampire of Curitiba and Other Stories. 

This compilation of short pieces further explores the city’s underside, and as Thomas 

Lask noted in the first review of book for The New York Times, Trevisan’s views Curitiba 

as  

a place of moral decay and human dissolution. Social responsibilities are reduced 
to animal-like levels. Men beat and abandon their wives and children or are 
indifferently unfaithful. Women cuckold their husbands, and every meeting of a 

                                                
4 Trevisan, 1946. 
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boy or a girl becomes a sexual encounter in which, incidentally, someone always 
gets hurt.5 
 

It is ironic that Curitiba’s most famous modern writer is best known for his critical and 

pathological interpretation of a city renowned for its socially inclusive and innovative 

planning designs.  

 Today there is also a considerable disconnection between IPPUC’s image of the 

city and that of the broader intellectual community. During my first and second 

preliminary research trips to Curitiba, I attended two seminars on the city’s planning 

history, and the presentations and comments of the panelists revealed a high degree of 

disagreement with IPPUC’s narrative of the city.  

At the first seminar, which had been organized by the Paraná Secretary of Culture 

to celebrate the 150th anniversary of Curitiba’s founding, historian Roberto Magnus 

Pereira and urbanist Luiz Celso Tarnowski were critical of IPPUC’s planning designs.6 

Pereira, for example, assailed the Institute for refusing to consider the construction of a 

subway system, and he and Tarnowski agreed that IPPUC had essentially copied Alfred 

Agache’s urbanization plan from 1943. Also, Pereira presented a broader historical 

account that pointed to the participation of other planning organizations, and in his 

presentation he stately plainly “many people have been forgotten.” Tarnowski added that 

there has been a large “omission in the official propaganda.” In the second talk, Brazilian 

                                                
5 Thomas Lask, “The Soil and Some of Its Fruits,” The New York Times, December 1, 1972, 84.  
 
6 The title of the talk was the following: “Um seminário para comemorar o sesquicentenario da criacao de 
Curitiba (Lei n. 1 do Estado do Paraná, de 26 de julho de 1854),” and it was sponsored by the Secretaria de 
Estado da Cultura do Paraná.   
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sociologist Francisco de Oliveira dismissed the notion that master plans were somehow 

democratic or socially inclusive, and he alluded to programs in Curitiba that he found 

tragic and oppressive. Master plans were meant to control society, maintain order, and 

make cities more exclusive, Oliveira argued, not to create more equal living conditions. 

More specifically, he criticized IPPUC’s efforts to assist poor people to build their own 

houses, claiming that such projects did not demonstrate any sort of social inclusion, but 

rather illustrated Brazil’s yawning income inequality.7 Pereira, Tarnowski, and Oliveira’s 

remarks appeared to reflect readily accepted criticisms about IPPUC, yet they are 

unknown to those who have focused on the institute’s celebratory claims.  

 My intent in writing this dissertation has never been to slay the dragon that is 

IPPUC. There is no question that many of the Institute’s development plans brought 

about genuine improvements to city life. Rather, my central interest has been to 

understand how and why Curitiba maintained its celebratory image over time. Exploring 

this theme from the 1880s to the 1940s, I demonstrate that there are multiple explications 

that changed over time according to political, social, and military exigencies.  

Curitiba’s colonial history began in the seventeenth century when gold 

discoveries attracted miners and merchants to the city, but it was not until the mid-

nineteenth century when Paraná gained political autonomy from São Paulo that local 

politicians slowly initiated projects to attract colonists. Several cities atop the Paraná 

                                                
7 In The Impossible Will Take a Little While: A Citizen's Guide to Hope in a Time of Fear, environmentalist 
Bill McKibben used this story to highlight Curitiba’s commitment to social inclusiveness and dedication to 
improving the lives of all residents. To Oliveira this was absurd. Poor city residents might know how to 
build houses because their poverty would demand that they know how to build houses. 
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highlands served as hubs between trading centers in São Paulo and Rio Grande do Sul, 

and by the turn of the twentieth century Curitiba’s population had grown to the point 

where it had become a middle-sized Brazilian city. By 1900 a nascent intellectual 

community had formed in Curitiba, and many members initiated projects at this time to 

defend Paraná’s interests and solidify its economic and social authority. Most 

significantly, their work focused on delineating Paraná’s border with Santa Catarina and 

in drafting promotional material to attract European colonists. My dissertation 

demonstrates that the celebratory tropes they advanced continue to resonate and that 

IPPUC planners have utilized these ideational constructs to advance an image of Curitiba 

as the model city of Brazil.  

 The desire to populate the region with European immigrants drove provincial 

presidents Lamenha Lins and Taunay to initiate subsidization programs that would 

ultimately entice thousands of immigrants to make the journey across the Atlantic. At the 

turn of the century these subsidization programs remained important, and intellectuals 

composed some of the most hyperbolic celebratory accounts of the land and its people. 

As tensions grew along the border between Paraná and Santa Catarina at the same time, it 

became imperative for Curitiba’s politicians and intellectuals to legitimate Parana’s 

claims to these lands. It was at this point that an intellectual movement coalesced in the 

city, with historian Romário Martins emerging as the most prominent advocate of 

Paranaense exceptionalism. In the 1920s elites came to rearticulate the region’s 

celebratory discourses to showcase the state’s importance in larger nation-building 
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projects. The 1930 revolution made it more difficult to privilege a Eurocentric narrative, 

but such claims never entirely lost their legitimacy.  

Enduring tropes marked this entire period, and the same ideational signposts 

continue to influence our contemporary understanding of Curitiba, most notably those 

that relate to deterministic arguments about ethnicity, race, and geography. As is clear by 

now, Paraná’s intellectuals promoted the population’s whiteness, and there seems no 

question that throughout the early twentieth-century, Paraná maintained at least some 

measure of social and cultural capital in relation to these factors. In addition, the mild 

climate of the highlands and Paraná’s immense hydroelectric potential serve as 

geographic determinants–both as abstract ideas and quantifiable resources—whose 

economic and social value cannot be easily dismissed.  

I am most interested in the flow of ideas related to urbanism principles. What 

benefit came from privileging a European identity? How did urban planners compute 

positive and negative elements of a city’s development? To understand how such factors 

played a role in the story of Curitiba’s success, it is necessary to explore the historical 

narratives that have accompanied the city’s growth, from Auguste Saint-Hilaire’s claim 

in 1820 that he had never seen so many genuinely white residents than in the Curitiba 

highlands, to Romário Martins’ fixation in the 1940s with documenting the prevalence of 

Curitiba’s European immigrants. To neglect to do so invites the kind of uncritical 

analysis that has marked too many of the studies of the city’s recent past. Connections 

that exist between the deterministic arguments, the legacy of celebratory claims, and 
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Curitiba’s contemporary image make it necessary to ask new questions that focus on an 

epistemological exploration of the city’s history.  

After all, Alfred Agache was one of most influential urban planners in Curitiba’s 

history, and he emphasized the importance of publicizing urbanization designs over any 

other planning priority. Agache argued that for any plan to succeed it was essential for 

urbanists to first execute a public relations campaign, and he targeted politicians and 

business elites. IPPUC not only borrowed from Agache’s physical plan for Curitiba but 

also implemented its own publicity efforts. The Institute’s public relations campaigns did 

not simply seek to foster political and commercial legitimacy for its plans. It also tapped 

into the celebratory tropes that politicians and intellectuals in Paraná had forwarded since 

the turn of the twentieth century in broader efforts to attract interest from outside the 

region and abroad. There is no question that IPPUC has experienced tremendous success. 

Yet, Curitiba’s urban planners have relied on deeply embedded deterministic and 

tendentious claims about geography, ethnicity, and race to publicize the city as an 

environmentally friendly city inhabited with a large European population. They present 

Curitiba in opposition to the so-called pathological markers that scholars and journalists 

frequently associate with other Brazilian cities, such as Rio de Janeiro, Recife, Salvador 

da Bahia, and São Paulo. Whether all of Curitiba’s planners drew such distinctions may 

be debated, but it is important to recognize how these claims are derivative of 

longstanding historical discourses about the city and continue to maintain legitimacy for 

public projects to configure urban space.  
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